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ABSTRACT 
An analytical approach has been developed for the design 
and analysis of dual-branched piping systems. It was intended 
that this technique be a viable alternative to the somewhat 
tedious graphical methods given in the literature. 
A general model of such systems was established and ad~-
sign equation thereby derived from fundamental physical co~-
siderations. In order to prove the validity of this relatio~-
ship, an experimental study was undertaken. A closed-loop, 
branch/recycle system was built and used for flowsplit ezp,er!.-
ments in which flowrates were measured at three different stat-
ic heads and a variety of pipeline flow resistances. Tne frac-
tion of total flow recycled was calculated from this 
tal data. The recycle fraction given by solving the design 
equation was also determined and was found to be wi thir"~ 1% o~ 
the experimental results. It was concluded that the design 
equation was an accurate representation of actu.al flow :.e-
havior in branched piping systems of this general type. 
For the case of equal static heads, a simple plot is g:.·,·e:: 
for the solution of any such problems. ?or uneq.i.al static 
-' heads, the design equation must be solved iteratively. In o:--
., 
der to avoid this inconvenience, an attempt Kas :;ade to :-ep:-e-
sent the design equation as either a parametric plot or as a 
nomograph. It was found that neither of these grapr.J.cal fcr-..:.S 
could serve as a useful design tool. However, an analytical 
procedure, which does not necessarily entail an iterative so-
, lution, has been presented for use 1n any problem solution. 
- l -
; I. INTRODUCTION 
The design of fluid piping systems is an area of fun-
:damental importance to all chemical processing industries. 
'Pipes and pumps deliver liquids to and from each process 
unit within a plant, and thus constitute a vital transpor-
tation network. It is important that all piping systems be 
designed so that the entire installation can operate at the 
'.desired production rates, and do so in the most economical 
manner. 
The design and analysis of piping systems is often a 
problem which can be solved in a rather straightforward 
manner using the basic principles of fluid flow. However, 
certain situations arise which require a more complex anal-
1ysis. One such system is that of simple branched flow; 
this occurs when a single main-flow pipeline splits into two 
'lines which deliver their flows to different points. Gener-
ally, these exit points will be at different elevations and 
pressures, and it is because of this that a somewhat compli-
cated graphical analysis or a trial-and-error solution to 
problems of this type is required. 
It is quite common that one of the two delivery lines 
:functions as a recycle line, returning its flow to some 
.J 
'point in the system prior to the split. Such a branch/re-
J 
· 1cycle system occurs repeatedly in chemical processing and 
~ay be regarded as a fundamental unit of some significance. 
!It would indeed be beneficial if a simple, general procedure 
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2 
for the design of such systems were available. 
:t 
The traditional graphical techniques (1,2) used to study 
these systems are useful and quite versatile, but are labori-
ous and time-consuming as well. They may also offer some de-
gree of confusion to those not entirely familiar with the more 
subtle points of such analysis. As an alternative, it may be 
possiple to avoid these undesirable factors with the use of 
analytical equations. Such an analytical approach would be 
amenable to machine computation, whereas the graphical proce-
dure is not; this factor could prove to be quite useful in 
numerous situations. 
The objective of this research is to develop an analyti-
cal technique which will simplify the design and analysis of 
branch/recycle piping systems. The proposed analytical meth-
Qd should be an effective and accurate procedure, offering 
simplification over graphical methods by the use of algebraic 
equations. It must provide the same flexibility and general-
ity as the graphical approach, and also present the advanta-
ges of convenience and speed not inherent in the ~raphical 
methods. 
So that this technique can be applied to a wide range of 
problem types, a basic model of the system must first be es-
tablished. A design equation is then derived from fundamen-
tal physical principles using this general flowsplit ffiodel. 
,ro insure the validity of the design equation, it should be 
tested and proven true on a real system. Therefore, an ex-
perimental investigation spanning as broad a range of opera-
- 3 -
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ing conditions as possible, is carried out. Comparison of 
~ he theoretical and experimental results is made and related 
o the graphical technique. Then, because it is based on a 




the analytical approach can be recommended as 
replacement for the graphical approach in solving branch/ 
ecycle piping problems. 
The branch/recycle flow system is actually a special 
in which both delivery 
exit downstream of the split. While simple branched 
situations, recycle flow in a pro-
;· easing scheme generally serves a special purpose, and may 
e used for a variety of reasons. In chemical reactors, a 
1 ecycle stream may be used to increase the yield of a de-
ired product by enabling unreacted components in the re-
ctor exit stream to re-enter the reactor and undergo fur-
her reaction. With highly exothermic reactions, part of 
he exit stream may be cooled externally and readmitted to 
he reactor as recycle in order to maintain reaction tem-
eratures at a permissible level. Recycle can be used to 
' 1 rovide agitation for a process vessel. Also, !n ~nap-
j lication entirely related to the piping system itself, a 
ecycle or "bypass" stream can be used to provide a certain ;i 
equired minimum flow through the pump when downstream con-
itions would otherwise restrict the main pumpflow to less 
'han that amount (1). The bypassing of some of the total 
- 4 -
:i 
'ii flow to the suction side of the pump can also serve to reg-
,., 
~late the branch flow in situations when automatic flow con-
itrol is desired. 
The types of problems which may be encountered with 
branched-flow piping systems are too numerous to discuss at 
'length. However, it is important to point out just a few 
possible examples in order to provide some basis for under-
standing the implications of this research. 
Ordinarily, a "design II problem involves selecting the 
proper pump to transport fluid through a given piping system. 
The optimum selection of pumps and piping is usually based 
upon choosing the combination which can do the job required 
at the minimum total cost. This total cost consists of fixed 
costs and operating costs. Fixed costs are the initial and 
amortized costs of piping, pumps, and perhaps insulation and 
piping supports as well. A variety of methods is available 
for estimating the minimum piping cost (3), which can be as 
much as 80% of the cost of all processing equipment in the 
plant, and can typically be up to 15% of the total installed 
plant cost (4). The operating costs are those incurred by 
operation of the pumps, and are directly related to the pumps 
\and piping chosen, which are in turn dependent on the process 
units and production rate involved. Operating costs are 
:likely to be a significant part of the total cost of the pip-
. ~ng system, and thus, optimal pump selection is important to 
? 
~ood design. 
On the other hand, "analysis" problems concern themselves 
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for the design of such systems were available. 
The traditional graphical te,phniques (1.,2) used to study 
these systems are useful and quite versatile., but are labori-
ous and time-consuming as well. They may also offer some de-
gree of confusion to those not entirely familiar with the more 
subtle points of such analysis. As an alternative., it may be 
possible to avoid these undesirable factors with the use of 
analytical equations. Such an analytical approach would be 
amenable to machine computation., whereas the graphical proce-
dure is not; this factor could prove to be quite useful in 
numerous situations. 
The objective of this research is to develop an analyti-
cal technique which will simplify the design and analysis of 
branch/recycle piping systems. The proposed analytical meth-
od should be an effective and accurate procedure., offering 
simplification over graphical methods by the use of algebraic 
equations. It must provide- the same flexibility and general-
ity as the graphical approach., and also present the advanta-
ges of convenience and speed not inherent in the graphical 
methods.· ,. 
So that this technique can be applied to a wide range of 
problem types., a basic model of the system must first be es-
tablished, A design equation is then derived from fundamen-
tal physical principles using this general flowsplit model. 
To insure the validity of the design equation., it should be 
tested and proven true on a real system. Therefore., an ex-
perimental investigation spanning as broad a range of opera-
-· 3 -
ting conditions as possible, is carried out. Comparison of 
the theoretical and experimental results is made and related 
to the graphical technique. Then, because it is based on a 
perfectly general mo.del · and by virtue of the experimental 
verification, the analytical approach can be recommended as 
a replacement for the graphical approach in solving branch/ 
recycle piping problems. 
The branch/recycle flow system is actually a special 
case of the simple branched pipeline in which both delivery 
lines exit downstream of the split. While simple branched 
flow occurs in countless situations, recycle flow in a pro-
cessing scheme generally serves a special purpose, and may 
be used for a variety of reasons. In chemical reactors, a 
recycle stream may be used to increase the yield of a de-
sired product by enabling unreacted components in the re-
actor exit stream to re-enter the reactor and undergo fur-
ther reaction. With highly exothermic reactions, part of 
the exit stream may be cooled ex~ernally and readmitted to 
the reactor as recycle in order to maintain reaction tem-
peratures at a permissible level. Recycle can be used to 
provide agitation for a process vessel. Also, in an ap-
r 
plication entirely related to the piping system itself, a 
recycle or "bypass" stream can be used to provide a certain 
required minimum flow through the pump when downstream con-
ditions would otherwise restrict the main pumpflow to less 
than that amount (1). The bypassing of some of the total 
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flow to the suction side of the pump can also serve to reg-
ulate the branch flow in situations when automatic flow con-
trol is desired. 
The types of problems which may be encountered with 
branched-flow piping systems are too numerous to discuss at 
length. However, it is important to point out just a few 
possible examples in order to provide some basis for under-
standing the implications of this research. 
Ordinarily, a 11design" problem involves selecting the 
proper pump to transport fluid through a given piping system. 
The optimum selection of pumps and piping is usually based 
upon choosing the combination which can do the job required 
at the minimum total co.st. This total cost consists of fixed 
costs and operating costs. Fixed costs are the initial and 
amortized costs of piping, pumps., and perhaps insulation and 
piping supports as well. A variety of methods is available 
for estimating the minimum piping cost (3), which can be as 
much as 80% of the cost of all processing equipment in the 
plant, and can typically be up to 15% of the total installed 
plant cost (4). The operating costs are those incurred b~ 
operation of the pumps., and are directly related to the pumps 
and piping chosen, which are in turn dependent on the process 
r 
units and production rate involved. Operating costs are 
likely to be a significant part of the total cost of the pip-
ing system., and thus, optimal pump selection is important to 
good design. 
On the other hand, "analysis" problems concern themselves 
. - 5 -
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with making the proper modifications in the piping system 
in order to handle any changes in processing conditions which 
may be made in the plant. A typical analysis problem might 
deal with accommodating the changes required by an increase 
in plant capacity. If, for example, the total production 
rate is increased, then the flows through each delivery line 
will change in a certain manner. The primary concern of the 
branch/recycle system may be to provide a certain fraction of 
the total flow to, say, a recycle reactor. If the total 
throughput is changed, then the friction loss in one or both 
of the delivery lines will have to be modified in order to 
maintain the same recycle fraction. This may easily be done 
by adjusting a valve in one or both of the delivery lines. 
Another solution would be to place an orifice plate of the 
proper size in one of the lines to restrict the flow accor-
dingly. If the recycle flow is of critical importance, then 
automatic flow control may be used to compensate for any 
fluctuations in throughput which may occur. In this case, a 
control valve of the proper size must be installeq in one of 
the delivery lines. 
The manner in which the total flow splits between the 
two lines is also dependent on the exit pressures and eleva-
' 
. tions. Similar analysis problems can result if process mod-
ifications produce changes in either of these parameters. 
Not much work has been published concerning the study 
of simple branched-flow piping systems. Graphical systems 
analysis, as detailed by Ka.rassik (1) and Hicks and Edwards 
·- 6·-
(., 
(2)., involves examining the energy re.quirements of the system 
over the anticipated range of flowrates. The energy/flowrate 
characteristics of each pump and pipeline are represented as 
indi.vidual curves on a single graph, These separate curves 
are added graphically in a certain fashion., depending upon 
whether the pumps and/or pipeline units are arranged in ser-
ies., or in parallel., or both. A single "system curve" and a 
single "pump curve 11 result., which can then be used to examine 
the behavior of the overall pump-pipeline combination and 
each of its parts under various operating conditions. It is 
this feature whith lends a great deal of versatility, as well 
as potential confusion., to the graphical study of piping sys-
tems; both of these factors become more significant as the 
system becomes more complex. Since graphical analysis offers 
a visual representation of the flow characteristics of all 
the pipelines, it is often possible to evaluate different 
designs quite readily. However., since some trial-and-error 
would likely be involved with examining the various schemes, 




·Examination of the energy changes that occur as the 
fluid moves through the pipeline is the basis of the design 
procedure. 
The amount of energy contained in an element of fluid 
at any point in a given flow system is always expressed rel-
ative to some arbitrary datum plane. Bernoulli's theorem 
(5) for incompressible fluids in steady flow, without fric-
tion losses and without input or output of heat, expresses 
the total energy as the sum of three types: pressure, vel-
ocity, and elevation. Each of these terms is referred to as 
an energy "head" when expressed in the units of elevation 
above the datum, e.g. feet of fluid. This relationship for 
_any point in the system is written as follows: 
where, 
H = v2 /2g + P /~ + Z ( eq. 1) 
H = total head, (ft) 
V =·velocity of the liquid, (ft/se~) 
P = pressure on the liquid, (lb/ft ) 
Z = elevation of the point above the datum, (ft) 
€ 
= dens'ity of the liquid, (lb/ft3) 
g = acceleration 'due to gravity= 32.174 ft/sec2• 
The English system of units is used here, since this is still 
the one most commonly used in industry today. 
The velocity.head is the kinetic energy per unit mass of 
fluid, the pressure head is the flow work per unit mass, and 
the elevation or "static" head is the potential·energy per 
unit· mass. Each of these heads can ·be thought or in terms of 
- 8 -
a vertical column of liquid. The pressure exerted on the 
base of this column as a result o~ the weight of the liquid, 
can be measured in terms of the height of this column. Such 
a static head, z, is equivalent to the pressure heaci expres-
sed as P/~ • The velocity head, on the other hand, may be 
thought of as the distance through which the fluid must fall 
in order to attain a certain velocity, V. 
The energy which must be.added to a liquid in order to 
transport it from some initial point 1 to a second point 2, 
is equal to the difference in head plus the frictional losses 
which occur in the .flow·of real fluids between these points. 
This is the total energy which must be added by the pump, and 
is called the total head,~: 
( eq. 2) 
where Hr is the energy loss due to friction. 
A. Friction Factors 
When a fluid flows through any pipe or conduit, the re-
taining walls in contact with the fluid offer resistance to 
flow. Because of the viscous nature of real fluids, a vel-
' 
ocity gradient exists in the fluid across the flow path so 
that the velocity of the fluid at the wall is zero. Energy 
is lost in overcoming the fluid's resistance to motion in the 
boundary region near the wall •. Similarly, any obstructions 
.in the flow. path· or the fluid offer· resistance to flow and, · 
- 9 -
together with the turbulent eddies which form in the wake 
of obstructions and changes in the flow path, contribute to 
the overall loss of energy. 
The well-known Darcy-Weisbach relation (5) expresses 
frictional losses in terms of velocity heads and a dimen-
sionless friction factor, viz. 
where, L = length of flow path, (in) D = inside diameter of pipe, (in) 
f = Darcy friction factor. 
( eq. 3) 
The friction factor has been correlated as a function of 
Reynolds Numbe.r and the pipe ~size. and roughness for ,turbulent 
flow, and is graphically presented as the familiar Moody di-
agram (5). 
Several analytical and empirical expressions for both 
friction factor and head-loss due to friction.have been de-
veloped as alternatives to use of the Moody diagram (1,6). 
However, only the recently developed Churchill relation sat-
isfactorily represents the friction factor over the entire 
flow regime from laminar, through transition flow, to fully 
turbulent (7). The Churchill friction factor, re, is com-
puted as follows: 
J 
1/12 
l ( eq. 4) 
(A + B)3/2 . . 
where,. 
A = 2,457 ln (-1..)o,g l ... ( )~16 
Re . + 0,27 +'J ( eq. 5) 
- 10' -
B -·-( 37530 )' 16 
- . Re ( eq. 6) 
and, 6/D = relative.surface roughness, (dimensionless) 
Re = Reynold's number·.for flow through ·pipe. 
The Churchill friction factor may then be transformed into 
the usual Darcy friction factor as 
( eq. 7) 
B. Velocity Heads and Resistance Coefficients 
Flow losses which are attributable to pipe fittings, 
valves, and obstructions in the flow path can be character-
ized in terms of the equivalent length of straight pipe 
Which would produce the same loss in total energy. An al-
ternative to this equivalent length concept is to examine 
these losses directly in terms of the velocity head lost. 
For turbulent flow, frictional loss is fairly constant for 
any given fitting, valve, or other obstruction and can be 
represented by the proportionality: 
hr = K (v2/2g). ( eq. 8) 
The resistance coefficient K, is equivalent to the quantity 
fL/D in the Darcy equation, and is thereby defined as the 
11 ..; 
'I 
' '.:%\il~ . ,1,•,_ ..I -.h ;.,· ., /,. 
number of velocity heads lost due.to the particular obstruc-
tion. These resistance coefficients, as well as the equiva-
lent length ratio'L/D, are well-documented in the literature 
· for· all common types of valves and fittings ( 6,8). 
In selecting a control valve, a parameter known as the 
flow coefficient is used to specify the size of the valve. 
For liquids, the flow coefficient Cv is defined as the number 
of gallons per minute of fluid at 6o°F which will flow through 
the valve at a pressure drop of 1 psi. The Cv specified by 
the valve manufacturer is for the valve operating fully open,. 
and is thus a useful measure of the valve's capacity. By re-
lating the definition to the Darcy equation, the following 
expression results (6):. 
where D' is the inside pipe diameter in inches. This equation 
. . 
allows the resistance coefficient to be determined from the 
flow coefficient so that the control valve can be regarded 
the same as any other valve or fitting. This can be of cri-
tical importance since, in many cases, the overall piping 
system is designed so that the control valve takes up from 
r 
one-tenth to one-third of the total system pressure drop (1). 
The total head-loss in a single pipeline is given by the 
sunimation of all resistance coefficients and/or all equiva-
lent lengths according· to equations 3 and 8. Thus., the gen-
eral .expression for head-loss due to friction is: 
- 12 -· 
(eq. 10) 
where L includes the. total length of s-traight pipe and the 
sum of the equivalent lengths of all fittings. 
Since the resistance coefficient is related to a par-
ticular velocity, it must always be associated with the di-
ameter of pipe in which that velocity occurs. The values of 
Kare additive for several flow losses only when expressed 
with respect to a conunon diameter (or conunon velocity). The 
continuity principle (conservation or mass) and the Darcy 
equation provide a relationship which can be used to establish 
a common basis for resistance coefficients as: 
(eq. 11) 
where K is referred to some common larger diameter, K• is re-
ferred to some smaller diameter of significance to the indi-
vidual obstruction, and .(3 is the ratio of smaller to larger 
diameter, 13· = d/D. 
By virtue of its definition, one can determine an equi-
valent resistance coefficient for any prooess unit for which 
the head-loss across that unit can be measured. The head-
loss can be determined, by measuring the difference in static 
pressure (aP) across the unit and converting this pressure 
drop to a pressure head-loss. Knowing the velocity through 
the process uni.t, a resistance coefficient can be found., viz. 
Hr = 6~/~ = K° ,j /2g. 
13 -
Alternatively, if an analytical expression for pressure drop 
\ 
or friction factor in the process unit is available (which is 
commonly the case wi ~h heat exchangers ·and packed .beds), then 
the resistance coefficient may be calculated directly. Then 
by choosing an appropriate reference velocity, generally as 
that which.occurs in the main pipeline, the equivalent resis-
. 
. 
tance coefficient for each process unit for that common basis 
. . 
can be found from equation 11. Then; the total head-loss can 
be determined by summation of the individual resistances in 
equation 10. 
Parallel Piping Arrangement 
Networks of parallel pipelines containing various pro-
cess units or other friction-producing elements may, at times, 
occur in a piping system. Overall resistance coefficients 
for a parallel network of pipes may be calculated as follows • 
• 
Figure l presents a general schematic for a network con-
sisting of three parallel lines with three process units. It 
is assumed here that the main pipelin~, preceeding junction 1 
. 
. 
and proceeding junction 2, is the same size although each of 










The overall pressure drop across junctions 1 and 2, 
where the parallel branches split 'from and recombine with 
. . 
the main line., must equal the pressure drop across.each pa-
rallel line in order for the flow to be continuous and steady. 
Since the sum of all branch line flows must equal the total 
flow to and from each junction., the head-losses through each 
line can be related to the mainflow velocity as well. The 
following relation is evident from equation 12: 
(eq. 13) 
where Kev is tte .overall resistance coefficient for the network 
based upon the total flowrate Qin the main pipeline. This 
overall resistance coefficient can then be combined in the 
usual fashion with other resistances in series with this 
parallel network throughoµt the entire pipeline system •. 
C. Graphical System Analysis 
· The optimum design for a piping system can be determined 
only through careful consideration of the hydraulic charac-
teristics of both pumps and piping. While certain maximum 
and minimum process flowrates or heads may be used to specify 
a suitable pump for a system, such a method is generally not 
sati~factor~.f~r obtaining the optimum pump selection. The 
hydraulic characteristics of pumps and piping over the entire 
- 15 -
range or flowrates anticipated for the process must be eval-
uated. This can be done most .easily by examining graphical 
plots or head vs. capacity for the piping system and pumps, 
known respectively· as system curves and pump curves. 
The pump total head, by definition, is equal to the dif-
ferential pressure produced between the discharge and suction 
of the pump, divided by the liquid density. It 1-s common 
practice that pump curves are expressed in terms of head, 
usually as feet of water, rather than in terms of differen-
tial pressure. At the rated capacity and speed, a centri-
fugal pump can produce the same head on all liquids or ap-
proximately the same viscosity, regardless of the density of 
the liquid (1). Under these conditions, however, the pump 
will not produce the same differential pr~ssure, and the 
power required to drive the pump will be different. If, on 
the other hand, the pump were rated in terms of differential 
pressure, the same head would not be produced for one liquid 
as for another, and a separate curve- for each liquid of dif-
ferent density would be required. 
The head/flowrate point at which a given pump/pipeline 
combination will operate under specified conditions is given 
by the intersection of' the pump and system curves. In order 
' to select a pump for a given piping system in an optimal 
manner, at least one such operating point is needed. Under 
different operating conditions, such as when a pipeline is 
. throttled by closing down a valve or by placing an orifice 
plate i~ the line, a different system curve will be obtained 
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and a different operating point will result. Likewise, when 
a different pump curve is examined, perhaps for the purpose 
or obtaining increased efficienty with the use or a different 
pump, a different operating point will result. 
Figure 2 illustrates the basic relat~onship between pump 
and system curves. Note that as the line friction increases, 
the system curve becomes steeper; thus, less flow at a higher 
head is achieved as the valve is closed down. Also, since 
pump 2 yields an operating point at a higher flowrate than 
pump 1, it may prove more suitable for the intended applica~ 
tion if the·higher-flowrate is desirable. 
For a system utilizing more than a single pump, either 
in series or parallel arrangement, a combined pump curve can 
be prepared which expresses the total performance as that of 
an equivalent single pump. For pumps in series, the overall 
performance is obtained by adding the heads at the same capa-
city. For pumps in parallel, flowrates are added at the same 




TyPical System Curves 
and Pump Curves 
A. Valve nearly closed 
B. Valve half-open 
C. Valve fully-open 





In a complex pipeline, similar reasoning can be applied 
to determine the combined performance of the various flow 
elements by construction or an overall system curve. The .·,·; 
case of series addition of flow losses has already been al-
luded to in the discussion of resistance coefficients. If, 
for example, a pipeline consists of two sections of differ-
ent-sized pipe in series, the individual heads for each line 
are added together at the same flowrate. This is the graph-
ical analog of summing all resistance coefficients to deter-
mine the head-loss at any particular flowrate. For parallel 
systems, the flowrates for each individual line are added to-
gether at the same head to give the overall curve. For a 
system where both parallel and series elements occur, the 
parallel addition is carried out first to determine a com-
bined curve for the parallel network; then, this curve is 
added in series with all the other sections of the pipeline 
which are in series to produce the overall system curve. 
An alternate version or this procedure involves plot-
ting system curves and pump curves on log-log paper (9). 
This method may present some simplification'in the graphical 
construction, depending on the type of system being examined. 
Since the system frictional head-loss varies as the square of 
the flowrate, the system curve on log-log paper is represen-
ted by a straight line with a slope equal to two, viz. 
(eq •. 14) 
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The static head and pressure head., when present., are repre-
sented by horizontal lines. The result of the series addi-
tion of a static or pressure head line with the friction-
loss line is a curved .total system curve. Also., the pump 
curve for centrifugal pumps is represented by a curve the 
same as before. 
The simplification presented by this method is that only 
two points are required for construction of the friction-loss 
line. When· examining situations in which the friction-loss 
curve changes., as when studying the performance difference 
between clean and dirty pipe.or that of throttled systems., 
several friction-loss lines may quickly be produced simply 
by lmowing one performance point and constructing parallel 
lines with a slope of two for each such case (9). This 
method is particularly helpful in the absence of static and 
pressure heads when the system curves are all straight lines. 
Figure 3 illustrates the analysis of the simple parallel net-
work given previously in Figure 1. 
Construction of System Curves 
on Log-Log Paper 
A, B, C, Dare individual 
system curves for.the 
units shown in Fig 1. 
E resul t·s from parallel addition, 
T ·1s the overall system curve, 
Pis tbe pump curve 
. Figure -3 
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Performance Evaluation of Branched Systems 
In the design of a new piping system, the pump is 
carefully chosen so that anticipated operating conditions 
will be achieved •. However, at some later time, processing 
demands may require changes in flowrate and/or head that the 
system can no longer accommodate in its present state. When 
this occurs, a-performance evaluation of the system may be 
carried out in order to determine what modifications to the 
system can be made so that the new processing requirements 
can be satisfied. 
In the performance evaluation of existing branched sys-
tems, or in the design of new ones, the operating point found 
at first attempt may not yield the desired distribution of 
flow in all individual pipelines of the system. It may then 
be necessary to adjust some part of the system in order to 
achieve the required operating point or the desired flowbal-
ance. This may be done, perhaps, by throttling or resizing 
one or more of the lines. A convenient and inexpensive throt-
tling device is the orifice plate, which can be precisely 
sized to deliver specific flowrates. AlternativelyJ a con-
trol valve or a manually-operated globe or butterfly valve 
may be used. Addition of a bypass line to the system can 
also be used to regulate the flow distribution in some in-
. stances where no other choice exists (1). 
The proper changes to be made to each line can be deteI'-
miried by working backward from the desired operating point to 
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the various individual system curves for each branch, examin-
ing the individual flows, and modifying them as necessary. 
This process enables the appropriate system curve for a par-
ticular. ·section to be constructed, from which the required 
resistance coefficient for that line may be calculated. In 
order to find the flowrates in each line, it is first neces-
sary to define the head/capacity property of the Junction 
point, which represents said conditions at the node from 
which the flow splits into separate lines. 
Consider first the example given in Figure 1. In a sys-
tem where a network of parallel branches splits from and re-
combines with the main line, the flowrate in each branch is 
determined by the total head across the two nodes. This is. 
a direct consequence of the requirement that the pressure 
drop across each line be identical; the flow splits in such 
a manner as to satisfy this requirement. For each operating 
point under consideration, a corresponding junction head· 
must be found at the same flowrate; the junction head and 
the operating point flowrate thereby define the junction 
point. In this example, the combined frictional head-loss 
curve for the parallel network determines the junction head 
by its intersection with the line of constant flowrate equal 
' to that of the operating point. Then, the intersection of 
I 
each individual branch curve with the horizontal line of 
constant head given by the Junction;point specifies the flows 
through each branch line. 
For an open-ended system with branch lines delivering 
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their flows to external points (which is the system being 
considered in· this research) . ., the reasoning is similar. Re-
ferring to .Figure 4., the general schematic for such a system., 
one can see that· the flow through each branch depends on the 
total head at the node. The junction head, once again at the 
operating point flowrate., is equal to the head supplied by 
the pump minus the frictional head-loss in the pipeline be-
tween initial point and the node. A horizontal line of con-
stant head through this junction point determines the indivi-
dual branch flows by its intersections with the separate 
branch curves; Figure 5 shows the construction of the junc-
tion point and the individual branch flows for the case il-
lustrated in Figure 4. 
More extensive discussion of these techniques and several 
illu.strations of graphical systems analysis are presented in 
the "Pump Handbook" (1). 
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Figure 4 
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C results from 
parallel addi-
tion of A and B. 
T results from 
series addition 
of D and c. 
Pis pump curve. 
D. Design Equation for General Branch/Recycle System 
Any branched piping system having two delivery lines can 
be represented by the following model, which is illustrated 
as a schematic in Figure 6. A supply tank provides contin-
uous feed to the pump, which then delivers fluid through the 
main line to the node. The recycle line returns its portion 
of the total flow directly to the supply tank, while the 
branch line discharges its flow to·a collecting tank. The 
collecting tank then returns the branch flow to the supply 
tank. Such a closed system enables a steady-state flow sit-
uation to be attained with stable operating conditions and 
. conservation of the liquid. 
Schematic of 
General Flowsplit Model 
Recycle line 
Feed 













- -- datum 
'1,.;,,.',.·: 
This modei is capable of representing both open and 
closed flow systems. A closed system. is one in which all 
flows return to the pump supply line, as depicted in Figure 6. 
An open system-results if either the recycle or branch line, 
or both, deliver their flows to points outside the system, 
and a continuous feed is made available to the supply tank. 
Such a situation has been shown in Figure 5. Thus, breaking 
either or both return loops of the closed model results in 
the simulation of an open system with continuous flow under 
steady-state conditions. As such, the model can be directly 
applied as an autonomous pilot unit in the lab for experi-
mental simulation of steady-flow processes of this type. 
The model provides for discharge flow at different pres-:-
sures and static heads. The tanks are enclosed so that they 
may be pressurized as required by process specifications, de-
noted by PB and PR in Figure 6. Also, the branch line de-
livers its flow at an··e1evation different~than that of the 
recycle line. 
Figure 6 presents a configuration in which the branch 
height is greater than that of the recycle line, and the node 
lies at an elevation between the branch and recycle delivery 
points. It is evident that a number of other piping arrange-
-
ments and configurations are possible. '!Arrangements" refers 
to the position of the static heads relative to each other, 
while "configurations II refer.s to the position of the :f.'low-
spli t relative to the static heads. Thr.ee varieties of each 




Type I: .. ZB)ZR Case a: ZN>~; ZN)ZR 
Type 2: 
~=ZR Case b: ~<~; ZN)ZR 
Type 3: 2:s< z R Case c: Z <·z • N B' ZN<ZR 
In order to establish a definite frame of reference for the 
model, the, Type·!/Case b system has been chosen, as shown in 
Figure 6, because it ·is likely to be the most common situation 
encountered in industrial practice. When applied to open-en-
ded branched systems wherE:? an actual recycle loop does not 
exist, that branch line which delivers its flow at the lower 
height will, by convention, be referred to as the recycle line. 
Derivation of the Design Equation 
Consider an energy balance on each of the delivery lines 
from a point immediately after the split to the exit point. 
In the absence of any heat and work inputs, and assuming that 
flow exists in both lines, the following can be written: 
Recycle: 2 2 PN + ~ + VNI/2g = PR + ZR + VR /2g + HfR 
(eq. 16) 
Branch: PN + ZN + VN,Bl'2g = PB + ~ + V:sf2g + HfB 
(eq. 17) 
The subscript N denotes the node point, and NR and NB refer 
to points in the recycle and branch lines, respectively, im-
mediately after the split. The HfR and Hf'B terms are the 
frictional losses in the recycle and branch lines, respectively. 
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Since the velocity in each line is constant throughout 
at steady-state, then VNR = VR_and VNB = VB. Iet STAT be 
defined as the sum of the total static and pressure heads at 
points relative to some common ground, such as the pump cen-
terline or the tank level in a supply tank where the liquid 
height remains constant. Then., since the velocity terms in 
equations 16 and 17 cancel., these equations may be combine·d 
to give: 
STATR + HrR = STAT:s + Hf'B (eq. 18) 
Expressing the friction-loss in terms of resistance coeffi~ 
cients enables the static heads to be related to the flow-
rates as follows: 
2 2 
HfR = Kil VR /2g = 1<"rt % /Cr 
2 2 
Hra = 1'B VB /2g = K_a ~ /Cf. 
(eq. 19) 
(eq." 20) 
·It is most convenient to work with flowrates, rather than 
velocities.,_ since this is- common industrial practice-The 
term Cf is a constant which includes the 2g term plus any 
conversion factors required to make the equation dimensionally 
consistent. For flowrate expressed in gallons per minute and 
head expressed in feet., 
2 
cf = 466.6 {gpm) /(ft-lbf/lbm) ( eq. 21) 
It is now convenient to define the recycle fraction., x, 
as the fraction of total flow which passes through the recycle 
line, viz. X = Qp/Q 
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(eq. 22) 
where Q is the main-flow or total pump flow. Then, the 
friction loss can be written in terms of the main 'flowrate: 
2 2 
Hrn = ~ X Q /Cr 
. 2 2 
Hra = ~ (1-x) Q /Cr 
(eq. 23) 
(eq. 24) 
Finally, equation 18 may be written as the general design 
equation: 
2 2 2 
STATB - STATR = (~ X - ~(l-x) ) Q /Cr (eq. 25) 
The dimensionless design equation is: 
(eq. 26) 
It is important to note that for systems where the delivery 
lines may be of a different size than the main flowline., each 
of the resistance coefficients., ~ and kB., must be expressed 
with respect to the main-line pipe diameter. 
Special Cases of the Design Equation 
Several limiting cases of the design equation are of 
interest: 
1. Critical Flowrate 
The crit~cal flowrate., Qc., is defined as the main flow-
rate at which flow just begins -in the branch line. Taking 
the limit of equation 26 as the recycle fraction approaches 
one, 
(eq. 27) 
28 - .. 
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and rearranging, gives 
~ = {{sTA~ - STATR) Cf/~) ( eq. 28) 
2. Equal Static Heads 
A second limiting case arises when the static heads for 
branch and recycle lines are equal, i.e. both lines discharge 
at the same elevation. Equation 26 then simplifies to: 
2 2 ~ X = ~(1-x) ( eq. 29) 
Solving for the recycle fraction gives: 
X = (eq. 30) 
Since xis a function solely of the resistance coefficients, 
or rather, since the resistance coefficients depend only on 
the flowrate, an overall resistance coefficient, Kov' can be 
used to express the flow losses, as follows: 
Since 
Hrn = HfR 
2 2 2 Ki3 QB /Cr = Kfi QR /Cr = Kov Q /Cr 
2 2 2 








One may pos·tulate that the overall resistance coeffi-
cient for a parallel piping system is analagou~ to the total 
resistance for a system of electrical resistors in parallel·. 
Thus, 
(eq. 32) 
This relationship can be verified as follows: 
Rearranging equation 31, 
-yif;, 
X = flR = 1 1/~·~ 




X = ~ + 1 
-ffi 
X = ~ ~ + 1 
X = Q.E.D. 
If' the recycle fraction is plotted as a function of the 
re.sistance coefficients as . x = f.(Kj/(KB + Ka)), a synunetri-
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cal curve is obtained, as illustrated in Figure 7. The 
region to the right of · ··~ = -~ gives recycle fractions 
greater than 0.5; this-is intuitivel~ what would-be-expec--
ted since K:s>Ka here and the least resistance to flow is 
provided by the recycle line. Similarly, more flow goes to 











~ i Ki3 = ~ 
~ 0 ·~---+----1.0 
Ki3/(~ + KR) 
Figure 7 
3. Unequal Static Heads 
Recycle Fraction Be-
havior for Case:.of 
Equal Static Heads 
For the case of unequal static heads, the resistance 
coefficients are no longer simple functions of the flowrate 
alone but depend on the static heads as well. Therefore, an 
overall ·resistance coefficient cannot be determined. Further-
more, the design equation cannot be solved explicitly for the 
recycle fraction. If. the quadratic formula is used, imagi-
nary roots will result when ~>~. The only method of so-
lution which will be satisfactory for all cases is to solve 
the design equation using an iterative technique. The Newton~ 
Raphson method will work well since this function of xis 
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well-behaved over the rarige of all recycle fractions x = O 
to x = .1. An algorithm for solution of' the design equation 
using this iteration technique is outlined in Appendix c. 
One way to avoid the iterative calculations is through 
a graphical representation of' the design equation., either as 
a ~arametric plot or as a nomograph. The form of such a 
graphical solution is suggested by the recycle behavior for 
the equal static heads case. Referring to Figure 7., one can 
deduce that perhaps a family of such curves would in general 
represent recycle behavior over a wide range of' static head 
differences. In the dimensionless design equation., note that 
for the case of' equal static heads., the left-hand side re-
duces to zero. As such., equation 26 has become identical to 
the simplified version of the design equation for equal static 
heads., equation 29, If' this collection of' terms., riamely 
(STATB - STATR) Cf/Q2., is denoted by the variable S., then 
S = O for the curve presented in Figure 7, For cases where 
STATB., the static and pressure heads of the branch line., ex-
ceeds that of the recycle line., STATR., the parameter Sis 
greater than zero. Conversely., S becomes a negative number 
when STATR exceeds STATB. Since., by convention., the branch 
exit elevation is always greater than that of the recycle 
r 
. exit., the latter case of negative Scan occur only when the 
recycle delivery pressure exceeds the branch delivery pres-
sure by an amount equal to the difference in exit elevations., .· 
. 2 
viz. s =((PB+ ZB) - (PR+ ZR)) Cr/Q 
. 2 
S = ( (PB - PR) + (~ - ZR)) Cr/Q (eq. 33) 
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aµd for s< O, (eq. 34) 
Families of curves for this type of parametric plot can 
be generated as described in Appendix D. However, as an ap-
proach to simplified design of branched piping systems in gen-
eral, thi's method is not very satisfactory. A series of at 
least eighteen such parametric plots would be required for 
good accuracy in design (see Appendix D). The need to intel:\. 
polate within this unwieldy collection of charts further dis-
qualifies this as a viable simplified design technique. The 
perfect solution would, of course, arise if all situations 
could be summarized in a single chart; to this end, a nomo-
graph would be ideal. Unfortunately, the nature of the design 
equation and the range of variables to be encountered in all 
design situations would result in perhaps as many as four no-
mographs (see Appendix E), and this again is an undesirable 
complication. 
Despite the failure of both of these graphical methods 
to yield a simple design tool, it is still possible to avoid 
the inconvenience of iteration. A combination of the design 
equation with the techniques of graphical systems analysis 
yields a simple procedure for the solution of many types of 
problems~ This method,will be documented in detail in the 
following section of this report. 
It is instructive to examine graphically how the recycle 
fraction·. changes 011er the entire range of flowrates for any 
given combinat_ion of resistance coefficients., Ka and ~. 
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Below the critical flowrate, the recycle fraction is, of 
course, equal .to one. Above Qc' the recycle.rrac~ion de~ 
creases asymptotically with increasing flowrate until a 
minimum recycle fraction is reached. This minimum recycle 
fraction is that which would be attained for the case of 
equal static heads with these same recycle and branch line 
resistance coefficients. This limit can be deduced from 
the design equation by examining the case of S = Oi 
Let 6 STAT = STATB - STATR • Then, it is observed that 
S = O is the same situation as given by the following limits: 
(eq. 35) 
When6STAT = O, S = O so that equation 30, for the case of 
equal static heads, describes the minimum recycle fraction 
attainable as the flowrate increases toward infinity.· This 




Recycle Fraction Behavior for Case of 
Different Static Heads 
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Analytical System Analysis 
The maj_or advantage of the design equation and the re.-
cycle approach in general is that total system losses, as 
well as branch losses, can be determined without the need 
for graphical analysis. If it is desired that a system curve 
be calculated in order to evaluate several pumps under con-
sideration, the design equation greatly simplifies the con-
struction of the overall system curve. For problems related 
to system analysis, rather than design, only an operating 
point is required in order to determine all flows for the 
system. In such cases, a system curve is not really required 
since the pump curve will give potential operating points, 
which can then be used to determine the individual delivery 
flows an~lytically. 
The approach to solving design problems would proceed as 
follows. Recycle head if given by the following expression: 
and branch head is given by: 
. 
HB = K_s' QB 2 /Cr + ASTAT 
2 2 HB = KB(l - x) Q /Cr + 6STAT 
(eq. 36) 
( eq. 37) 
Because of the recycle fraction parameter, these equations can 
be used to construct a system curve since the total flowrate 
and the corresponding head will be known from the operating 
point. The following equation expresses the flow losses .in 





n is the resistance coefficient for the main-line 
piping from the:' initial point on the suction side of the :~-:·. 
pump, to the node on the discharge side of the pump. Since 
flow in the recycle line occurs at all main flowrates, the 
total system curve results from the series addition of the 
recycle head and the main-line head at each main flowrate: 
2 2 ~ = ( Ksn + X . ~) Q /Cf (eq. 39) 
It would have been equally valid to add the branch head and 
main-line head at each main flowrate, but then the total 
system curve would appear only past the critical flowrate ,, 
and would not be complete. 
In order to calculate the total head, the recycle frac-
tion at a given flowrate must be known. By rearranging _the 
design equation, the iterative problem can be avoided by sol-
v.ing for flowrate as a function of recycle fraction, viz. 
(eq. 40) 
The data pairs (x,Q) can then be used in equation 39 to solve 
for several values of the total head, and the points (Q,Hir) 
plotted as the total system curve. 
A consequence of this approach is that a complete system 
curve need not be constructed since only the operating point 
ls required for the solution or any problem. '.]:'hus, only two 
or three system points need be calculated and plotted so that 
the system curve crosses the pump curve. As will be shown, 
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all results can be calculated analytically from the opera-
ting point. This procedure is much simpler than the tradi-
tional graphical approach, which requires a complete system 
curve for carrying out any systems analysis •. 
In the graphical approach, the individual delivery-line 
flows are determined from the intersection of the junction 
head with the individual system curves. The operating point 
determines the Junction point by the subtraction of the main-
line head from the total system head (pump head) at the oper-
ating flowrate. This operation is expressed as: 
2 
HJ = H_ - K Q /C 
--r sn r ( eq. 41) 
where Hj is the Junction head at the operating flowrate, Q. 
By comparison with equation 39, the following can be written: 
( eq. 42) 
Likewise, the junction head can be expressed in terms of the 
branch resistance coefficient as: 
2 · 2 2 
HT - Kan Q /Cr.= ~(l - x) Q /Cr + ~STAT 
2 2 ~ - Kan Q /Cr = 1'B QB /Cr + /). STAT ( eq. 43) 
Equations 42 and 43 will be referred to as the Junction equa-
tions. In the following discussion, it is assumed that Kan 
is lmown for the system and·that only~ and~ are of inter-
est from a design standpoint. 
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Either or the two junction equations can be used to 
solve problems in which only one of'the two resistance coef-
ficients is either specified, or is to be determined. For 
example, equation 42 would be used to solve either or the 
following problems. Given the recycle resistance coeffi-
cient and operating point, determine the recycle fraction 
which would result. Or, given the desired recycle fraction 
or recycle flowrate, find the recycle resistance coefficient 
which will result in a particular operating point. Both of 
these problems presume that the branch resistance coefficient 
is already established so that any system modifications neces-
sary will be made by the recycle line. Then, once the recycle 
flowrate or recycle fraction and the main flowrate are known, 
the branch flowrate can be determined (or confirmed). Similar 
reasoning applies for the use of equation 43 when the branch 
resistance coefficient is of particular interest. 
For situations in which both resistance coefficients are 
to be determined, it is possible to use both junction·equa-. 
tions~· However, it may be simpler to use the design equation 
alone to establish several (Kit, KB) pairs which are capable 
of achieving the desired recycle fraction at the operating 
point under consideration. It is also possible to use one of 
the junction equations to determine one coefficient, and then 
the design equation to solve for the other. In situations 
where it might ~e desirable to solve for recycle fraction at 
a certain flowrate, it is not necessary to get involved with 
the iterative solution or the design equation; if an opera-
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ting point is known, one of the junction equations can be 
used much more easily. 
Of course, the approach to be used depends on the prob-
to be solved, but for all cases where the general recy-
cle model is applicable, the graphical technique can be re-
placed by this simpler analytical approach. The two junction 
equations, supplemented by the design equation, can be used. 
for the design and analysis of any dual-branched piping sys-
tem, or even more complex systems which can be broken down 
into such elementary units. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL 
In order to establish the validity of the design equa-
tion in practice, an experimental investigation was underta-
ken. This study was concerned with observing the behavior of 
water flowing through various branched piping systems of sim-
ilar configuration. All three parameters affecting the recy-
cle fraction, the main flowrate, piping resistances, and 
static heads; were varied over as wide, a·range as physically 
possible. (The affects of changes in the delivery pressures 
were not examined directly since the same results would be 
produced by creating equivalent changes in the static heads). 
If the experimental results correlate well with the theoreti-
cal expectations, then meaningful generalizations for a wide 
range of possible operating conditions can be inferred. 
ApParatus 
The experimental apparatus used to obtain flowsplit data 
was constructed as a closed system in accordance with the 
general flowsplit model as depicted in Figure 6. Three levels 
of delivery static head differences comprise the principal 
basis of the investigation. Each such level in the static 
r 
head difference between branch and recycle lines is termed a 
"Stage." Stage 1 refers to flowsplit data obtained at zero 
static head difference, Stage 2 is for a small static head 
difference, and Stage 3 is at a moderately large difference 
in static heads. For all three Stages, the length and con-
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figuration of the recycle line remained the same. The 
changes in static heads were achieved solely by varying the 
height of the branch line from one Stage to the next. 
Open tanks were used for the feed and delivery holding 
tanks so that, for simplicity, both delivery flows were sup-
plied at atmospheric pressure. Stage l utilized only the 
single feed tank, with identical recycle and branch lines 
discharging at the same elevation. Downcomer pipes were 
provided·on the exit lines to direct the flow below the 
tank level in order to eliminate splashing in Stage 1. A 
shorter downcomer was used to direct the flow out the branch 
line in Stage 2., while no downcomer at all was used for the 
branch line in Stage 3. In Stage 3, the branch flow issued 
directly from the· final pipe elbow in order to provide some 
additional height difference between the exit points. 
For each stage., several experimental runs at different 
piping resistances were made., each one encompassing main 
flowrates from zero to the maximum allowed by the system. 
Each such run at a particular combination of recycle and 
branch line resistances is termed a 11 Flowsplit." Different 
piping resistances were obtained by placing orifice plates 
of various sizes in each line. This was the sole factor in 
r 
varying the piping resistances for each Flowsplit within the 
same Stage since the pipe lengths remained the same within 
each Stage. The orifices also served as metering devices 
for measuring the water flowrates in each delivery line and 
. in the main pipeline. For each Flowsplit., the three flowrates 
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were determine_d by the pressure drop across each orifice as 
measured by mercury-filled manometers. At each main flow-
rate, an experime~tal recycle fraction can thereby be deter-
-mined and compared with a theoretical recycle fraction cal-
culated from the design equation using the physical parame-
ters of the system. 
A total of eighteen Flowsplits were studied, four of 
which were for Stage 1, seven for Stage 2, and seven for 
Stage 3. Four different orifice plates were used in the 
two delivery lines: one with a 3/8 inch bore, two with a 
1/2 inch bore, and one with a 5/8 inch bore. Another orifice 
with a 3/4 inch bore was used for measuring the main flow-
rates. The total number of different combinations possible 
with the given orifices was eighteen; only four Flowsplits 
were necessary for Stage l since the branch and recycle lines 
were identical. 
Figure 9 shows the experimental apparatus for the three 
Stages of operation. A complete tabulation of all system 
specifications and the details of construction are presented 
in Appendix A. 
Construction of each orifice installation was based 
upon established guidelines set forth.by the ASME (10). How-
' 
ever, to insure accurate measurement of flowrates, each ori-
fice was calibrated using a bucket-and-timer technique. A 
description of the technique, _analysis, and resulting cali-
bration curves are presented in Appendix B together with the 
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Stage 2 
A = 68" 
B = 111 11 
C = 8" 
Stage 3 
A = 13411 
B = 203" 
C =. zero 
Procedure 
For each Flowsplit, two sets or data were collected for 
the entire range or main flowrates studied. Each trial was 
made under similar operating conditions so that together, 
they should provide a consistent set of data, presumably free 
from anomalous errors when compared_. Each trial was begun 
at as low a flowrate as could be indicated on the main-flow 
manometer, which was 0.1 inch Hg. The flow was then in-
creased at convenient increments as determined by the re~d-
ing of the main-flow manometer. Flow regulation was pro-
vided by the main-flow globe valve located immediately be-
fore the node. Manometer readings and estimated uncertain-
ties in these readings due to oscillation of the mercur:y, 
were recorded for each orifice at each main flowrate. For 
Stages 2 and 3, the critical flowrate was noted by observing 
the point at-which flow had begun to trickle out the branch 
line. At that point, the reading on the branch manometer 
was indistinguishable from zero, thus necessitating the vis-
ual technique. The maximum flowrate attainable was deter-
mined by the point at which one of the delivery manometers 
was at its maximum allowable pressure drop; or at which the 
main-flow valve was fully open. The latter case occurred 
only twice, for Flowsplits 8 and 161 and resulted in a max-
imum flowrate of 43 gpm. 
A constant water level in the supply tank a:t steady 
state conditions was maintained throughout all trials. With 
increasing flowrates, the branch flow holdup increased so 
44 
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that it was necessary to add water to the system in order to 
maintain the level. The height of' the·water level in the 
supply tank was established to be seven inches above the exit 
point .in order to insure a constant pump suction head througj:1-
out,all the experimental runs. 
Analysis of' Data 
Flowrates for the main line and both delivery lines were 
determined from the orifice head-loss data using the orifice 
calibration curves. Each such curve is represented by an 
equation of the form: 
(eq. 36) 
where c• and n are constants determined from a linear regres-
sion analysis of the calibration data. A computer program 
was used to correlate the data and construct the calibration 
curves (see Appendix B). 
All the data for trials 1 and 2 were averaged at the 
same readings· of the main-flow manometer. The main flowrate 
used in all calculations was that determined by the addition 
of the recycle and branch flows, and not that given directly 
by the main-flow manometer. This was judged to be the better 
procedure for two reaaons: The delivery flows were known 
more accurately than the main f'lows since they were measured 
in tenths of a centimeter, while main flows were measured to 
tenths of an inch. Also, a consistent set or f'lowrates would 
always be obtained in. this manner, with recycle fractions be-
low the· critical f'lowrate exactly equal to one. 
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·Each experimental f'iowrate was used to determine an 
experimental recycle fraction, given by dividing the recycle 
flow by the main flow. At the same main flowrate, a theo-
retical recycle fraction was determined by solving the design 
equation using the Newton-Raphson iteration technique. The 
deviation between the two recycle fractions was calculated 
point-by-point, along with the uncertainties in head-loss 
measurement and the resultant corresponding uncertainties 
in flowrate (as described in the Error Analysis section). 
Velocity, Reynolds numbers, friction factors, and resistance 
coefficients were also calculated at each main flowrate. A 
computer program was written and used to perform all the re-
quired calculations and data analysis, and is documented in 
Appendix O along with all the data and results for the eigh-
teen Flowsplits studied. 
Graphs of the recycle fraction as a function of flowrate 
were also prepared with this program. These plots, each for 
a given combination of branch and recycle resistance coef-
ficients, present both the experimental data points and the 
theoretical curve as determined by the design equation. This 
visual representation of the correlation between experiment 
and theory was considered to be of primary importance is as-
' 
sessing the viability of' the design equation in actual sit-
uations. These curves are presented in the Results section 
which follows .• 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Critical Flowrates 
The computer program calculated critical flowrates for 
each Flowsplit in Stages 2 and 3 using equation 28. Experi-
mental values are given in the Tables o·'r Appendix C as being 
the very last main flowrate for which the experimental recycle 
fraction is equal to one. It was at this point that trickle 
flow out the branch line had just begun to occur. In compa-
rison.,.t;h.e predicted values are always slightly greater than 
the observed values (by about 0.5 gpm). This is a consistent 
and reasonable result since actual stream flow did not occur 
until slightly after the trickle flow., and it is evidently 
this point that actually defines the critical flowrate. Thus., 
the excellent.ag~~ement between the predicted and experimen-
tally observed values of critical flowrate verifies equation 
28 as a dependable expression for this parameter. 
Equal ·static Heads 
Results of the Stage l experiments are best summarized 
by Figure 10., which is a plot of recycle fraction vs. flow-
rate for Flowsplits 1 to 4. While only four data points were 
actually obtained in the experiment., three of these are really 
repeated since the branch and recycle lines are identical and 
their functions can be reversed in the calculations. The 
agreement between the experimental points and the curve pre-
dicted by equation 30 is seen to be very good.. The averaged 
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point deviations in the recycle fraction are as follows: 
Flowsplit 1, 1.4%; Flowsplit 2~ 2.4%; Flowsplit 3, 0.5%; 
Flowsplit 4, -2.0%. These results are on the order of ac-
curacy to be expected considering the degree to which the 
actual resistance coefficients are known and the actual 
flowrates are measured. (See Appendix C for all results). 
Unequal Static Heads 
The results for Stage 2 Flowsplits are presented in 
Figures 11, 12, and. 13 and those for Stage 3 Flowspli ts in 
Figures 14, 15, and 16. Clearly, the agreement between ex-
periment and theory for all of Stage 3 is exceptional, with 
almo~t all! point·de:viations:1ess.than one percent.(see Ap-
pendix c). However, the agreement in Stage 2 is excellent 
only at the higher flowr~tes. 
The results for Stage 2 are unusual in that a definite 
trend is evident, but not readily explainable. At the low 
flowrates between the critical and a branch Reynolds number 
of about 10,000, significant deviations between experimental 
and theoretical recycle fractions occur, with the highest 
being about 6.5%, Above this branch Reynolds number, the 
deviations suddenly and consistently become less than one 
r 
percent all the way to the h~ghest flowrate for every Flow-
split. There is no· other correlation between this behavior 
and velocities or other Reynolds numbers evident in the 
Tables of Appendix c. 
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FLOWSPLIT BEHAVIOR FOR STAGE 3 
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but an equally anomalous trend which could have produced some 
\ 
significant errors during the course of the experiment. There 
were, in fact~ problems with air le~kage into the recycle ma-
nometer through the manometer housing during the experimental 
runs of Stage 2 alone. While taking data, when an air bubble 
appeared in the downstream pressure tubing at the manometer 
header, both pressure lines were closed with pinch clamps. 
The manometer header was then refilled by removing the down-
stream tubing, opening the vent stopcock atop the header, and 
adding water with a washbottle until it flowed up and througj1 
the vent so that all the air was purged. The vent was then 
I 
closed, the downstream pressure line reattached, and the ex-
periment resumed once the pinch clamps were opened. This was 
thought to be an acceptable technique since, with the upstream 
line blocked, the presiding mercury level in the manometer 
was maintained and presumably, the experimental trial could 
be resumed without having to begin all over again from zero 
flowrate. The only ,misgiving of this procedure is that the 
data collected sometime before the air bubble was discovered 
could very well be in error. 
It is recalled that this problem was discovered for each 
Flowsplit in Stage 2 by about the time of the fourth reading 
past the start of branch flow. This problem was not correc-
ted until perhaps Flowsplit 9 or so; prior to this, there 
had been unseccessful attempts to seal the manometer housing 
with putty and to construct new gaskets for the header wells 
atop the glass U-tube. Eventually, the housing was sealed 
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better with more putty and the leakage problems no longer 
occurred by the end of Stage 2. 
The consequence of this malfunction is that the recycle 
flow measured on this manometer, which is used to calculate 
the experimental recycle fraction, could very possibly be in 
error. This would explain the deviations noted in the ex-
perimental recycle fractions at the lower flowrates in Fig-
ures 11, 12, and 13. Although it may seem coincidental that 
the deviations consistently correct themselves past the point 
at about which the manometer was refilled, no other explana-
tion for this trend can be offered. By the ti~e Stage 3 had 
begun, the manometer no longer was leaking air to a noticeable 
degree and consequently, the results for Stage 3 are consis-
tently as accurate as the last few points in the Stage 2 runs. 
System Curves 
System curves were constructed for Flowsplits 8 and 16, 
• 
the only two Flowsplits for which data was obtained with the 
main-flow globe valve fully open. Only for the fully-open 
valve could a mainline resistance coefficient be calculated 
and an·operating point for the system be determined. The 
measured flowrate at that point can then be compared with the 
' 
operating point determined graphically to see how well the 
design equation checks with the graphical technique. 
The resistance coefficient for the globe valve was de-
termined experimentally to be equal to 5. 4, as de.scribed in 
J\ppendi.x A. This compares with- the calculated value of about 
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8.8, determined by the ·standard L/D value (5)~or 340 and an 
average friction factor of about 0.026. While -the percen-
tage deviation between these two values is relatively large, 
the actual difference in val~es is fairly small since their 
magnitude~ are small~ Such a discrepancy should not be sur-
prising since calculated resistance coefficients can sometimes 
be accurate to only 20 or 30 percent (8). In this case, the 
difference might be accounted for by the presence of a Teflon 
seat in the valve, which could possibly offer less flow re-
sistance than a standard seat, to a discernable degree. If 
a more specific equation for the L/D value were available for 
this particular type of valve, a better estimate for the re-
sistance co~fficient may have been obtained. The consistency 
in the experimental data implies that the ·value of 5.4, with 
a standard deviation of 0.36, is a reliable estimate. 
Accounting. for flow losses in the main-line from the 
water level in the supply tank to the node, a main-line re-
sistance coefficient, Ksn, equal to 13.2 was determined. Fi-
nally, system curves for Flowsplits 8 and 16 were calculated 
using the graphical addition technique and also, via the de-
sign equation. ·Table· A4' summarizes the results of each set 
of calculations. Figures 17 and 18 show the system curves 
for each pipeline, the composite curve from the parallel ad-
dition of branch and recycle curves, and the complete system 
curve and.pump curve. Figure 17 also illustrates the graph-
ical addition technique for producing the total system curve. 
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Figures 17 and 18 are 40 and 39.5 gpm, respectively. The 
corresponding experimental values, determined a~ the final 
flowrate in Flowsplits 8 and 16, are 42 and 42.7 gpm, respec-
tively (which are the averages of the main flowrate and the 
sum of the delivery flowrates). These are deviations of -5% 
and -8%, respectively, and considering the absolute differen-
ces, are not really serious. While the agreement should have 
been a little better, a few reasons can be given which might 
explain the differences. Experimental error, while not large, 
(see Error Analysis), may have been great enough, say+ 1 gpm,. 
to have an effect here, especially at this, the highest flow-
rate measured where manometer fluctuations were the greatest. 
Noting the significant degree of scatter (at the higher flow-
rates) in the experimental points defining the pump curve, it 
is easy to imagine that perhaps, the pump curve is actually a 
little flatter than drawn. Also, in calibrating pressure 
gague #1 in the pump curve experiment, it was assumed that a 
• 
deviation of -1.0 psi occurred throughout, even in the vaduum 
range. If, in fact, the gague read the pressure accurately 
in the vacuum range (at the higher flowrates), the high end 
of the pump curve would have been a little flatter. These two 
factors could easily produce a difference in operating point 
flowrate of 0.5 gpm towards the experimental value. Consider-
ing these potential sources of error, it seems that the agree-
ment between experimentally and graphically determined oper-




-Excluding the anomalous behavior exhibited in Stage 2, 
it is necessary to account for potential source~ of error in 
all of the flowsplit data collected, in ord~r to verify that 
the vesults are indeed as accurate as they seem to be. The 
procedure is to examine all the parame.ters which have an ef-
fect on the theoret~cal and experimental determination of re-
cycle fractions, and to translate any uncertainties in the 
measured parameters into resultant errors in the calculated 
results. 
Cle;:trly, one source of _error may have been the inability 
to get accurate manometer readings for ori°fice head-loss. 
This problem arose at the higher flowrates when oscillation 
of the mercury in the manometer often became great enough so 
that an average reading taken was recorded to as much as .±9.5 
. centimeter. The significance of such errors in the determin-
ation of reliable flowrates is given by the following equa~ 
tions: 
w - 'oQ WAZ 
l C1 WAZ 
Q- d (AZ.) 2 "VAZ 
{eq. 45) 
~ = ~ (;:z) Q {eq. 46) 
· Such unc~rtainty analysis is based upon calculating a root-
mean~squared sum of all the relative uncertainties in the 
parameters which would affect the variable being calculated 
from experimental data (~l}. The term W6 z is the uncertainty 
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in reading the manometers, as established by visual judge- , I 
ment, and the· term WQ is the resulting uncertainty in meas-
ured flowrate. The relative error, given by Wcy"Q, is tab-
ulated in the results -tables of Appendix C for each main. 
flowrate; these errors are, on the average, rather insig-
nificant since they are almost always less than 0.5%. 
Since the flowrates are calculated using parameters de-
termined from experimental orifice calibration, rather than 
from assumed values for "standard installations" (see Appen-
dix B), the calculated values are as good as they could have 
been. The correlation coefficient for the calibration data 
was greater than 0.999 for each orifice, indicating very con-
sistent behavior in the data. Examining the calibration 
curves presented in Appendix B, it is seen that nearly all 
the data lie well within the 95% confidence band for each 
orifice, and so are well-represented by the smoothed curve 
expressed by equation 44. -Nevertheless, it is instructive 
• 
to examine the confidence interval for they-intercept in· 
the linear plot( of Figure Bl;; since, this would determine the 
confidence limit in the discharge coefficient calculated. 
If the confidence level associated with the intercept is 
added to the value of the intercept, a maximum deviation val-
r 
ue is found; this can then be transformed back to nonlinear 
form as a maximum value for the orifice coefficient, C' . : . If 
the difference between the average and this maximum orifice ,_, · 
.coefficient is regarded as the uncertainty in the value of 
the coefficient, one can relate this uncertainty to the flow-
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rate as: 
I . W. ~Q (:.....~) w 
wQ = c•: ~. = _.-v11z · c• (eq. 47) 
~ = ·~c• 
Q ·•t; .. · (eq. 48) 
where W"'Q is the relative error attributed to such uncer-
tainty in the coefficient. The relative uncertainties for 
each orifice are. thereby calculated to be as' follows: 
5/8 inch orifice, 1.6% o.8 gpm 
1/2 inch orifice, 2.0%> 0.9 gpm 
3/8 inch orifice, 4.2% 1.8 gpm 
Max. 
Errors 
The interpretation is that. it may be possible for errors in 
flowrates, as measured by the 3/8 inch orifice, to be as large 
as 4.2%, to a degree of certainty of 95%. For the maximum 
flowrate of the experiments, 43 gpm, the maximum possible 
error in flowrate, due to these uncertainties, is as given 
above next to, the relative errors. It can be seen that only 
II for the 3/8 orifice is this error of any significance at all. 
However, the 1.8 gpm constitutes a range of 3.6 gpm (+ 1.8) 
in which all flowrates surely will· lie; it does not imply 
thatthey will all deviate by this amount, but only that almost 
none will deviate by more than this amount. Since no trends 
in errors,relating to the particular orifices used in each 
Flowsplit,are evident in Figures 10 through 16, it would have 
to be assumed that the uncertainties just discussed are of no 
consequence • 
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The confidence intervals associated with the exponent n 
would not really have any discernable effect on flowrates 
since all the calculated values of n are very close to the 
theoretical value of 1/2. Only that of the 3/4 inch orific~ 
diiffers noticeably (n = o.469); this is of no consequence, 
however, since main flowrates as measured by this orifice 
were not used in any calculations. Therefore, only the de-
viations in the coefficient C' and in the manometer readings, 
could have been of any significance. Rigorously, the rela-
tive error equation should have been written as: 
2 V1 c• Wt.z\ · ( )2 
wQ - l'2 -{Az". I· + We, ,fiz" ( eq. 49) 
Q- Q 
However, as noted earlier, the magnitude of the errors at-
tributable to manometer readings are negli'gible and so, 
equation 48 is a good approximation of the overall relative 
error in flowrates. 
Parametric Plots 
As discussed in Appendix D, the idea of representing 
the design equation by a series of parametric plots failed 
to substantiate itself as a simplified design technique. 
Since many charts would be required to represent a wide range 
in the values of either fixed resistance coefficient for a 
given system, it would be too laborious to. determine accurate 
solutions to problems. 
However; the technique'·was applied. to the experimental 
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apparatus such that one chart would represent one value of 
the recycle resistance coefficient. To summarize all of the 
experiments, three charts, one for each of the recycle ori-
fices used, would be required. The plot £or the 3/8 inch 
orifice is presented in Figure 19. A computer program (Appen-
dix D) was used to calculate and plot values of the recycle 
fraction vs. the resistance coefficient function, f(K), for 
each of the S curves at convenient intervals. This is a 
Type A plot, and all characteristics of this particular type, 
as discussed in Appendix D, apply to Figure 19. This chart 
has been verified to provide results consistent with the 
results of the flowsplit experiments, tabulated in Appendix c. 
Nomograph 
As discussed in Appendix E, the idea of representing the 
design equation by a nomograph is also one which fails to re-
sult in a simplified design technique. Many problems with 
scaling and construction of the nomograph result, because of 
the ranges in the variables which should be represented, and 
due to the form of the design equation. If it were possible 
to construct such a nomograph in accordance with standart 
procedures and formats, it would not be a perfectly general 
design tool as desired. At least fou~ nomographs would be 
required to span the ranges in variables to be encountered, 
and the manipulation necessary to find a solution to a prob-
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In ... view_of._ the. results-.of_ the .. experimental study. conduc-. 
ted, and regarding the objectives or this research, the fol-
lowing can be concluded: 
1. The design equation is a valid representation of actual 
flow behavior in the experimental apparatus used in this in-
vestigation. 
2. Because it is based on a perfectly general flowsplit model 
and since the experimental results represent a fairly wide 
range of operating conditions, the design equation can be re-
connnended for application to any branched-flow piping system 
which can be represented by the model. 
3. For the case of equal static heads, a simple curve repre-
senting all flowrates and any combination of delivery line re-
sistances results; it can be used in the solution of any 
problems for such a system. 
4. For the case of unequal static heads, iterative solution 
of the design equation is usually necessary. 
5. The design equation cannot concisely be represented as 
either a parametric plot or a nomograph. 
6. An analytical system analysis technique has been presented 
for the solution of any problem with the use of two junction 
equations and the design equation. In many cases, iterative 
solution of the design equation may not be necessary. 
7. This technique is amenable to machine computation, whereas 
the graphical system analysis technique is not. 
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APPENDIX A - SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS AND CALCULATIONS 
System Construction 
. All pipes and fittings used were 1-inch nominal., sched-
ule 40., galvanized commercial steel., previously unused. The 
holding tanks were constructed from sections of steel 55-gal-
lon commercial chemical drums. The main-flow valve was a 
brass Stockham globe valve with Teflon seat., union bonnet., 
threaded ends., and rated at 150 psi service pressure. An 
• 
Ingersoll-Rand Camero~ pump., Type 1-1/4 K-2., Model c., with a 
4-3/4 inch impeller was used in conjunction with a Marathon 
Electric 2-horsepower motor., Model WH137Cl5., 3-phase, 6-cycle. 
The orifice installations were constructed as closely as 
possible to the specifications set fo~th by the ASME, as lis-
ted in Appendix B. Orifice test sections were fitted with 
unions at either end to facilitate removal from the pipeline. 
The recommended minimum lengths of straight pipe before and 
. . 
after the orifice (10) were exceeded in all Stages for all 
orifice sizes used (see Figure 9). 
Orifice plates were cut from 1/8 inch aluminum sheet., 
and precisely center-drilled so as to be concentric within 
the pipe installation •. A 60° chamter on the downstream side 
r 
provided the required sharp., thin upstream edge. All orifice 
bores were drilled and measured to be within 0.0005 inch of 
specification., except the 5/8 inch orifice which proved to be 
larger in diameter by 0.001 inch. Pipe taps on the orifice 
test sections were constructed of brass tubing of 1/16 inch 
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inside diameter. They were welded in place and smoothed flush 
to the inner wall of the pipe. Both taps were located as 
closely as possible to the D-D/2 specification given in Appen-
dix B. They were actually situated at 1 inch upstream and an 
average of 5/8 inch downstream of the upstream orifice face. 
Neoprene gaskets were constructed and fitted between the two 
flanges and each orifice plate· so that none of the gasket 
would extend within the inner walls of the pipe, 
Three different mercury-filled manometers.were used for 
measuring orifice pressure drops. The main-flow manometer was 
• 
calibrated in inches and had a maximum range of 28 inches. 
The two delivery manometers were calibrated in centimeters and 
had a maximum range of about 90 centimeters.each. Nalgene 
plastic tubing was used to connect the pipe taps to the mano-
meter taps. All tubing and manometers were filled with water 
so that no air was present in any of the lines at the start 
of each experimental trial.- . 
• 
Table Al lists the differences in construction which oc-
curred for each of the eighteen Flowsplits studied, namely, 
the various orifice combinations and branch line lengths. A 
schematic diagram of the apparatus has already been presented 
. 




















System Specirications ror the Flowsplit Apparatus 
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9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
1/2 1/2 1/2 5/8 5/8 1/2 1/2 5/8 3/8 3/8 1/2 1/2 3/8 3/8 1/2 5/8 5/8 1/2 
1/2 5/8 3/8 3/8, 3/8 3/8 1/2 1/2 1/2 5/8 5/8 5/8 5/8 1/2 1/2 1/2 3/8 3/8 
75 inches 138 inches 196 inches 
zero 7.0 reet 14.6 reet 
' 
- r -,.>· : . ,' . . . -~- , .•. 
Globe Valve Resistance Coefficient 
In order to experimentally determine the resistance co-
efficient for the fully-open main-flow globe valve, the appa-
ratus shown in Figure Al was used. The orifice for measuring 
flowrate.s in the system was the same 1/2 inch orifice used in 
the flowsplit experiments. The test section consists of re-
movable sections of pipe situated between pressure taps at 
several locations. 
The globe valve was placed in a test section containing 
20 inches of pipe between the pressure taps. Thus, the pres-
sure drop being measured in this test is that produced by the 
fully-open globe valve and the 20 inches of pipe. Since this 
pipe had been in service for some time, it was necessary to 
evaluate the friction factor for this pipe in order that the 
pipe friction-loss could be accounted for. This was done in 
a second test which utilized a straight 82 inch section of 













The data analysis was performed as follows. The resis-
tance coefficient for ·any test section can·be written as: 
(.6P/~ )test section 
~= = 




Since both numerator and denominator have been measured as 
pressure drops on two manometers in the experiment, the re-
sistance coefficient can be expressed directly in terms of 
the manometer readings, AZ. The numerator may be written as: 
6P _ ~ Hg - ~H20 ( ) . _ 849 ~ 62. 3 
- ·AZ test - (llz) ~ ~H20 62.3(30.48) test 
where (Az)test is in. (cm Hg) as measured. (eq. A2) 
Using·. the. orif:tce calibration equation for the 1/2 inch ori-
fice, the denominator may be expressed as: 
0.4952 2 Q2 (2.0607(2.54 AZflow) ) 
- = (eq. A3) c~ 466.6 
where (Az)rlow is in (in. Hg) as measured. The resulting 
equation f.or the resistance coefficient is:. 
K.r = 18 .083 ( eq~ A4) 
Of course, now the resistance coefficient for the 20 in-
ches of str~ight pipe, Kp, must be subtracted from th1a total 
Ktr in order to get the Ky for the valve alone. Using the data 
from the second test for the 82 inch section of straight pipe, 
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the friction factor can be determined using equation A4, as: 
(6z)test 
·0.99 
( 6 z)fiow 
(eq. A5) 
Finally, the equation for the globe valve resistance coef-
ficient is written as: 
Kv = K.r _ Kp = ~ _ f { 20) 
1.049 
(eq. A6) 
This series of calculations is carried out step~by-step for 
·each experimental flowrate (determined by the flow manometer). 
The intermediate and final results are presented in Table 12. 
The final resistance coefficient for the globe valve is ob-
tained by averaging the individual values of Kv· 
Pump Curve 
In order to determine a pump curve experimentally, the 
apparatus illustrated in Figure A2 was used. The same 3/4 
inch orifice used in the flowsplit experiments was used for 
measuring flowrates in this system. 
The pressure gagues used to determine the outlet and in-
let pump pressures were calibrated with a dead-weight tester. 
Gague 1 was found to read about 1 psi too high and gague 2 
about 2.5 psi too high for the ~ange of positive pres~ures 
tested. Because of the location of the pr~ssure gagues, the 


















Experimental Data for Determination of 
Globe Valve Resistance Coefficient .. 
Pipe AP f Valve 6P 
(cm Hg) (cm Hg) 
0.1 0.0231 0.35 6,33 
0.25 0.0291 0.58 5.46 
o.45 0.0351 0.9 5.48 
0.55 0.0322 1.2 5,49 






1.0 0.0295 2.65 6.11 
· 1.35 0.0319 3.4 6.29 
1.6 0.0316 4.o 6.17 
1.85 0.0293 5.0 6.19 




















Apparatus for Experimental 




head developed minus the head-loss or one elbow, one expan-
sion, and a static head of eleven inches. Thus, the equation. 
for pump total head is: 
(eq. A7) 
2 
+ # + ( 30f + 0. 33 ) Q 6 466. 
where P2 and P1 are in psi as measured. 
Flowrates were calculated using the calibration equation 
for the 3/4 inch orifice. The Reynolds number for each flow-
rate was then calculated and the friction factor found from 
the Moody diagr~ (5). Table A3 presents the results of these 
calculations at each flowrate .... The ( Q,Hir) points have been 
plotted as the pump curve in Figures 17 and 18. 
System Curves 
In order to construct system curves for Flowsplits 8 and 
16, it is necessary to first determine a resistance coeffi-
cient for that part of the system prior to the. node. The fol-
lowing is a listing of all flow losses occurring between the 
initial point, at the surface of the water in the supply tank, 
and the final point, at the node: 
1 exit loss from tank, K = 0.50 
1 expansion loss, from 1 in. to 1-1/2 in. pipe 
d1/d2 = 1.049/1.610 = 0.65 
From reference .( 5), find K = O • 33 
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1 fully-open globe valve, K = 5.4 (by experiment) 
1 main-flow 3/4 inch orifice, (3 = O. 7150, · C0 = O .685 
·K = (1 -13 2 )((1/(34) - 1)/C0 2 (eq. B4) 
K = 2.9 
1 tee, flow through run, L/D = 20 
1 tee, flow through branch, L/D = 60 
Straight pipe, 34 + 11 + 31 = 76 in., L/D = 72.4 
The resistance coefficient from surface-to-node is: 
~n = ~K + f( ~L/D) 
Ksn = (0.50 + 0.33 + 5.4.+ 2.9) + (20 + 60 + 72.4) f 
Ksn = 9 .13 + 157. 4 f 
Since the average friction factor may be taken as f = 0.026 
(from the data of Appendix c), the resistance coefficient is 
found to be Ksn = 13.2. 
The system curves in Figures 17 and 18 were calculated 
by using the design equation and by using the graphical ad-
dition technique. The results of these calculations are 




Experimental Data for Determination of Pump Curve. 
Orif'ice ·c::.P Pump P2 . Pump p Pump c::.P Q Hir 
reading actual reading actual 
{cm Hg) (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (gpm) (ft) 
4.0 36.5· 34.0 2.0 1.0 33.0 11.16 0.0270 77.50 
8.0 36.0 33.5 1.5 0.5 33.0 15.43 0.0260 77.76 
. -...;J 12.0 35.5 33.0 1.3 0.3 32.7 18.66 0.0257 77.32 
\0 
I 20.0 34.0 31.5 0.8 -0.2 31. 7 23.70 0.0251 75.49 
25.0 33.3 30.8 0.5 -0.5· 31.3 26.32 0.0248 74.86 
30.0 32.5 30.0 0.1 -0.9 30.9 28.66 0.0247 74.22. 
35.0 31.5 29.0 -1.0 -2.0 31.0 30.81 0.0246. 74.74 
40.0 30.5 28.0 -2.0 -3.0 31.0 32.80 0.0246 75.03 
45.0 29.0 26.5 -2.5 -3.5 30.0 34.65 0.0245 73.00 
50.9 28.0 25.5 -3.0 -4.0 29.5 36.41 0.0244 72.12 
55.0 27.0 24.5 -3.5 -4.5 29.0 38.07 0.0243 71.24 
60.0 26.5 24.0 -4.o -5.0 29.0 39.65 0.0242 71.51 
Table A4 
Calculations fo·r Construction of System Curves 
from: (A) The Design Equation, and 
(B) Individual Pipeline Flow Losses 
Flowsplit 8 Flowsplit 16 (A) 
X Q HT X Q Hir 
(gpm) (ft) (gpm) (ft) 
1.0 2.0 0.25. 1.0 5.0 1.54 
1.0 5.0 1.54 1.0 10.0 6.17 
1.0 10.0 6.17 1.0 15.0 13.89 
1.0 13.0 10.43 1.0 20.0 24.69 
1.0 14.43 12.85 1.0 20.92 27.00 
0.9 16.31 14.73 0.9 23.66 30.99 
o.8 19.80 19 .48 o.85 25.77 34.83 
0.7 29.16 37.98 o.8 28.83 41.30 
o.68 33.69 49.66 0.75 33.71 53.51 
o.66 41.54 73.95 0.7 43.20 83.36 
(B) 
Flowsplit 8 Flowsplit 16 
Q HM ,. HR HB HM ~ 11B 
(gpm) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 
r 
5 0.71 o.84 9.24 0.71 o.84 17.00 
. 
10 2.83 3.34 16.07 2.83 3.34 24.12 
. 15 6.37 7.52 27.45 6.37 7.52 35.99 
20 11.32 13.37 43.39 11.32 13.37 52.60 
·30 25.46 30.09 88.94 25.46 30.09 100.07 
.. 











APPENDIX B -·ORIFICE INFORMATION 
Orifice Calibration 
A bucket-and-timer technique was used to calibrate each 
of the four sizes of orifice plates used. The time required 
to collect a given volume of water flowing out of the dis-
charge line was recorded along with the weight of the bucket 
and water, and its temperature. A constant average weight of 
bucket and residual water, 2.05 lbs, was subtracted from each 
collection weight recorded. The temperature of the water was 
needed t·o determine the density, from which "weights collect-
ed" were transformed to "volumes collected." Three such sets 
of collection data were taken for each main flowrate. The 
main flowrate was determined by regulation of the mainflow 
valve such that clearly discernable readings on the main-flow 
manometer could be made. Convenient increments of flow, as 
indicated by the main-flow·manometer, were used to regulate 
. 
the main flow from zero to the maximum attainable. The 3/4 
inch orifice was installed as the main-flow orifice;. the 
flowsplit apparatus in the configuration of Stage 1 was used 
with one or bo.th lines delivering flow with the downcomers 
removed. 
' For each set of collection data, the readings of the 
manometersconnected across the delivery line orifice meter 
and the main-flow orifice meter.were recorded •. The three 
trials, performed.for each setting of the main-flow mano-
meter,.were ave;raged to yield a single flowratejhead-loss 
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point. The plot or all such points for each orifice size 
constitutes the orifice calibration curve. All calculations 
and calibration curves were carried out by the computer, and 
are presented in the following pages along with the calibra-
tion curves for all four orifice: sizes. 
Orifice Calibration Computer Program 
The flowrates and corresponding manometer head-loss 
readings were determined as described_ by the program ORIFIC. 
Temperature/density data for water (4·) was supplied'in data 
statements and the corresponding values of density at the ex-
perimental temperatures were found via a data correlation 
· routine, FUNl (12). Results for the three trials at each 
main-flow manometer reading were averaged using subroutine 
AVGY. 
The flowratejhead-loss data for each orifice was then 
correlated via a least-squares linear regression analysis. 
Equation 44 was first converted to linear form by taking 
logarithms. A call to subroutine LSLR transforms the data 
to linear form (by taking the log of each data point) and 
calculates the slope and y-intercept of the resulting straight 
line as fitted to the data. Linear results are then trans-
formed back to nonlinear form with the following results: 
Slope of line= exponent in equation 44,,;;: 1/2 
exp(intercept) = constant c• in equation 44. 
The discharge coefficient in equation Bl.is calculated from c•. 
In addition, LSLR establishes the statistical "goodness 
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of fit" by calculating the 95% confidence intervals of the 
slope, intercept, and .regression values of the flowrate at 
given head-loss readings. Also, the correlation coefficient 
was calculated to determine the statistical consistency of 
the data. 
Finally, the program plots a"linear,calibr~tion· curve 
with the 95% confidence envelope, and a smoothed calibration 
curve,as ealculated by LSLR, for each orifice size. Both 
curves include the original data points for comparison. 
It should be pointed out that the orifice calibration 
equation,·g1ven as equation 44, is a concise version of the 
fundamental orifice equation (5): 
• 
2g(P1 - P2 }/~ 
1 -/34 (eq. Bl) 
where v2 ip the velocity in the pipeline, P1 is the upstream 
pressure, P2 is the pressure downstream of the orifi.ce, and 
is the ratio of orifice bore diameter to pipe inside diame-
ter. The orifice discharge coefficient', .C0 , is a constant ·: 
precis.ely determined for_ orifice installations carefully con-
structed to ASME specifications (10). It is a function of the 
beta ratio, but for all orifices·in the regime of fully tur-
bulent flow, the value of C0 is 0.61. Note also from equation 
Bl, that the value of ri in equation 44 should be approximately 
equal to 1/2. The results, given in the computer printout, 
show that all oalculated,values·of n)and C0 approximate these. 
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QUNT VERSION FEB 74 B 131SO 05/10/79 
-··~---............... . 
FROG RAM ORI FI C (IN PUT ,OUTPUT, TAP E5=I Ni>UT, TAPE6=0 UTPUT) 
;_, . 
. ·' ·-~.'- c-~----~~~~-~~---~--~------~-------~~~------~-~--~~-~-~---~----~~~~--~--c•••• ABSTRACTt 
... -....... ·---··-- . c· 
C 
t 
T~IS PROGRAM CALCULATES ANO PLOTS ORIFICE CALI3RATION CURIES 
FROH DATA OBTAINED BY BUCKET-AND-TIMER TECHNIQUE. 
A lEAST•SQUARES LINEAR REGRESSION OF THE ORIFICE HEAD-LOSS/ 
.. ·· .•..... -g .. . . . .... .. flOHRATE DATA OETERt.lINES THLCOEFFICIEtH. ANO .EXPONENT .IN .THE .. :.......~. ORIFICE EQUATION. . 
c~~~~----~~-------~~-~--------~----~~-~-~~---~--~~----~~~--~~--~--~--~~-c•••• NOMENCLATURE: 
C A COLLECTION OF ALL CONSTANTS IN ORIFICE EQUATION 
C ASG INPUT DATA, SPECIFIC GRAVITIES 
C ... ATC _INPUT DATA, CELCIUS TEMPERATURES 
C AY PARAMETER ~AMES FOR ORDERING ANO AVERAGING SUBROUTINES 
C BETA RATIO OF 01/02, WHERE 01=80RE, D2=PIPE IO 
C C ORIFICE COEFFICIENT IN LINEARIZED ORIFICE EQUATION 
C C12, C38, C58 ORIFICE COEFFICIENTS FOR 1/Z, 3/8, f/8 ORIFICES 
C CGPM CONVERSION FACTOR, GPM/ (CU FT/SEC) 
C CZERO ORIFICE OISCHARGE COEFFICIENT 
C DEN WATER DENSITY, (LBM/CU fT) 
C EXDEN OENSITY OF WATER COLLECTED OU~ING ORIFICE CALiaRATION. 
C EXTf FAHRENHEIT TEMPERATURE DURING ORIFICE CALIBRATION 
C ~LB, HLM ORIFICE HEAO-LOSS, BRANCH ANO MAIN LINES 
C JK INDEX USED IN COUNTING LOOPS 
C NK TOTAL NUMBER Of RUNS, EACH AT DIFFEREHT MAIN FLOWRATES 
C P POUNDS Of WATER COLLECTED IN BUCKET 
C ae, QM BRANCH-LINE ANO HAIN-LINE FLOWRATES, (GPH) 
C OE!AJ ABERAGE BRANCH-LINE FLOWRATE, CGPH) 
C _QRAV AVERAGE RECYCLE-LINE FLOWRATE 
- C RM WEIGHT OF auCKET ANO RESIDUAL WATER 
C S NUMBER OF SECONDS TO COLLECT P POUNDS OF WATER IN BUCKET 
C S12, S361 S-58 ORIFICE EXPONENTS FOR 1/2, 3/8, 5/8 ORIFICES 
C SG SPEG!FIC GRAVITY OF WATER AT VARIOUS TEKPERATURES 
C TC CELCIUS TEMPERATURE 
C TF FAHRENHEIT TEMPERATURE C TFNEXT SUCCEEDING IALUES OF TF IN ARRAY OF Tf VS. SG 
C X12, X38~ X56 ARE HL8AV VALUES FOR 1/2, 3/8, 5/6 INCH ORIFICES 
C .. Y12, Y3d, vsa ARE aaAV VALUES FOR 1/2, 3/3, 5/6 INCH ORIFICES 
C lCALC FLOW~ATE USING ORIFICE EXPONENT ANO COEFF CALCULATED C YR12, YR36, YR58 REGRESSION VALUES OF FLOHJ;ATES IN ORIFICES 
C YLL . LOHEq LIHIT FOR.95 PCT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL OF FLOWRATE 
C YUL UPPER LIMIT FOR 95 PCT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL OF FLOWRATE c~--~~--~~~-~~--~~-~--~~~-~~~~--------~--~~--~---~~~---~--~~~~-~~~~---~-
··- -· - . -- ·- .. 
. 3 DIMENSION ATC(21>, ASGC21>, TF(73), OEN(73) 
. 3 OIMF.NSION EXTF(3,36J, EXDEN(3,36), HLBCJ,36), P<3,36), S(3,36J, 
·3 
3 




.QB(3,36)_, HLBAJC36), QBA~(36) 
DIMENSION X12l16), Yt2C16), X38(8), Y38(8), X58(12), Y58U2), 
.YREG(75), YR31+(36), YR12<16>, YR38(8), YR58(12), QRAVT36), QNC36), 
·t~~l~llbNH~~f~~lft~l,x~iil12~Jf!,fPlit~~~f:•;Pl~~~,~l: ~~\~~~: 
... __ 0 IM ENS IO N A Y ( 3 , 7 5 ) __ .. . . . _ _ . . . . ___ _ 
COMMON X, YJ YCALC, YUL, YlL 
DATA (ATCIN ,_N=1t21)/20e121 •. t22. 123. ,24. ,25. ,Z6. ,27. ,28. ,29.,30., 
.31. 1 32. 1 33.,j4.,.15.,36.,j7.,J8~,j9.,ltO./ . DATA (A:sG<N),N=1,.21)/.<39823,.qqao2,.qq750,.qq757,.99733,.997oe, _ 
•• 99682,.99655,.99627,.9959d,.99566,.99537,.99506,.99473,.99440, 
•• 9940&,.99371,.993~6,.99300,.99263,.99225/ . 
-~- --···· C_ S •••• FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR LITERAL OUTPUT •••• 
. 3 2 FORMAT c•1•,6(/),9X,•TEHP (FJ•,gx,•DENSITY•,ax,•TEHP (C>•,5X,•SPEC 
.IFIC GRAVITY•,/) . 
50 FORHAT Cl,8X,•ORIFICE H-L•,2X1•HATER COLLECTED PER UNIT TIHE•,4X, . 
• •WATER TEMP•,3X,•WATER fLOWRATE•,1,1ox, .. ,ct1 :HG)•,qx,•CLBS>•,1ox, .. 
. -·--·.•,(SEC)•,11X,•CFJ•111X1•<GPM)•1/) .. · 
3 100 FORMAT (/,10X,•1/l IN~H ORIFI~E:•,1,1ox,•----------------•) 
3 · 125 FOR"AT (l,10X,•3/8 INCH ORIFICE1•,1,1ox,•----------------•) 
3 150 fORHAT 1/,1DX,•5/8 INCH ORIFICE~_!,/,10X,~~~-~~-~~-~--,~~~:-~-~1. 4--,,-3--·--···175'. FORMAT-«•1•,1+1/)) ·-·· .. ·-: --- . .. . . . 
,•3 2-00 fORNAT· <•1•,,1,1ox,•3/4 INCH ORIFICE1•,1,1ox,•----------------•> 
· .. 
. . _ ... :_':""•·--·--···· ... , .. ,;.·--······-·····---~ .. ~- .... _. ·---· . . ..:.: ·- .... -·.. . . ... ... -···-·-···· ""- ·-··-- .. · · -· --84 · .. - ... _: --··- -·-· 








3 225 f0Rt4~T <•1•,l///,6X1•THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE THE RESULT OF.A LINEAR 
• REGRESSION ANALYSI~1•,//) 
---· . 3. _ .... 230 FORMAT 1•1• ,6 (I), 12X,•AIG FL OH RATE•, SX,•A·/G HEAD-LOSS• ,/,16X,•CGPH . 
• ,•,11x,•ccM HG1•,1, 
.. 3 665 FOR'1AT ('·t•,6(/t., lllX,.•3/4 INCH ORIFICE1•,1,1ox,•---------,-------•, . 
. , ,, 
.. _._3 __ EE7 FORMAT (//,10X,•A1ERAGED lALUES FOR 3/4 INCH ORIFICE•,!) 
3 668 fORMAT (10X,•HEAO-L0SS•,7X1•HAIN FLOW•,7X,•RECYCLE FLOW•,sx, 
.•aRANCH FLOW•,t,11X,•(IN Hb)•,1ox,•(GPM)•,12x,•(GPM)•,11x, 
.•(GPM)•,/) · 
·7·····-·"· C .. •••• DATA INTERPOLATION FOR WATER- DENSITY AT FAHRENHEIT TEMPS •••• 
·3 PRINT 25 . . 
7 TFNEXT = 66. 
11 00 20 N=i,73 
12 TF(N) = TFNEXT 
15 TC= (TFCN> - 32.)•5./9. 
23· SG = FUN1 CTC,21,ATC,ASG) 
30 OEN<N) = SG"62.4279 
3 3 T FNE XT = TF ( N) + · 0. 5 
37 IF <Tf(N).EQ.BS,) PRINT 25 
ltE PRINT 300, Tf CN), OEN(N), TC, SG . 
6~ 300 FORMAT (10X,F6.2,10X,F7.4,1DX,F5.2,10X,F6.~) 
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156 
C •••• READ IN ORIFICE CALiaRATION DATA•••• 
RW = 2 .o 50 
C GPt1 = 448. 80 
NK = 36 
00 1010 K=1, NK READ 500,(HLB<J,K),P(J,K>,SCJ,K>,EXTF(J,K),J=l,3),HLH(K),HLRAV<K). 
500 FORMAT (3(F5.1,F7.J,FS.1,F5.1),f5 •. 1,f7.3) 
C •••• COMPUTE HATER OENSITV ANO ACTUAL FLOHRATE •••• 
00 1020 J=1,3 
EXOEN<J,K) = FUN1 (EXTF<J1KJ,73,TFCN),OEN(N)) 
1020 QB(J,K> = (PCJ,K) - RW)•Cc;PM/(S(J,K>•EXDEN(j,K)) 
C •••• COMPUTE AVERAGE fLOWRATE ANO ORIFICE HEAD-LOSS•••• 
202 HLBAV(K) = (HLBC1,K) + HLB(2,K) + HLB(J,Kl)/3 
222 QBAV(K) = (QB(ifK) + QBC2,K> + QB(3,K))/3 
243 If <1<.EQ.t) GO O 400 
---~~5-·--·· · If ~::i8:~~f gg I 8 :~~ ·· --- .... --···· -
253 GO TO .430 . 
2~4 400 PRINT 175 
2EO . PRINT 100 • 
. 264 PRINT 50 
270 GO TO 430 
271 410 PRINT 175 
275 ...... --· . PRINT 125 
301 PRINT 50 
305 GO TO 430 
306 420 PRINT 175 
312 PRINT 150 
.... · .......... ,----.-·"--"T-·------ ...... - .---·· .. .. . ~ -· -··· . 
316 PRINT 50 
322 430 CONTINUE 322 PRINT 310, (HLB(J,K), P<J,K>, S(J,K>, EXTF<J,K>, QB(J,K>, J=1,3) 
3f3 310 fORtOT (10X,F7.4,4.t8X,F.7.4>J ··--- . -- .. 
-363 1010 CONTINUE 
3E6 PRINT 230 
371 00 250 K=1,NK 
373 .. lf Cl<.EQ.1) PRINT 100 
4 0 0 I f ( K. EQ .17 ) PR I NT 12 5 
!+06 IF (K.EQ.25) PRINT 150 
414 · 250 PRINT 235, QBAV(K), HLBAV(K) 
, __ l+_3C_ ...... 235 ...... f ORNAl:-'J 15X, F 7. 4, 1 D.X.,F.l.•:.4.) -------·-·-. -·· --··· .. --···-.. -· .. · .. ··-· -·-·-······-··· 
.... .LJ..,_ , . .:-, ••. 
C · ,••• ASSIGN SEPARATE ARRAYS FOR EACH ORIFICE•••• A = 13.9035 ... ___ .. , ...... ___ ............. _ .................... . 
l = 0 
DO 1050 K=1,'NK 
l = L + 1 
If .. (I<. LE .1& > GO T.0 _.1030 _ ..__ . __ ._: .... .... - .... ···-· -----· -·--·--.... .... . ...... . .. ·- .. 
1F · (K. EQ.17) l=1 
If .. (1<.LE.24> GO TO 10't0 
....... - ............ _ •• , ... ·,..· •• •c ............... ·- •..... ·.~. ·-······ ··-···-: •
. :_~·-·-· ··a5···.·- ·•·· .. _ ............ ········"·······-.. ···· . 
RUNT VERSION FEB 74 B 13t50 05/10/7q. 
451 IF (K.EO.Z5J L=1 
'+55 X58 CU =· HLBA '.JI K) 
__ 4 6 2 ___ . .. .. Y 5 8 C LJ = QB AV ( K ) 
/ 467 If' (K.EQ.NKJ GO TO 1055. 
:472 GO TO 1050 
.473 1040 XJ8(U. = HLBAV(Kt 
__ .. 500 Y38CLJ = QBAV·CK) 
505 IF CK.EQ.24) GO TO 1045 
510 GO TO 1050 S11 1030 X12CL) ~ HLBAVCK) 
___ 516 .. Y12CL) = QBA-VCK) _ --.... ----·-··-.. ··--·-··· 
·:523 IF CK.EQ.16) GO TO 1035 








































•••• CALL LSLR FOR LEAST-SQUARES LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS•••• CONTINUE 
PRINT 225 
PRINT 100 
CALL LSLR (X12,Y12,YR12,C12,S12,16) 
C = C12 
BETA= 1./(2.•1.049) 
•••• PLOT LINEARIZED CALIBRATION CURVE FOR 1/2 ·INCH ORIFICE •••• 
CALL QIKSET C&.o,o.o,.75,8.0,0.0,0.5) 
CALL QIKSAX (3,3) 
CALL QIKPLT <X,YUL,16,24H•LN (HEAD-LOSS <CM HG)) .\l,27H•LN (WATER FL 
• 0 WR ATE ( GPM J > •) 
C ALL Pl OT < -7 • 0 , 1 • 0 , .-3 J 
CALL OLINE CX,YLL, 16) CALL QLINE CX,Y,~16,3) 
IJ = 2 
GO TO 333 
8~tt ~~~~8t f ~: ~s ~ 1!9;;~i;~~h~~f ~Ri~EiE~~~~~R~ b~ ~~ o~~t~' Ei ~lf~ ~o .o 
•, 33) 




CALL LSLR (X36,Y38,YR38,C38,S36,8) 
C = C38 
BETA= 3./(o.•1.049) 
•••• PLOT LINEARIZED CALIBRATION CURVE FOR 3/8 INCH ORIFICE •••• . 
CALL QLINE <X,Y,-8,4) 
.CALL QLINE CX,YUL,6) CALL OLINE lX,YLL,d) 
GO TO 1053 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 225 
PRINT 150 CALL LSLR CX58,Y58,YR58,C58,S58,12) 
C = C58 BETA= s.1,a.•1.049) + 0.001 
•••• PlOT LINEARIZED CALIBRATION. CURIE FOR 5/8 INCH ORIFICE •••• 
CALL QLINE (X,Y,-12111) 
C~Ll OLINE <X,YUL,1Z) CALL CLINE CX,YLL,12) 
.. -···-·-·--····- C •••• CALCULATE ORIFICE DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT•••.-
674 JOS3 CZERO = C•(i. - 8ETA••4.)••0.5/(A•BETA••2.) 714 · PRINT 570, BETA,C,CZE~O ]26 570. FORHAT t/,10X,•BETA =•,F6.4,/,10X,•CPRIHE =•,F7.4,/,10X,•ORIFICE C 
.OEFFICIENT =•,F&.41//) 
726 IF U.EQ.22.1585) uO TO 1057 
731 1050 CONTINUE 
--· .. ---·-· C ··--·· •••• CALCULATE THE-;-:SHOOTHEO .. ORIFICE--CALIBRATION. CURVES •••• 
73'+ XN = 100. 
135 NL= 100 
. 7 3 7 . .. . . __ _ __ 0 X = 9 0. /XN 
741 00 2000 ~=1,3 
742 XPC1) = O. 
7~5 2100 00 2noo IP=1~NL 
747 600 GO TO U2,3c1,Sd,34) M -------------.. -··-·-·····----· .. -------·-· 
.-·757·------ "12 ·-YP12CIP) : c12•XP(IPJ••s12 
767 ·. GO TO :60 
-~+· -··-· - · ........ , .. · ···-'-· · · .... • ..... ·-- ........ - -·-"·~--:·"..:.·-------"·-;.;.·86" .;.:~ .. --.--... ...... · .. ---·--- .. .. 
fUNl VEQSION FEB 74 B 1JS50 OS/10/79. 
770 38 YP38CIP):: CJS•XPUP>••S38 
1000 GO TO 60 
1001 sa YPSa<IPt = csa•xPCIP>••ssa 
1011 GO .TO 60 
1n12 34 YP34CIP) = C34 4 XP(IP>••S34 
10,2 60 XPlIP+1l = XP<IP) + DX 
1030 .... 2000 . CONTINUE 
1035 1F ,~.ea.~, GO TO 700 
C •••• PLOT CALiaRATION CURVES FOR 3/8, 1/2, 5/8 INCH ORIF
ICES•••• 
i ~f ~ .-··- ·-····· . CALL PLOT ca.0,-1.0,-3) ·- ....... _ ... . CALL QIKSET (6.0,0.o,1.s.o,B.O,O.o,4.0) 























CALL QIKPLT <X~,YP12,NL,19H•HEAO-L0SS <CM HG)•, 22H•WATER FLOHRATE 
• CGPH>•> 
CALL PLOT (-7.0,1.0,-31 
CALL QLINE (X12,Y12,-16,3) 
CALL OLINE CXP,YP36,NL> CtLL OLINE (X38,Y38,-B,4) 
CALL OLINE (XP,YP58,Nl) 
CALL QLINE (X58,Y58,-12,11) CALL SYHaoL (0.7,8.2,.21,26HORIFICE CALiaRATION CURVES,0.0,26) 
IJ = '1 333 CALL SYMBOL (0,5,7.0,.14,13HORIFICE SIZES,0.0,13) CALL SYMBOL (O.S,6.51.14,tt,0.01-U CALL SYMBOL (1.0,6.4j,.14,8H3/d INCH,0.0,8) 
CALL SYMBOL C0,5,o.2,.14,3,0.0,-il 
CALL SYM80L (1.0,6.13,.14,BHl/2 INCH,0.0,8) 
GALL SYHBOL (O.S,S.9,.14,11,0.0,-1) CALL SYMBOL (1.0,5.83,.14,8H5/B INCH,o.o,a, 
If' (IJ.EQ.2) GO TO 444.. .. . .· 
•••• CALCULATE FLOHRATES FOR 3/4 INCH ORIFICE•••• 
00 1060 IK=1,NK QRAV(IKl = c12•HLRAV(!K)••s12 
Q H C It0 = Q6 A I UK ) + Q RA., (I K ) 
AYC1,IK) = QM(IK) 
AYC2,IK>. = QRAV(IKl 
1060 AY(3,IK) = QBAV<IK> 
C •••• OROFR ANO AVERAGE THE 3/4 INCH CALIB~ATION DATA AT EQUAL HLM 
1211 PRINT 665 
1215 __ . _ . .. . . . PRINT 6 6 8 
1221 CALL ORDER CHLM,AY,36,3) 1224 PRINT 800, (HU1(K), AYC1,K), AY(2,Kt, AY <3,K>, K=1,NKt 
1257 800 fORHAT C4(10X,F7.4)) 
12~7. PRINT 17S, . .. _ _______ ..... . 
12f3 PRINT 667 
12E7 PRINT 668 1273 CALL AVGY JHLM,AY,36,3,NJ> 
1277______ ... 00 1070 IK=1,NJ ----~·---·-··-·--·-·-·-·-··--·-·-·-·-·--···-·······-···-·· ... 1301 1070 QH(IK) = AYU,IK) ' .. 
1~12 PRINT 17S 
131S PRINT 200 1321 CALL LSLR <HLM,QM,YR34,C34,S34,NJ) __ 
1325 C ~ C34 1327 BETA= 3./(4.•1.049) 











C ••~• PLOT LINEARIZED CALIBRATION CURVE F
OR 3/~ INCH ORIFICE•••• 
CALL PLOT (6.0,-1.D,-~> CALL QIKSET (o,0,-2.0,1.0,a.o,o.o,o.s, 
CALL Qll<SAX C3,3) CALL QIKPLT CX,YUL,NJ,24H"LN (HEAD-LOSS CIN HG)) •,27H"LN (WATER FL 
.OWRATE CGPM>t•> CALL PLOT. C-7.0,1.0,-3) 
..... _.CALL QLINE CX,YLL,~J) . -,--·-· .... --···· ........... _ ........ . 
CAL~ QLINE CXtY,•NJ,10) 
· CALL SYMBOL (.J.o,z.o,.14,16H3/4.INCH ORIFICE,0.0,16) IJ = 3 ·· · · 
.. Go· TO 4.44 ··-···'·-···'··- .... ---····----· ........ ·····--·-·· ____ ... . 
1057 CONTI~UE 
C · •••• PLOT SMOOTHED CALIBRATION CUR:IE _FOR 3/4 INCH o·RIFICE •••• 
.1 i~ ! ~ ....... ~- ------·· ~ N =; = "1 so• ·c·· ·:. - .. ,. ····- --~--~'.0-,-. : ··,--·-·-··-·· .. '.7""''7-- •. c ......... ____ ---~---···· •.•.. ··•·· ··-·····-----.. 
1374 NL:: 150 . 
i-
............... _ ... _ ....... _,.. ___ ..... ·····
··-· ............. ~.. 
. .. . ... .' .... , ... . 
..... ,.~-·-- . -~ ___ .. ,.. . _-· - .. 87-- ······-··· .... - ........... -·····- -. ... . .. . 
~UNT ~ERSION 
1376 
FEB 74 B .1315 0 05 / 10-/79 
OX= 30./XN 
XPl1) = O. 1400 
,. i~ ~~ ..... 
1406 · 
1412 
__ GO TO 2101J . . ... 
700 CALL PLOT (8.0,-1.0,-3) 
CALL QIKSET (6.0J0.0,5.0,8.0,0.0,&.0> 
141 ........ _ 





• (GPtO•) . 
CALL PLOT <-7.0,1.0,-3> CALL QLI~E (HLM,QH,•NJ,10) , 
_ CALL SYMBOL c1.s,a.2,.21,21HCALIBRATI0N CURIE F0~,0.0,21) 
CALL SYMBOL c1.o,1.9,.21,21H3/4 INCH, MAIN-FLOW ORIFICE,0.0,27) 
END . 
SUBROUTINE LSLR (XI,YI,YREG,CPRIME,H,LK) 
c------~~-~~-----~~~~-~~~~-~~~~~-~--~~~~---~~~---~-~-~--~-~~~----~-~~~~~-c•••• ABSTRACTI ..... -- . . . .. 
C . THIS PROGRAM PERFCRHS A LEAST-SQUARES LINEAR REGRESSICN 
C · _ ~NALYSIS ON THE GIVEN DATA. IT ALSO DETERMINES THE CORRELATION 
C CCEFFICIENT, ANO THE 95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR THE 
g jf0~[·N~~i§~~~~TtoA~8P~E~Dt~JE~R~i~~E~ruoENT-T JALUES FOR THE 
C NUMBER OF OATA POINTS EXPECTED TO BE ENCOUNTERED. c-------- ... --·---·----------...... -......... -... ---.. --411---.. -.... -.. ._ .... ~-.. ------....-... ~ ... ----,_ ... _________ ,,. .... ,.,. 
c•••• NOMENCLATURE: 
______ .. C 8 Y-I NT ERCE PT Of REGRESSION LI NE 
C acoNF CONFIDENCE INTERVAL OF THE INTERCEPT 
C CC CORRELATIO~ COEFFICIENT 
C CPRIME COEFFICIENT Of X IN NONLINEAR EQUATION 
C OENOH QUANTITY USED IN SOLVING FOR REGRESSICN PARAHETERS 
------· ... C LK TOT AL NUHaER Of DATA POINTS 
C M SLOPE OF REGRESSION LINE1 EXPONENT OF X IN NONLINEAR EQTN 
C MCONF CONFIDENCE INTERVAL OF THE SLOPE 
C P REAL VARIA2LE NAME FOR TOTAL NUMaER OF DATA POINTS 
C SCEV STANDARD DEVIATION OF Y-VALUES FROM REGRESSION LINE 
C T JALUES OF STUOENT-T FUNCTION 1 FOR GI/EN NO. OF DATA POINTS C VAR VARIANCE OF Y-VALUES FROM REijRESSION LINE 
C X LINEARIZED COUNTERPART OF XI 
~-----···-- c····· - XOEV2 SQUARE OF S-OEVlATIONS FROH THE MEAN 
C XI INPUT IALUES Of FUNCTION X C XMEAN . MEAN VALUE OF X. . 
C XSUN . SUMMATICN OF ALL X 
C X2SUM SUMMATION OF ALL X-SQUAREO C XYSUM SUMMATION OF ALL x•y 
C Y LINEARIZED COUNTERPART Of YI C YCALC 'CALCULATED VALUES OF YIN LINEAR EQUATION_ 
-------~-- . C . ·: YCONF CONFIDENCE INTERVAL OF Y-·VALUES 
· , . C YI INPUT IALUES Of FUNCTION Y 
C YLL .LOWER LIM IT Of Y CON FI OE NCE ENVELOPE 
C YREG CALCULA TEO REGRESSION VALUES. OF_ .. Y .. IN NONLINEAR EQUATION 
. -- ... C YSUM .. SUMMA TI CN OF ALL Y 
C Y2SUH SUMMATICN Of ALL Y-SQUA~EO C YUL UPPER LIMIT Of Y CONFIDENCE ENVELOPE 
C . Z~UH QUANTITY USED IN SOLVING FOR REGRESSION PARAMETERS 
··~-~~~--·-·· c ..... ._ ..... ~ .. -----.. ·----------~~-.. -----........................ -_ ................. ,..-... --~ .. -----..-~--
11 IMPLICIT REAL (M) 
11 OlHENSION XI(7S>, YI(75)·, YREG(75) 
.. 11 DIH-ENSION XC75) 1 YC75), YCALCC7S) . 11 .QIHENS10NYUL(7!,) YLLC75) 
11 ......... ---· _ C OHM ON _ X, _ Y, _ YCAL C ,____ '(U.L.t-~ YLL . .,___ ·- ··-·- ·-· ----- ·---···-······-···· - ·-· .. -·· . . _,_ ... . . . . ---- -
···-11···-· · XSUM: O. · ··. 
· 12 . Y SUH = 0 • 
·· 13 .. XYSU11 =· O • 
. 14 . X2SUH·= o. 
·-:~'· 15 --· ·•·· - Y 2SUN =. O. 
. , 16 X OE V 2 : 0 • 
. . . C ••!.• ASSIGN· r HE PROPEJl_SJUOE.N.T~l_V.ALUE __ fOR.J~UHB.ER. Of ___ OATA .. ~OINTS .. _ ., .. 
~-~·17------·· -··· :-·: If. (LK.EQ.8) T=2. 447 ·. :-: · · · · . · . . . · · . . 
22 IF CLK.EQ.10) T=Z.306 .· 
' ::..~~-~- .. ~·--~ ........... -.. ~-- ...... ";. .. . . . . ... .... . .. \. ·'•· -.. ·-···· ·--....:...·_-+""-: .... .:. ..• ---~--·-aa. ·· -······-·:· ··-- -· '·····-·:-··· ---- ~--· ·· 
~UNT VERSION FEB 74 ·B 13150 05/10/79 
25 If CLK.EQ.121 T=2.22d 
30 IF tLK.E0,16) T=2,145 
. ···-·- ~ 3 . . . IF I LK. E Q. 16 ) T = 2 • 12 D . .. · 36 IF (LK.EQ~19) T=2,11D 
.. · C 
-~ It 1 ..... . 
•••• CONJERt THE I~PUT PARAMETERS 
DO qq N=i, LK .......... . 
TO LINEARIZED FORH •••• 
43 X(N) = ALOG(Xl(N)) 
57 
7 lf 
y no = ALOG (YI (N)). 
XSUM = XSUM • XCN) 
100 · 
··~104 -·--···· ... 
113 
1,.2 99 
__ YSUH = YSUM • Y(N) 
XYSUN = XYSUH + X(NJ•Y(N) 
· X2SUM = X2SUM + X (Nl••2. 









C •••• CALCULATE SLOPE, INTERCEPT, AND CORRELATION COEFFICIENT •••• 
P = LK ZNUM = P•XYSUM - XSUH•YSUH 
OENOM = P•X2SUM -- XSUH••z. 
M = ZNUM/DENOM . 
a= CX2SUM•YSUM - XSUH•XYSUH)/OENOM 
CPRI"1E = EXP(B) 
XMEAN = XSUH/P. 





C •••• CALCULATE THE REGRESSION VALUES OF Y ANO THE VARIANCE•••• 
1AR = C1./(P•2,))•(Y2SUM ~ B!YSUH - tt•XYSUM) 
SOEV = VAR••o ,5 
00 E6 N=1,LK -




2'41 . 250 





























•. . · .... 
610 
••• • FI NO THE 95 CONF IO ENCE LIM ITS FOR SL OPE, INTERCEPT, A NO 
CALCULATED Y-VALUES •••• 
PRINT ·250 
FORMAT (//,9X,•X = LN(H-u•,&x,•v = MX + a•,7X,•Y-CONFIOENCE•,/) .. 
HCONf = T•SOEV/(XOEV2••0.S> 8CONF = T•SOEV•((1,/P) + (XMEAN••2./XOEV2))••o.s 
00 33 N=1,LK 
YCALCCN) = M .. X(N) + B 
YCONF = T•SOE/•((1,/P) + (X(N) - XMEAN>••2./XOEV2>••o.s 
Y UL ( N) = Y C AL C ( N ) + Y C ON F 
YLLO) = YCALCCN) - YCONF 
PRINT 600, X(N)1 YCALC(N), YCONF 
~2~~~i) C~Ce~~f~~•~i\N)••M 
. CONTINUE . . _ ·-------------------
PRINT 28tl 
If (LK.EQ.NJ1 PRINT 275 
IF (LK, EQ.NJ) .. G0 .... 10 ___ 2_a.s ... - .. - _ ·····-· ·-·····- ... ··--··· --· -· ·-.. . _ . ·-
PRINT 270 - . 
CONTINUE FORMAT (/,oX,•ORIGINAL H-L•,6X, .. OR!GINAL Q•,6X,•REGRESSI0N Q•) 
FORMAT (10X,•(CH HG)•,11x,•(GPM)•,1zx,•(GPM)•,,,. 
FORMAT (lOX,•(IN HG>•,11x,•(GPt1)•,12x,•cGPt1)•,n 
00 .. ,. N=1,LK 
PRINT 630, XICN>, YIUH, YREG(N) 
-_ FOR HAT ( 5 C1 0 X , F 7 , 4 )) . _ -· ... 
;§i~l~6\,:1;,,~if~~f ~J 1~8~~§s~8N LINE= •1F7,4,/110X,•CONFI0ENCE 
, INTERVAL OF SLOPE= •,F7.4,/,10X1 •INTERCEP1 = •,Fr,'+,/,1DX,•CONFI 
,DENCE INTER~Al OF INTERCEPT= •,Fr.r+,/,1DX,•CORRELATI0N COEFFICIEN 
• T = •,F7 .It) 
RETURN 
ENO 
····.··· -···----,·~.-----·~··-----···--· , ........... -·-··-·- ---··· ----··-·· -·-------
. ,;.: :,; . . SUBROU·TINE ORDER c·x, y ,Nt NI·) 
............ ·----··· c~--~--....... ,_ .. __ .. '9! ___ .................. ,41, .... ---·--•-----------------49~----~--------.. ---------
c ••~• ABSTRACTt ·. . 
C THIS PROGRAM ARRANGES THE VALUES OF A_SET OF Y-PARAMETERS IN 
.. ··77:--··· C ·-··· THE ORDER. OF. INCREASING VALUES OF THE X•PARAHETER, · -_ c--~--................... ---~----~-------~~---~~--.. --------........... ~ .. ------~-----------
'.·•·•I' , • 
_,,..;,..,;_,...~; ... , •. , .. -••·••-···•- • •, w•-·'· _ ... ,,,, •••• ••• "••'- • ,, 
~UNT VE~SION FE8 74 B 13150 05/10/7q 
c•••• NOMENCLATURE: 
.. ,"--._ ...... CC . . N . TOT Al NUMBER OF VALUES FOR THE X ANO V PARANETERS NI NUMBER Of CIFFERfNT Y-FUNCTIONS TO BE ORDERED 
C X INPUT VALUES OF X-PARAMETER C Y INPUT ~ALUES OF Y-PARAHETERS c~-~~~-~--~~---~-~- .. -~--...... ~-.-~~~----~--------~---~~---~---~--~----~~~~~-
11 OIHENSION XiN>, Y(NI,N) 
11 J = N - 1 
·--~--13 _________ .. --·-··· 00 33 K=1, J .. . .. ····---------··· 
. >.y.·14 L ·= N - .l( 
· f15 DO 33 M=1,L 
17 IF CX(Hl • XllHU > 33,33,22 
25 22 XT = X(M) · 
30 X(H).: XCM+1) 
:3 5 X UH 1) = XT 
It O 00 55 I=1, NI 
.... __ 4 2 ... YT = Y (I , M) . . . .. . ... 
47 Y(I,~> = Y(I,H+1) 
57 55 vn.~+u = YT 
: E7 33 CONTINUE 
.... 11+ RETURN . 
75 END 
SUBROUTINE AVGY <X,Y,N,NM,NJ). 
c .. -~---.. - ......... --~-- --- --· .............. _ .. ._ ....... -------------- ... .-.-.......... ---- ..... ---- .. -.. -~----
c • •• • ABSTRACT, 
C AVERAGE. TH£ VALUES OF THE SET Of Y-PARAtiETERS HHEN THE CORR ES• 
C PONDING VALUES Of THE X-PARAHETER ARE EQUAL. 
c•••• NOHENCLATUREi . . C - N TOT AL NUMBER OF VALUES f OR THE X A NO Y PARAHET ERS C NJ TOTAL NUMaER OF DATA POINTS AFTER HAVING aEEN AVERAGED 
C NM NUMBER OF DIFFERENT Y-PARAMETERS TO BE AVERAGED 
C X INPUT ~ALUE OF X-PARAHETER 
C Y INPUT VALUE Of Y-PARAMETER c~-~~--~---~-~---~--~~~-~-----~~-~~-~-~----~~~--~·~-------~-~-~---·~~-~-
·, l f-- -- ····· g i~~~§i8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~; s~ ,< NM ~NJ. _____ .· --·-·------·· · 
11 J = 0 
· 12. 1< -= 0 
___ ,_ 13 1 o a o J = J • 1 . 
15 I< = I< + 1 . 
17 L = K + 1 20 If (1<.EQ.N) GO TO 1070 
22 If (X(L).EQ.X(K)l. G.Q~JQ __ ,10«35 ________________ -······---------··· ... 
---··30-·· 1070 .. X(J) = XCK) .· .. · 
35 00 20 M=1,NM 
37 20 Y(M,J) = Y01,K) 
S 2 I F ( I<. LT • N > 1 D a O , 1 0.6 0 _ .
. -- ~6 . 1085 00 30 H=1, NM 
EO 30 YS(H,K) = Y CM,K) 
12 TN= 1.0 
i3 1090 K = l 
. --- 75 . l = K + 1 
77 TN= TN+ 1.0 
1 0 1 0 0 4 0 tt = 1, NM 
1 0 2 '4 0 Y S ( M ,.I( ) = Y S ( M , K-1> + Y ( Mt K ) 
·121 IF CK.EQ.N) GO TO 1075 
123 IF CX(Lt.EQ.X(K)) GO TO 10<JO 
1 J 1 1 0 75 X ( J ) = X ( K ) 
. ·--1~·1-~-- ·--so . Il" \l! L ~:!t ~so K}6 T~o~~ -~:~~---···- --·,· -. , ...... ·-···--··- --···----
.155 ,'. 1060 · NJ :: J 
.. 156....... .. PRINT 60, C(X(J), CY_(H,J>, .H:;:t.,NM», J:1,NJ) ___ -
214 60 FORMAT C4(9X,F8.4)) 
214 RETURN 
215 END-
I .. ·;·.'~:•::j~,··~;;7-• -· .... -.... ~- ~ 
.'•'•' 
.. -·····-··-·-··.--· .-.. __ ... . ·.. 
-








~UNT 'JERSION FEB 74. B 13:so 05/10/79. 
FUNCTION FUN1 CA,N,X,Yt 
c~~-----....-----.--.. -------..... -· ...... -................ ...,_ ..... ~-.. -ia-... --..... --... ------.. --.. -..-.. ---~~-. C•••• ABSTRACTI . . . C THIS PROGRAM CREATES AN ARBITRARY FUNCTION Y FROM HELL-DEFINED . 
. __ .__.! ... C PAIRS OF CX,Y) DATA. . . 
C•••• NOMENCLATURE: 
. C . A X COORDINATE OF INPUT DATA 
·,:<;: ,~~·'.~ g ··· ·· ···· ~ · ~~~Bf~r~t- ~~fflNt~i~~ · ABSCISSA POINTS 






















DIME NS IO N X ( 1 0 0 > 1 Y C10 0 ) IF CA - XUH 5,~,6 
IF (A - XCNU 1,2,2 
FUN1 = Y lN) 
RETURN . 
FUN1 = Y (U 
RETURN 
. 00 3 . I=2,N 
IF (A.LT.XCIJ) GO TO 4 
CONTINUE FUN1 = YU•U f- CA - XCI-t>)•(Y(U - YU-U)/(X(Il - XCI-1)) 
RETURN 
END 
··-···· ... -- ·or-·-···--·- -•··T"""""""*·--·--·-- ·-·-·•--•··• ... -· • --···-• •••- • -· 
.. ···-···-··-"'"'···'""' .. . ..... . ...... -· ··- ·--- - .. -····. - ..... - .. 
. -··. - . - ... - .. -· -- ...... - .. -.... . ·- - .. 
•· ··-··-----................. ·· .... , .. -· . . . .-· ···-·· ....... . 
·-···-··· ··-·· ............. ---·- ··-· ...... . 
. ---·------·-·- .. ., __ _ 
...... ···.---··-·- .. --... -~- ... ·. -·- ....... ·-.---··--:--:-~-. .... . 
~ 
. i.·.: ....... . . 
. .. - ·91 ·~ . 




3/8 INCH ORlfICEI 
--~---~-~~~--~~-
-:::-'-"'.·-·-··ORIFICE H-l WATER COLLECTED.PER UNIT TIHE ... WATER TEMP WATER FLOWRATE . 
. · ; < C N HG > ( LBS> (SEC) < F > < GP M ) 





















··-~- ··-····-· c3 3. 6 0 0 0 15.4310 
63.6000 15.5730 
83.6000 14 .9710 
--·' --··.. - . 
. ' ' 
... •· 
····---i.--, .. --.-- ...................... . 
62.4000 93. 00 00 
63.3000 93. 0 0 00 
61.1000 q3.oooo 
· · 36.3000 ... - 93. 0 0 OD 
40.4000 93. 0 0 00 
38.6000 93. 00 00 
30.8000 (33. 5 0 00 
31.5000 94.0000 
31.9000 94.0000 
· 22.3000 94. 0 0 00 
22.5000 q4. 0 0 DO 
22.6000 94. 0 0 00 
16.2000 94. 5 0 00 
16.3000 94.5000 
15.8000 94. 0 0 00 
... - . 11.4000 ---···· ··· 94.oooo·--· 
12.3000 91+.0000 
12.3000 94 •. o O 00 
· 10.9000 85.5000 
10.4000 66.0000 
10.aooo a6.sooo 
-- -g. 1 oo o ····· d 7. 0 0 00 
9. 7 OD 0 87. 0 0 00 
9113000 87. 50 00 
. ___ _. ·-·-· ... 
. - - ·-
. .. 
























10. 0 662 
-·--·-·-·- -·. - - ··········- ..... , .. ·-··· ..... ·- ..... 
- 92--
.... ·;,: 
1/2 !NCH ORif'I CE: 
---~-~---~-~~-~-
~77'---··0RIFICE H;.l WATER COLLECTED PER UNIT TIME WATER TEMP WATER FLOWRATE . 










---· -·· .. 1 9. 4 0 0 0 
19.6000 
1q.Gooo 
··--·· ... ... 21. 2 0 0 0 
21.3000 
21.3000 






----· 37.dOOO .... 
37.9000 
37.8000 
---·-· .. . . 4 2.4 0 0 0 
42.3000 
42.3000 








59 .• 8000 
68.2.000 
68.5 00 0 
6a.&ooo 
.. ---·· · .. 7 1. 5 0 0 0 
71.0000 
11.2000 
· ········ · 76.7000 
76.6000 
76.SOOO 
~'-:-:7---"."··· 85.5000 .. 
as.1000 
85.3000· 
~ _.,_.:__ __ ·:___~--· - -· .. -- -· -· .. " 
15.2110 22.6000 77.0000 
16.0630 24.5000 79.0000 
15.3150 22.8000 80.0000 
15.5420 · ... 15.9000 · 61.5000 · 
15.1660 15.5 000. 02.0000 
15.2010 15.6000 83.0000 
15.41tSO 13.1000 84.0000 
15.6490 13.6000 66.0000 
15.3500 1~.1000 a1.oooo 
15. 5 2 0 0 11. 0 00 0 . 8 7. 0 0 0 0 
15.4410 10.8000 88.5000 
15.2360 10.6000 89.5000 
14.B720 ........ 9.BOOO 7B.5000. 
15.ddOO 10.5000 79.5000 
15.6250 10.4000 80.0000 
15 • o 1 go g. o a o o - ·- ·· ·-·· · 81. no oo 
15.33BO 9.2000 61.5000 
15.1540 g.1000 82.0000 
· 14.8940 7.9000 . 75.5000 
'15.01+00 a.0000 76.soon 
16.0320 d.5000 77.0000 
· 15.4250 ·-----·-·--1.aooo ··92.0000 
16.2640 8.3000 93.5001) 
15.2360 1.1000 q4.oooo 
15.8960 7.6000 86.0000 
15.4340 7.4000 aG.0000 
10.0:rno 1.6000 86.sooo 
· 15. 6 g5 0 6. q 00 0 · · -· 82. 0 0 00 
1&.2soo 1.2000 a2.5000 
14.9900 6.sooo a3.5000 
15.5360 .. · . 6.5000. 94 .. 0000 
16.0130 6.9000 94.0000 
15.9280 6.7000 93.5000 
1s.0940 6.0000 · · da.ooao 
15.8320 6.4000 88.0000 
15.2930 &.1000 88.0000 
15.6340 5.CJOOO 88.5000 
15.4aoo s.dooo aa.sooo 
15.4990 S.8000 88.5000 
· 16 • i+630 · ---~---·-----· &.1·00 0 -· ··- · .. ·-·· 94. 5 0 00 
15.2040 5.6000 95. 0000 
15.5220 .5.8000 95.0000 
15.176'0 · 5.3000 88.5000 
16 • 117 0 5. 7 0 0 0 6 6 • 5 0 00 
15 .• 6320 S.6:000 88.5000 
15.9830 .... _ ... ·-···- s.61000··-··--- ··90.0000 .. · 
1s.&25o. s.~ooo 9.6. 0000 
1s~40~0 ··.: s.2~00 9&.oooo 


















































Sia INCH ORIFICE2 
~~---~~-----~~--~~-
·--~----- .. ORIFICE H-L WATER COLLECTED PER UNIT TI ME ·wATER TEHP WATER FLOWRATE -· 
CCM HGI · (LBS> CSEC> (F) CGPH) 
1.6000 15.2320 22.qooo 77. 0 0 00 4.1706 
1.7000 15.6880 23.0000 77.5000 4.2961 
1.7000 15.3250 22.7000 7 d. 5 0 00 4.2 370 
-~~·- - . 3.2500 15.6420 16.3000 8 0. 0 0 00 &.041t 
3.:rnoo 16.111+0 16. 7 00 0 81.0000 6.1016 
3.3000 16.r. 060 17.4000 61.5000 5.97 77 
4.3000 14.6170 13.0000 32.5000 7.0039 
4.5000 15. 3 26.0 13.5000 8 3. 5 0 00 7 .1261 
4.5000 15.5970 13.8000 84.0000 ·1.1124 
6.9000 15.4530 11.1000 . 85. 5 0 00 8.7485 • 
6.9000 15.2190 11. 0 000 a&. o o oo a.673~ 
E:.9000 15.1280 10.1000 86. 0 0 00 6.8554 
14.0000 15.9490 8.1000 88. 0 0 00 12.4323 
13.qooo 14.9930 7~ 6 00 0 88.5000 12.3388 
13.9000 15.6790 1. 9 00 0 aa.5000 12.4994 
24.5000 11+.6560 ·5.sooo . 89.0000 16.6061 
24.5000 15.1300 5.8000 89. 5 0 00 16.3393 
24.SOOO 14.8860 5.7000 89. 5 0 00 16.3158 
' ... 26.1000 16.1150 6. 0 00 0 a9 •. oooo 1c.9B41 
26.0000 '16.2400 6.1000 a g. o o oo 16.8 541 
26.1000 15.5950 · 5. 8 00 0 89. 00 00 16.9201 
··--------··· 34.0000 15.0580 .. 4. 9 00 0 85.0000 19.2339 
33.9000 14.9910 4. g 00 0 as.so oo 19.1348 
3'4.0000 14.5300 1+.aooo a6. 0000 1d.B376 
38.6000 16.0160 4.gooo · 8 9. 5 0 00 20.6504 
38.5000 15.5560 !+.8000 89.5000 20.3863 
38.6000 15.6470 4. 8 00 0 69. 5 0 00 20.5237 
··-·······- 43.5000 14. 6 IJ 00 It.2000 06.0000 21.6495 
43.5 000 15.8310 :..7000 86.0000 21. 2 't40 
43.5000 14.5880 ... 2 00 0 86.0000 21.6288 
53.'JOOO 15.4550 1+. o oo a 86 .• 0000 2~.2806 
53.9000 15.2040 3. B 00 0 86.0000 2s.oaoo 
53.aooo 16 .147 0 4.3000 86.0000 23.7526 
69.5000 14.771+0 · .. J.3000 ... 86.0000 · 27.9359 
6q.Jooo 15.4150 3. 5 00 0 85.5000 27 .6665 
69.2000 14.L+630 3._2 00 0 as. 50 oo 2d.104d 
! 
-·~--.. -·-·· ,• 
• 
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·, . . .. -,-~ .. -----·----···-·---· 
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-----·---· .. -··£:.0000 
6.0000 
1.0000 



























20.9092" ____ ·-· i.0.4632 
20.5201 0.0000 
22.2657 14.3540 
23.7617 · 11.9410 
26.5d9d 13.3793 
. 26.4629 .17.2852 
- -"'"'."-·-·····--···· 10.0000 :· - 26 •. 5267·~·-.-~· -·---·-· -10.10&3 .· 
12.0000 
12.0000 
-·--··· ..... · 14. 0 0.0 0 
14.0000 
16.0000 
---- -- ...... t 6. 0 0 0 0 
18.0000 
22 •. 0000 
28.0000 .. 
28.8420 14.4851 
2c1.9376 - -. 1a.aa31 
31 .4293 ·····- ---··· - · .. ··15. 7 351 
31.0496 11.qaoe 
33.5401 16.7674 











7. l3 63 
2. '4105 
1. ca ua 
6. ~561 




















· ls. t942 
1 q~ 0688 
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A'JG FlOWRATE 
(GPt4) 
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4 2. 3333 
50.9000 
s 3-. a ooo 
5 g. 6333 





















· 4 3 • 5 0 0 0 - - .... -· .. · . . .. - . -· ----- .. -·· 
53.8667 
69.3'333 . 
. ·- ·- ·-·--- ·--···-·- ··- ·-------·-···---·-
·--·-·· ······-·----····~·- . ....... - -
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• 
. '/'; 
.. -···- ~ ...... 
· AJERAGED JALUES FOR 3/4 INCH ORIFICE 
··-:,~-- ·-· -HEAO•lOSS HAIN FLow--··~-- RECYCLE ·FLOH ........ aRA NCH FLOW 
<IN HG) CGPH) C GPH) (GP M) 
.2000 '4.2925 .9662 3. ~242 
.4000 6.0646 0.0000 6. (646 
.6 000 7.1608 1.5516 s. f.092 
·----·-·---·· . . 1.0000 a.aaai. 1.9 532 6. ~351 
2.0000 12.4205 2e6975 9. 72 31 
3.0000 1r..q214 0.0000 14. ~214 
4.0000 16. 96 21 .... 3.6731 13. £690 
z..a ooo . 1d.2d2Z 0.0000 td. ,d22 
s.0000 18.9599 9.4667 9. t932 
6.0000 20.7147 5.2316 15. L8J1 
7.0000 22.2657 14.3540 7. ~117 
a.0000 23. 7617 11.9410 11. c20o 
10.00.00 26. 5 3 31 . 13.5903 12. ~426 
12.0000 26,8898 16.6844 12. ,054 
14.0000 31.2395 13.8580 17. ~815 
. ·-. - .. 16.0000 33,5401 16.1a11+ 1&. 7527 
18.0000 35.3358 15.6827 19. E531 
22.0000 39-,3194 
. 1i.. 9 lt83 24. ~711 
28.0000 44.5529 
. -·- 16. 6505 27.~024 
·--·--· ...... ·, -··- ........ ·~-----·····--· ....... ----···-·· 
------i:-~.-- . ··- ... -~-- .. ·-----··-···.-----.- -. --·-·-- --- . ·· .. 
.. . __ .. __ .......................... _. ··-··· ... ····- -····-· 
.. 
: .. ~-_-.. _ ., .. _,., .... · ... . :· . ...... --~ -;--~ .~:~--, ........ . :·.·~-':"T"'. -··· .. •·. '· ... ···-




·.·, ..... · .. _._·· . ___ .. _· ... ·. :_ ... < ... · -... 97_ ... ·:':_·_ \· ···-- .-·· .... 








·• ':.THE FOLLOWING CATA .ARE T'HE RESULT OF A LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS& 
3/8 INCH ORIFICE: 
.. -- -·-·-----·---····· - --·-· ·-·..--- ---·-· .. -----·--
·-.. ··-· ---·-····· - ····-· -········-
--~---:-1 .. ; ............................ ._ ______ _ 
.... -.. : · .. · 
X = L N ( H-L) · y = MX + B Y-CONFI OE NCE 
.6242 .44'+2 .o 346 
·---···-·· 
·t.4892 · .a121 - • 0251 
2.0104 1.1300 .o 206 
2.71f,q 1.l+795 .o 174 
3.2921 1.7640 ---- - ... 0185 
3.di.30 2.0366 .o 221 
4.2~04 2.2381 .o 259 
...... ---- ....... 4.4260 2.3250 , .• 0 277 
ORIGINAL H-L ORIGINAL a REGRESS! ON a 
___ ... ---·. 
. ----..-.----· - ..... 
. ·----··--··· 
.. ·., -~ . :" 
ICM t-lG l ( GPM) ···- ·- IGPM> 
1.8667 1.5453 1.ssq3 
4.4333 2.1+105 ·2.3920 
7.4667 3.0900 3 .o 9S7 
15.1333 l+.3326 4.3907 
26.9000 5,CJ587 5.8360 
4E.6667 7.9117 7.6643 
70.1333 9.1976 9. 3 754 
83.6000 · 10,0539 -· - ··-·· ..... 10,22&5 
SLCPE OF REGRESSION LINE= .49~7 
CONF IOENCE INT ERV AL Of' SLOPE = - • 0135 
INTERCEPT= .1355 
CONFIDENCE INTER/AL OF I~TERCEPT = .0421 
CORRELATIO~ COEFFICIENT =··,- .1996 
BETA = • 3575 
CPRIME = 1.1451 
ORIFICE COEFFICIENT= .6392 
.. ···~·· --··· ... ·--~·- -- ..... ---· - ····· -·-··· - -----. - . .. . . -· .. 
------ ~·· -·. ~ -- . . ..... 
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.......... ,~.:~....:.. ..... . .: ·-- ··-· ......... -... .. . .. ', .. . 
- ..... · .... · ... - ·····-·······--·"'4·--·---··-·. ____ ,1 __ - ···-. -- ••••• ....... -•-··· ••• 
. , 
· .. THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE THE RESULT OF A LINElR REGRESSION ANALYSIS: 
1/2 INCH ORIFICE: 
... _·--···-··-·· 
~-~--~----~--~~--
X = LN(H-L) Y = MX + B Y-C ONFI DENCE 
1.4S86 ·1.4454 .o 123 
·-- ....... --- 2 .1 (372 1.8112 ... ·-· . ··- .0080 
2. 5 52 0 1.ga6q .0070 
2.9721 2,1949 • 0 055 
3. 0 57.1 2,2'370 .0052 
3.261-<3 2.3385 .0048 
3.5390 2.4757 .00'+7 
----~~-·····- . 3.6332 2.5223 .0047 
3. 71+56 2,578 0 .0049 
3.9299 2.E,&92 .0053 
3.9853 2.6967 .. • 0 05it 
4.0916 2.7493 .oosa 
4.2259 2,8158 .0063 
4.2660 2.8357 .• 0 064 
4.3386 2.8717 • 0 067 
4 .446 5 2.9261 • 0 072 · 
ORIGINAL H-L ORIGINAL a REGRESSION Q 
(CH '1G) (GPM) (GPH) 
-----·-·-· 
4.3000 1+.192a· 4 .24J 6 
g.0000 6.1289 6.1177 
12.8333 7,3363 7.2<329 
19.5333 8,9561 8.9795 
21.2667 9,4932 9 .3 656 
----~-·-· .. 26.1000 · 10,4461 · 10. 3 653 
34.43'33 11.8206 11.8899 
37.8333 12.4129 12.4575 
42.3333 13,2104' 13.1705 
so.goon 11+,'3569 14.4290 
53.8000 14,9214 1lt.8305 
·····--·-·- -···-· - . 59 •. 8333 15.6(}42 ·-- · 15.6320 
68.4333 1e,.1s21 1£,- 7 070 
71.2333 16,9ddd 17.0.421 
76.6000 17.7988' .17 .6 663 
65.5000 18.2822 18.6546 
_ .. __ ....... _ · SLOPE Of REGRESSION LINE = ... 4952 
CONFIDENCE INTERlAL OF SLOPE=. ,0056 
INTERCEPT = .7231 
CONFIDENCE INTERVA~ OF l,TERCEPT ~ . • 0201 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT= .999a 
~·-.·. --'.-·~ ...... e·ETA · = -.lt 7E6 
CPR.I14E : 2.0607· 
ORIFI.CE COEFFICIENT = • 6 353 .· 
·---'-··-·"····•"·• .... , .. ,....... .. ...... -..... ,. .. . . .. ... ... .. ........... , ..... -~ ...... ~ ........ ····- "99 .. _.- ..................... -- ... . 
THE FOLLOWING CATA ARE THE RESULT OF A LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS• 
5/8 INCH ORIFICES 
··--------··-··--·· 
... _411_,_ ______ ._,,_ ... ,.,~-
X = L N (H-l > Y = MX + B Y-COMFIDENCE 
.510 B 1.4566 .0137 
·····--· -·-··- .. 1.1aa9 1.794d .0106 
• 
1.4892 1.9446 • 0093 
1. 9315 2.1652 • 0077 · 
2.6343 2.5157 • 0 06 3 
3.1937 2.7972 .0066 
3.2607 2.8281 .0068 
--~- ..,.._... .. 3 .5 2S4 2.9602 .0074 
3.652~ 3.0235 • o 01 e 
3.112a 3.0336 .ooaz 
3.9865 3.1902 • 0 090 
4.2389 3.3161 .0100 
·· · · ORIGINAL H-l ORIGINAL a REGRESSION 
·----·-· 
(CM HG> (GPM) ( GPM> 
1.6E67 4.2346 4. 2913 
3.2833 6.0403 6.0181 
4.4333 1.oaoa 6.9905 
e.9000··· 8.7593 . ··-······· ··- 8.7163" · 
13.933"3 12.4235 12.3756 
24.5000 16.4204 16.3992 
26.0667 16.9194 16.9141 
33.9667 19.0688 19.3016 
38.5E67 . 20.5201 20.5639 
43.5000-· 21.5074 ····-- ···--. 21.8364. 
53.iH:67 24.3711 24.2931 
69.3333 27.9024 27.5525 
SLOPE OF REGRESSION LINE = .4988 
CC~FIOENCE INTERVAL OF SLOPE = • 00 54 
INTERCEPT : 1.201d ··-·· .... 
CONFIDENCE INTERJAL OF INTE~CEPT = .0162 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT = .qgqq 
aETA = .5968 
CPRIME = 3.32G1 
ORIFICE-COEFFICIENT= • 6276 •,-- ...... --· --·· -
~ ..--:--........ --······· ·-· . - ·- . 
- 100 - . 
Q 
. ·····--···...-··. ~ - .. : . 
3 /4 INCH ORI FI CEI 
-~----- ..... -~-~---
X = L NCH-LI y = MX +. B.. . .. Y-CONFIOENCE. 
-1.6094 1.4451 .o 215 
-··-·---···--...... 











































2-8. 0 00 0 . 
1,9606 .o 154 
2.2003 • 0128 
2.5255 .0101 
2.715d .o 090 
2.8508 .0087 




3.1134 • 0091 
3.1760 .ooqi+ 
3.2808 .0100 
3.3663···--····- .• 0106 ... 
3.4386 .• 0112 
3.5013 • 0118 
3.5566 • 0123 
3.6507 ·.a 132 
3.7639 .011+1+ 
ORIGINAL Q REGRESS! ON Q 
(GPM) ( GPN) 
~.2925 4.2422 
6.0846 5.8728 
7 .1608 .... -·· - 7.1035 .. 
B.8B64 g.0276 
12.4205 12.4976 
14.9214 · 15.1167 
16.9621 17.3015 
. 18 • 2 6 2 2 18 • 8 46 9 
ia.9599 -.···- · 19.2114 
20.7147. 20.9273 
22.2657 22.4971 
23. 7617 ... -·· ·-- ·- .. -·· - 23. 9 519 
26.5331 26.59~6 
2d.dd93 28.9713 
31.2395 · 31.1446 
33.5401 33.1585 
35.3358 35.0427 
39.3194 . 33.5023 
44.5529 1+3.1160 
SlCPE OF REGRESSION LINE·=·--.4&92··. ··---- ...... ------········-·-----· 
CONf I DENCE INTERVAL -OF' SLOPE = • 00 63 
INTERCEPT= 2.2003 . 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL· Of' IttTERCEPT = ... •. 0128. 
CORRELATIO~ COEFFICIENT= .9997 
4·T:-::·-,-· ... ·BETA ::: ·- • 7150.. -- ·- · - ·· . -· · · ·,··--~,-:--:·,------·-· .. ·---·-·-:- -------- - .... , ............... . 
CPRIME = 9.027,. . \ . 
ORIFICE. COEf'FI CIENT = .·6850 
••If• ~ .... · .......... • ••,• ,·-- ,.,,--~ -· ,_. •• •• M .. ______ - •••• ••••••-•••••- : •• -· ·-. ~ .;. ;~~-.:.: .... ~~ ... ......_-"·---....:....i-, ..... •••• ... O' ·-··-·-- ••••••• •• 0000,00o --•••• .... •• 
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Figure Bl 
s LINEARIZED CALIBRATION DATA 









































+ 3/8 INCH 
X 1/2 INCH 
* 5/8 INCH 
. ....__ ______ ......,_ _ ..,_ _ ___
,.---, 
0 
0.000 .750 3.000 3.750 4.500 
LN ChEAO-LOSS CCM HG)) 












































LINEARIZED CALIBRATION DATA 
WITH 95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE LIMITS 
3/4 INCH ORIFICE 
. -1----------r-----,,.----,-----, 0 
-2·.000 -1.000 0.000 1.m, 2.000 . 3 .ooo 4.000. 

























































ORIFICE CALIBRATION CURVES 
ORIFICE SIZES 
+ 3/8 INCH 
x· 1/2 INCH 
* 5/8 INCH 
8 
. ----------...----...-----.----~----, 0 
0.000 1&.000 30.000 45.000 60.000 75.000 90.000 







































CALIBRATION CURVE FOR 
3/4 ·INCH, MAIN-FLOW ORIFICE 
8 
•-1--------------....--,--.------t a 
0.000 &.ooo 10.000 t&.ooo 20.000 25.000 . 30.000 
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Specifications for Standard Orifice Installations 
For orifice meters carefully constructed to established 
ASME specifications (10), tabulated values of C0 can be used 
in equation Bl to accurately determine flowrates without the 
need for calibration of each particular orifice installation. 
Some of the basic criteria for proper construction of sharp-
edged orifice plates are as follows: 
The orifice plate should be constructed of a non-corrod-
ible metal, suitable to· the liquid being transported at the 
process conditions. The recommended minimum thickness of the 
plate, for pipe diameters of three inches or less, is 1/8 
inch. The width of the plate at the bore should be D/8 or 
between O.OlD·and 0.02D, whichever is smaller. If the plate 
is thicker than this figure, the downstream edge of the bore 
should be beveled at an angle no less than 45° from the nor-
mal to the plate. The inlet edge must be square and sharp, 
and free from burrs and nicks. The actual diameter of the 
bore should be precisely determihed after all machining of 
the plate has been done. The center of the orifice, once 
installed, should not be further than 1/32 inch from the cen-
terline of the pipe. Gaskets placed between the orifice 
plate and the .flanges should not protrude beyond the inner 
surface of the pipe. 
Three types of pressure tap locations may be specified, 
each pf .which is subject·to,certain tolerances: 
D - D/2 taps: The center of the inlet pressure tap is loca-
ted at one pipe diameter from the upstream orifice face, .while 
- 106 -
the outlet tap center is located at one-half pipe diameter . 
. from the upstream face of the plate; 
Flange taps: The centers of the taps are located 1 inch from 
the inlet and outlet faces of the orifice plate; 
Vena Contracta taps: The center of the inlet tap is located 
at one pipe diameter from the upstream orifice face and the 
downstream tap distance from the upstream plate face is given 
by the location of the vena contracta, which is documented as 
a function of the beta ratio. 
The tap holes in the pipe on either side of the orifice 
plate should be drilled perpendicular to the pipe wall, with 
the inside surface free from burrs. The maximum diameter of 
these holes at the inner surface of the pipe should be 1/4 
inch for pipes less than 2 inches in diameter, and 3/8 inch 
for 2 and 3 inch pipe. 
In addition to specifications for construction of the 
plate and location of the pressure taps, certain minimum 
lengths.of straight pipe preceeding and following the meters 
have been recommended. These guidelines are based upon what 
types of fittings occur upstream and, to a lesser extent, 
downstream of the meter. These minimum lengths of straight 
pipe serve to insure fully developed pipe flow at the meter. 
- ·107 -

Resistance Coefficient for Orifice Meters 
The resistance coefficient, expressing the number of 
velocity·heads lost by the flui~ in passing through an ori-
fice meter, can be derived from equation 12. Substituting 
for v2, from equation Bl, in the defining equation for the 
resistance coefficient gives: 






This~ is based on the velocity through the orifice; in 
practice, it must be expressed as the number of main-flow 
velocity heads based on the main-flow pipe diameter. Using 
equation 11, the following results: 
(eq. B3) 
However, this equation does not express the actual energy 
lost since a portion of the orifice pressure drop is recov-
ered .. The degree of recovery is specified by the ASME loss 
parameter (10). This is given in a graph expressing the per-
manent energy loss as a fraction of th~ differential pressure 
drop across the meter, and as a function of the beta ratio. 
This curve can be satisfactorily represented by the function 
(1 -(3 2 ). Thus, the permane·nt energy loss is obtained as 
this fraction of the diffenential pressure across the meter, 
with the result being: (eq. B4) 
··Korifice 
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Recently, a theoretical investigation of loss coeffi-
cients for differential-pressure fluid meters was carried 
out (13). In this work, a completely general expression 
for the resistance coefficients was derived, accounting for 
the size and location of the vena contracta, as well as the 
meter's cross-section, in the analysis. The equation was 
also used to derive an expression for the ASME loss parame~ 
ter, which was found to precisely match the data upon which 
the loss parameter is based. 
The resistance coefficient for orifice meters, based 
upon the orifice area, was derived as: 
(eq. B5) 
where Cc is the contraction coefficient, which accounts for 
the reduction in the fluid stream's cross-section from the 
orifice bore to the vena contracta. This factor has been 
correlated to widely-accepted empirical data from efflux ex-
periments, by the following least-squaves equation (14): 
cc= 0.61375 + 0.13318(32 - 0.26095134 + 0.5114~,13 6 
(eq. B6) 
The resulting expression for the fluid meter 
loss parameter, PAsME, for. orifice meters is: 
K C 2 PASME = 2. o4 
i -1-3 
( eq. B7) 
.While this treatment -provides an exact match to the ex-
perimental data, the s'impler ·(l~t6 2) factor yields satisfac-
tory agreement for f-,_<0.7; hence; this simpler expression is 
the one used for the 3/4 inch main orifice in the analysis. 
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APPENDIX C - DATA AND RESULTS OF FLOWSPLIT EXPERIMENTS 
.The program FLSPLT, documented in the following pages, 
was used to analyze the experimental flowsplit data, compute 
experimental and theoretical recycle fractions, and plot these 
results. The basic structure of the program is as follows: 
1. Establish the initial Flowsplit number. 
2. Assign equipment specifications to each Stage. 
3. Designate orifices used in each Flowsplit and the respect-
ive parameters in the orifice calibration equation. 
4. Calculate orifice resistance coefficients. 
5, Read orifice pressure drop data and print. 
6! Arrange the data for tria1s·1 and 2 in increasing values 
of main orifice head-loss using subroutine ORDER; average 
the data at equal values of main orifice head-loss using 
subroutine AVGY. 
7, Calculate all flowrates, using the orifice equation, and 
their uncertainties using equation 45; calculate the rel-
ative flowrate errors and print these results. 
8. Calculate Reynolds number, velocity, and friction factor 
(using the Churchill equation) for each delivery line and 
print results. 
r 
9. Calculate average resistance coefficients and average 
friction factors for e~ch delivery line, using subroutine 
AVG, for Reynolds numbers _greater than 10,000. 
10! Use average resistance coefficients in computing the re-
cycle fraction in the next step. 
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11. Calculate recycle fraction for Stage 1 using equation 30. 
For Stages 2 and 3, calculate the critical flowrate and 
solve the design equation using the Newton iteration pro-
cedure. Calculate the experimental recycle fraction by 
dividing· the recyc~e.flowrate by QSUM, the total flowrate 
given by the sum of· recycle and branch flowrates. Calcu-
late the deviation between experimental and theoretical 
values of recycle fraction. 
12. Assign arrays for plotting experimental and theoretical 
values of x vs. Q for Stages 2 and 3. 
13. Plot arrays in step 12. 
14. Go to step 17 for Stages 2 and 3. 
15. For Stage 1, calculate average recycle fractions for all 
flowrates in each Flowsplit using AVG. Calculate f(K). 
16. Calculate theoretical. value~ ·of x vs. f(K} from equation 
30 and plot these, along with the experimental points, for 
Flowsplits 1 to 4 on the same graph. Reverse the roles of 
the recycle and branch lines in Flowsplits.2 to 4 to gen-
erate three more experimental points to be plotted.(since 
in Flowsplit 1, both lines are identical with 1/2 inch or-
ifices}. Print results. 
17. Establish the next Flowsplit number and repeat from step 2 
until all flowsplits have been examined. 
~he two steps designated by* are optional; in the final form 
of the program which calculated all the results, step 6 was 





are based upon exact friction factors and represent experi-
mental data which is the average of two trials. 
The Newton iteration technique, .used in step 11, has been 
applied to the design equation as follows: 
1. Calculate the critical flowrate and experimental x .. 
2. Set the recycle fraction equa1·to 1. 
3. If the flowrate is less than the critical, go to step 9. 
4. If not, calculate f(x), the design ·eqtn. set equal,to zero. 
5, Calculate the first derivative of f(x), df(x)/dx. 
6. Calculate the next value of recycle fraction, x• as: 
f (x) 
X 1 = X - ------df(x)/dx 
( eq. Cl) 
7. Calculate the absolute error as the absolute value of f(x) 
(since the deviation of this function from zero, at the 
solution value of x, is a measure of the error). 
8. If the error is greater than 0.0001, repeat from step 4 
until this is not true. 
9. If not, calculate the deviation'between. experimental and 
theoretical values of x; print all results. Continue. 
The remainder of Appendix C consists of the computer pro-
gram and all results, as received in output format, for Flow-
splits 1 through 18. 'For simplicity, the tables have not for-
mally been labeled; all data for each Flowsplit is grouped 
together.in several pages, identified by the Flowsplit # head-




NT VERSION FEB 74 B 09130 05/30/79 
PROGRAM fLSPL T CINPUT ,OUTPUT ,TAP E5=INPUT, TAPE&=OUTPUTt 
c-----~~---~~-~~~--·--------·------~-~-~---------~---~---~---~·~---~~--~~-c•••• ABSTRACTI 
--~ , __ " C THIS PRO GR AH CALCULATES ANO PLOTS THE RECYCLE FRACTION 'IS. 
C FLOHRATE BEHAVIOR FOR EACH OF 18 DIFFERENT EXPERIHENTAL RUNS. C EACH RUN1 TERMED A FLOWSPLIT, HAS UNIQUE RECYCLE AND BRANCH 
· C RESISTAN~E COEFFICIENTS.. · 
. -. --- C THREE STAGES1 -OR L"Ele:LS1 WERE EXAMINED WHEREBY EACH S.TAGE IS AT 
C A SINGLE STATIC-HEAD 0IfFERENCE BETWEEN RECYCLE ANO BRANCH 
. C OELIVE~Y POINTS. -
_ C TO CALCULATE RESULTS FOR AVERAGED DATA Of TRIALS l ANO 2, SET 
C H=3. OTHERWISE, RESULTS FOR EACH TRIAL WILL BE CALCULATED. 
C BOTH EXPERIMENTAL ANO THEORETICAL RESULTS ARE GIVEN. 
·C-...-.~-~----~--~-~--------~-~------~-----~~~~----------~--~--~----.-..---~-


















... g ... 
C 
C 
A CONSTANT IN CHURCHILL FRICTION FACTOR EQUATION ABK, ARK AVERAGE BRANCH ANO RECYCLE K-FUNCTIONS (FROH AFR,AFB) 
AFB; AFR AlERAGE OF ALL FRA ANO FBA 
AVXEX, AVXTH AVERAGES OF AXTH ANO AXEX FOR TRIALS 1 AND 2 AXEX, AXTH AVERAGES. OF All XTH ANO XEX FOR EACH OF TRIALS 1,2 
B DIAMETER RATIO, BETA=Dl/02, 01 IS BORE, 02 IS PIPE ID 
BK TOT AL K-FACTOR FOR BRANCH LI NE 
BL BRANCH-LINE LENGTH, (FT) 
BLK K•FACTOR FOR aRANCH LINE, NO ORIFICE 
BOK BRANCH ORIFICE K-FACTOR 
BRE BRANCH LINE REYNOLDS MUHBER 
C ORIFICE COEFFICIENT 
C34 COEFFICIENT FOR 3/~ INCH ORIFICE 
CB, CR BRANCH AND RECYCLE ORIFICE COEFFICIENTS CF. CONlERSION FACTORI (GPHt••z,ccu FT/SECt 
CS CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF PIPE, CSQ FTt 
0 INSIDE PI PE OIAMETER.t CI N) 
OEN. DENSITY Of WATER AT KOON TEMPERATURE, CLBH/CU FT) 
OFX OERl~ATilE OF FX WITH RESPECT TO X, IN NEHTON ITERATION OP PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN POINTS 1 ANO 2, (FT) 
ED RATIO OF PIPE ROUGHNESS FACTOR (EPSILON) TO PIPE OIA"ETER 
-



























·~---·· -· C 
C 
C c·. 
.. - . ----··-- C 
C 
F FRICTION FACTOR CALCULATED BY CHURCHILL EQUATION 
~~1, F ~RA J~f ~¥~o~N~Aaf8l~LJok1 ~E~ Al~~ ~~!if i~NT~:~Tf~! 000 
FD DARCY FRICTION FACTOR - . 
FX FUNCTION F(XJ=O USED IN NEWTON ITERATION TO SOLiE FOR XTH 
G CONSTANT I~ CHURCHILL FRICTION FACTOR EQUATION 
HLN HEAO.-LOSS CH.ANOHETER READING t OF t1AIN•FLOW ORIFICE 
I=l DENOTES STAGE 1,. EQUAL STATIC HEADS 
1=2 DENOTES STAGE 2, "EOtUH HEIGHT DIFFERENCE 
I=3 DENOTES STAGE 3, LARGER HEIGHT DIFFERENCE 
J INDEXES EACH DATA POINT · · 
L=l ASSIGNS THE RECYCLE ORIFICE, L=2 THE BRANCH ORIFICES 
H INDEXES ALL THE DATA FOR EACH EXPERIMENTAL TRIAL 
NJ TOTAL NUMBER OF CATA POINTS 
NJl, NJ2 TOTAL NUH6ER OF DATA POINTS FOR TRIALS 1 AND 2 
OK OVERALL K-FACTOR FOR STA GE 1 -- --· .. -- -- --------· 
-- . OKR SQUARE ROOT OF OlERALL K-FACTOR FOR STAGE 1 
Q fLOWRATE USED TO COMPUTE RESlA. TS . . 
01 FLOWRATE USED IN .PLOTTING EXPERIMENTAL RECYCLE BEHAVIOR 
Q2 fLOHRATE USED. IN PLOTTING T-HEORETICAL RECYCLE BEHAVIOR -·----QCRIT CRITICAL FLOHRATE, ABO~E- WHICHf BRANCH FLOW BEGINS QL FLOHRATE USED TO DETERMINE VELOCI Y FOR FRICTION FACTORS 
RE MAIN-FLOH REYNOLDS NUNBER . 
RK TOTAL K-FACTOR FOR RECYCLE LINE. -· . -- ----------- . -··-----·- ------ -···---
Rl -LENGTH OF RECYCLE LINEl (IN) · 
.RLK K•F ACTOR FOR RECYCLE L NE,, NO ORIFICE 
RCK RECYCLE.ORIFICE K•FACTOR 
RRE RECYCLE LI NE REYNOLDS NUHB ER 
. S34 EXPONENT FOR 3/4 INCH ORIFICE 
i:&,s;KR. !~AN8~ :~~A~8:iLfo~Rl[!8~sE~:0~1~i~H, RECYCLE LINES 
UH IS- THE UNCERTAINTY IN THE HLM READING. fOR _ HAIN•ELOW ORIFICE ______ _ 
. -·v HAIN•FLOH VELOCITY. IN PIPE CFT/S) · 
XEX EXPERI"ENTAL RECYCLE FRACTION, FOR A GIVEN Q 
·-·-~- ...... - · 113 ·- .· . ,, . ·-·-- ··-· 
NT VERSION FEB 74 a 0913~ 05/30/79 
C ~TH THEORETICAL RECYCLE FRACTIONf FOR A GI~EN Q C XE2 RECYCLE FRACTION USED IN PLO TING EXPERIMENTAL BEHAVIOR C XERR RELATIVE ERROR BETHEEK XTH ANO XEX 
C XTZ RECYCLE FRACTION USED IN PLOTTING THEORETICAL BEHAVIOR 
C Z HEIGHT DIFFERENCE .BETHEEN POINTS 1 AND 2, (FT) · 
c-----·--------~-----~-----~--------------~~------------~--------~----~ 
3 



















































~ --~-·-- g . 
C 
DIMENSION HLHC25,J), UH(25,3), HLRC251JtJ URCZ513t~ 
• ~~~:~~i ~i, Q ~~~ ~~J 3) '----~·~-~-~5 ,_3) ~_~SUH ( 2~ ,3 , _ Q_AV Cz5, ~ t, QR (25, 3> ________ _ 
DIMENSION QBCZS,3) 
DIMENSION FRCSO>J F0(5D>t AFR118), AFBC18t, ARKCi-8>. ABKU8t 
DIMENSION ROK I 18 , BOKU~» · 
OIHENSION XEXl25,3), XTHC25,3J, RKCSO), BK(50t, AXTH(50,, AXEXC50t · -
., AVXTHC50), AVXEX(50), XH(SOt, f15,50), XOEVC25), QOIFC25,3t 
DIMENSION QCRITC50), AQCRITC18) 
DIMENSION X(50), 8R(50), B2(50t, f(50t, FUNKU8) 
DIMENSION AVXEXP(3), FUNKP(3t 
DIMENSION XAXIS(2), YAXIS12), XYAKIS (2) 
DIMENSION QU30), Q2(30)1 XTZC30)1 XE2(301 
DIMENSION FRA(50J1 FBA(Su), RRE(5u) 
0 AT A D, E O, 0 EN , CS , t< L 11. 0 It 9, 0. 0 0 17 , 6 2 • 3, 0 • 0 0 6, 7 5. I 
CF= 2.•32.114•ccs••2.>•<1t4a.a••z., 
C3lt = 9. 0421 
S34 = o. 4&96 
•••• ASSIGN PROPER SYSTEH .SPECIFICAT IONS .. FOR EACH FLOWSPLIT--•••• ----
SKR = 60.0 
GO TO (910,920,940) I , 
SKB :: 90 .o · 
Bl = 196. 
OP = -1. •7./12. 
Z = 15.208 GO TO 930 SKB:: 90.0 
Bl = 138. 
. OP = -1.•1.112. 
Z = 7.51t2 GO TO 930 
SKB = 60.0 
BL= 75• 
••• ASSIGN RECYCLE ANO BRANCH ORIFICE SPECS FOR EACH FLOMSPLIT ••• 
GIVE SANE PLOTTER SYHBOL TO fLOWSPLITS HITH -SAME RECYCLE ORIFICE. 
•••• CALCULATE THE RECYCLE ANO BRANCH ORIFICE K•FACTORS •••• 
-...... ;, ... ·. ''·-··-···· - 114 ·- --·· .. ·"·· 
,. ;,,. 
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FORNAT 11ox1•RECYCLE ORIFICE•) GO TO 11,1, ,5,5,1,1,5,3,3,1,1,3,3,1,5,5,U N 
PRINT 82 0 . FORMAT C10X1•aRANCH ORIFICE•) 
GO TO 1115,~,3,3,3,1,1,1,5,5,5,5,1,1,1,3,3) N 
C = 2.0607 · 
s = o.1tqs2 
a = o.4766 
co : 0 .6 353 . ---- ··.---~-· 
IF IL.EQ.1J NS=4 
PRINT 83 0 FORMAT c1ox,•112 INCH•,/) 
If (L.EQ.U 62,cl3 
3 C = 1.1451 
S = o. ltCJlt7 
B = 0.3575 
co = 0.6392 
If (l.EQ.1) NS=l 
PRINT 84 0 
FOR"AT (lOX,•3/8 I'1CH•,/) 
IF ( L. EQ • U 6 2, cl 3 . . 840 
5 C = 3. 3261 
s = o.4qsa 
a = o.5968 
co = o.&Joo 
IF (l.EQ.1) NS=11 
PRINT 85 0 
FORMAT ClOX,•5/8 If\CH•,/t 
If CL. EQ.U 8Z,a3 .... ___ . 850 
82 CR= C 
SR = S ROKCN> = <1. - a••2.,•cc1.10••\.> - 1.1,co••2. 
L = 2 GO TO 81 
83 CB = C 
sa = s BOKCN) = c1. - a••2.>•c,1.1s••\., - 1.,,co••z •. 
•••• REAO AND PRINT INITIAL ORIFICE HEAD-LOSS DATA•••• 
PRINT 715 
PRINT 716 
0 0 9 0 0 I R= 1, 2 READ 700, NJ,M,(HlMlJt"l, UH(J,Nt, HLRCJ,H), UR(J,H), HLBCJ,">• UB 
• ( J, " t , J = 1, NJ ) . · . · · 
ft 33 700 FORHAT ( 2I2/ ( 12F5 • U) 





If IIR.EQ.1) Nji=NJ 
IF CIR.E0.2). NJ2=NJ 
PRINT 705, CHLHCJ,H), UH(J,H), .HLRCJ,H), URCJ,H), HLBIJ,H) ,_UBCJ,H __ _ 
522 705 
• » t J=i,NJ) 
FORHAT (9X,F8.4,5CSX,F8.4J) 
c~----------~~~~~-----~~----~----~-~~---·----~~----·---~-~----~-----~-~---~ C •••• OHIT THIS SECTION IF RESULTS FOR TRIALS 1 ANO 2 INDIVIDUALLY 
C •••• ARE DESIRED. APPLIES FOR All STAGES. •••• 
1 AND Z AT THE SA"E HLH C •••• AVERAGE ALL THE INPUT DATA FOR TRIALS 
522 IF ICH.EQ.2).0ReCN.EQ.4)1 GO TO 738 
533 PRINT 735 · 
537 GO TO 737 
540 7Ja PRINT 736 
5~~ 737 PRINT 715 
550 PRINT 716 
~i~ .. - ~ : l 
5~7 IF (NJ1.LE.NJ2) 906,908 
SE4 qo6 NU"l = 2.•NJi i,~ _ ... . _ ·. ~:f'~ z 2 .•NJ2 . . . . .. ·----~-- ... ·-· 
573 GO TO 909 
. 574 908 NU'IL = 2.•NJ2 
577 NUNH = z.•NJ1. A602 -·-· .. "H : 1 
603 . 909 . DNUM = CNU"H - NUHLI 12 •. 
. .. ..... ---·~--·· ·····-···· ......... 115 -






























NUM • NUML + ONUH 
DO 9 02 1(:1111 NU" )( H CK) • HLM I J t t1 a 
VCl,kt = UHCJ,MI lll:~I: tl_,jJA~) 
vc,,1<, ~ HLBCl,Nt 
YCS,K) = uacJ,HI 
M • M t 1 IF CM.GT,2) 903,904 
" = 1 . ------·-·-·-.. .. ..................... . 
J:1J+l 
IF CK.GE,NUHL) MzMH 
GO TO 90 2 . 
IF CC"H.EQ,11.ANO.CK,GT.NUNL)I 905,902 
" = 1 . 
J = J • 1 
CONTINUE 
CALL ORDER CXH,Y,NUH15) 
CALL AVGY CXH,Y,NUN,,,NJA) 
K a 1 
DO 907 J=1,NJA 
HL"CJ13t = XHCK) UMCJ,3) = YC11K) 
HLRCJ13> = YCz,K) URCJ,3) = YC3,K) 
HLBCJ1,3t :s YC1t,K> UBCJ,3) = YC5,KI 
Ksl<t1 
•••• H=3 INDICATES THAT RESULTS ARE FOR AVERAGED INPUT DATA 


















i~ l~:~8:" ~~i~l lll 
IF CN.EQ.8t PRINT .756. 
IF CM.EQ.3) PRINT 755 
•••• CALCULATE FLOWRATES AND THEIR UNCERTAINTIES•••• 
PRINT 7 .. 5 . . ..... -------···- .. - ....... 
PRINT 746 , . 
IF '"·EQ.3) GO TO 760 _.·. 1 NJ = NJ1 : 
DO 3000 M=l,2 
PRINT 71t0, H 
760 DO 3500 J=l,NJ QRCJ,H) = CR•HLRCJJH) .. SR WR.= o.s•CR•URCJ," /SQRTCHLRCJ,H)) 
ER= 100.•HR/QRCJ,~) · 
!J' i6U\J:Hi!~~~8 ! i·~i ·r~81zs 
E8 = o. 
GO TO 730 12s wa = o.s•ca•uacJ,M>ISQRTCHLacJ,H>t 
£8 = 100.•WB/QBCJ,H) 
730 Q"(J,H9: C3~•HLHCJ,Ht••S34 MN s o.s•C34'UHCJ,"•'SQRTCHLMCJ,")) 
Elf : t.00 .•HH/ QH CJ ,.M) , 
0SUHCJ,.H9 s QBCJ,f'111 + QRCJiHI QA1CJ,ftJ: CQSUHCJ,M) + QN1J,Ht)/2. · 

















3500 PRINT 7101 QHCJ,NJ, EH, QRCJ,HI, ER, QBCJ,H), EB, QSUHCJ,Ht, QAV(J 
1,1 • ,u,,A,01 ri~:PJ. 4, a C6X,F1.,.,, ___ ........ _ ... __ .. __ -··· _. .... .. .. . . ....... -------








C ••• CALCILATE DARCY FRICTION FACTORS FRON. THE REYNCI.OS HUN BERS ••• 
ILJt:J1~t:n1:=~ 1 --· - . - -- ----- - -- -- ----- --- -- -- -- - -
76' X • S.I 
' ...... , "' '""r'•·•"•" •· -· ·_116 M , .... , 
09130 05/30/7q 
c XTH THEORETICAL RECYCLE fRACTIONf FOR A GI/EN Q C XEZ RECYCLE FRACTION USED IN PLO TING EXPERI"ENTAL BEHAVIOR 
C XERR RELATIVE ERROR BETHEEN XTH ANO XEX C XT2 RECYCLE FRACTION USED IN PLOTTING THEORETICAL BEHAVIOR 
C Z HEIGHT DIFFEREtCE BETWEEN POINTS 1 ANO 2, (FT> c-~---~~-~~----.---~--~~---------~--------~------~~-----~--~-----..... ~---DIMENSION HLH(25,3), UHC25,3), HLR(2513t, URIZ513»1 .Hl8(25,3), UB(ZS,3), QHC25.,3), QSUH(2),3J, QAVCzs.~•. QR(25,J) OIHEt.lSION Q(25, 31 . --· DIMENSION QBCZS,3t DIMENSION FRcso,, F8(50)1 AFRC18t, AFB11e,, ARKC18>, A8K(18J DIMENSION ROKU8 , BOKC1ut DIMENSION XEX(25,3t, XTHCZ51Jt, RKC50), BKC501, AXTH(50), AXEX(50) ., AVXTHC50), AVXEX(50), XHC50), YCS,50), XOEV(25), QOlfC25,3) DIMENSION QCRITCSO>, AQCRIT(18J DIMENSION XC50t, 8R(50t, B2(50t, F(SOt, FUNK(l8) DIMENSION AVXEXPC3), FUNKPC3t DIMENSION XAXIS(2), YAXISCZ), XYAKIS(Z) DIMENSION Q1C3Dt, Q2CJOl1 XTZC30t1 XEZC30J DIMENSION FRA(50J 1 FBA(5o), RRE(Su) DATA D,EO,DEN,CS,KL/1.0~9,0.0017,62.J,0.006,75./ CF= 2.•32.114•<cs••2.,•c44a.a••z.1 C 3lt :: 9. 0 4 2 1 S34 = o. 46q6 
•••• FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR LITERAL OUTPUT•••• 
. 
715 FORMAT C/,10X,•HAIN H•L•,4X, 4 HLH ERROR•,3X,•RECYCLE H•L•,3X,•HLR E -~~2~~t4~i~~~e1~~ ~G~:·~~::~~,-i~:~~;~ .. ,c" HGt•,7x,•<•l-)•t,/) JJ~ FORMAT <tox,•RECYCLE RE•,Gx,•FR•,7x,•RECYCLE-K•,sx,•eRANCH RE•,1x, •;~~~Jfx,:r::~~~;Ki&~)•AVERAGEO INPUT OATA:•,11 Bl fORHAT c•1•!11,1ox,•AVERAGEO INPUT DATA••,, 740 fORNAT C/,1oX,•TRIAL 4 ,I2,n 7~5 FORMAT (/,9X,•HAIN FLOH•,sx,•QM ERROR•,3X,•RECYCLE FLOH•,Jx, .•QR ERROR•,3X,•BRANCH flOH•,\X,•QB ERROR 4 ,6X14 QR+QB•,9K,•QAv•• 71t6 FORNAT ( 11X,• (GPH) 4 ,Jf6X,•C+/- PCT.) •,5X,•CGPN)"I, BX,• (GPH)•,/) 750 FORMAT (3(/),13X,•XTH•,qx,•XEXP•,7X,•XERR PCT•,&x,•HAIN RE•,ltx,•as .UM (GP"l•1JX,•VEL. (FPS>•1/J 55 FORMAT CJ/), 10X,•RESULT~ OF AVERAGED OATAt•t 56 FORNAT c•1•,&tn) 00 FORNAT c•1•,sc1t,1ox,•FLOHSPLIT•,13,1,1ox,•------------•,/) D1 FORNAT c•1•,3(lt,10X,•FLOWSPLIT•,I3,/,1UX,•------------•,/) NI= l NF= 4 
00 2000 N=NI1NF IF (N.EQ.41 Gu TO aol PRINT 800, N GO TO· 80 2 03 PRIMT 801, N 
•••• SIGNAL WHICH FLOWSPLITS BELONG TO EACH STAGE•••• 
02 IF (N.GE.12) I=3 IF CN.LE.11 > I=2 IF '"•l E .4) I =1 
•••• ASSIGN PROPER SYSTEH SPECIFICATIONS FOR EACH FLOWSPLIT •••• 
SKR = 60.0 GO TO (910,920,940) I 0 SKB = 90 .o Bl = 196. OP = -t.•7./12. Z = 15.208 GO TO 930 0 SKB: 90.0 Bl = 138. OP = •t.•7./12. Z : 7.5ft2 GO TO 930 0 Sl<B = 60.0 
al= 75• 
••• ASSIGN RECYCLE ANO BRANCH ORIFICE SPECS FOR EACH FLOMSPLIT ••• 
GIVE SAHE PLOTTER SYMBOL TO fLOWSPLITS WITH SANE RECYCLE ORIFICE. •••• CALCULATE THE RECYCLE ANO BRANCH ORIFICE K-FACTORS •••• 
••• J •• •••• : •• 











L = 1 PRINT 610 fORHAT c1ox1•RECYCLE ORIFICE•) 
GO TO U,1, ,5,5,1,1,5,3,3,1,1,3,3,1,5,5,U N 
PRINT 820 
FOR"AT ( tOX.1• 6RANCH ORIFICE•, GO TO Ct15,~13,3,3,1,1,1,5,5,5,S,1,1,1,313) N 
l C = 2. 06o7 
S = D.ftCJ52 
a = 0.1+76& 
co = 0.6353 
IF CL.EQ.U NS=4 
PRINT 830 
830 fOR"AT c1ox,•112 INCH•,/) If CL.EQ.1, 62,a3 
3 C = le 1451 
S = 0.4CJ1t7 
B = O. 35 75 
CD : 0. 6.392 
If CL.~Q.U NS=l 
PRINT 81+0 
840 FOR"AT ClOX,•3/8 I~CH•,I) 
If CL• EQ • U a Z, cl J 
5 C = 3.3261 
S = 0.1+9811 
a = o. 5968 
CD = 0.6300 
If CL.EQ.1) NS=11 
PRINT 850 
850 FORMAT ClOX,•5/8 I~CH•,/) If CL.EQ.1) 82,cl3 . 
82 CR = C 
SR = S ROKCN> = ,1. • a••2.,•cc1.1a••~., - 1.,1co••2. 
l = 2 GO TO 81 
83 CB = C 
sa = s 
eo1<cN, = u. - a••2.,•cc1.1e••1t.> - 1.,1co••2. 






DO 900 IR=1,2 READ 700, NJ,M,CHL~CJ,N), UHCJ,")' HLRCJ,H>, URCJ,H), HLBCJ,")' UB 
• CJ," t ! J =1, NJ) 
FORMAT C 2I2/ C 12F5. U) 
PRINT 74 O, H 
If CIR.EQ.1) ·NJ1=NJ IF CIR.EC.2). NJ2=NJ 
P RI NT 7 0 S, CH L N C J , H ) , UH CJ , M ) , H LR C J , H ) , UR C J, H ) , H LB ( J , H) , U B ( J , H 
•) t J=t,NJ, foR"AT C9X,F8.4,5C5X,Fl.4J) 
c-.... ---------~-------~----------~---------------~----~~----------~-~--~-c •••• OHIT THIS SECTION IF RESULTS FOR TRIALS 1 ANO 2 INDIVIDUALLY 







•••• AVERAGE ALL THE INPUT DATA FOR TRIALS 1 ANO l AT THE SAHE HLH 
IF ((N.Ea.2,.oR.CN.EQ.~JI GO TO 738 
PRINT 735 · 




" = 1 J s t 
IF CNJ1.LE.NJ2) 906,908 
NUNL = 2.•NJ1 
NUMH = 2.•NJ2 
MH :s: 2 
GO TO 909 
Nln'L = 2.•NJ2 
NU"H = z.•NJ1 
MH : 1 · 
DNUN = C NUHH - NUHLt 12. 











JON FEB 74 B · 09130 05/30/79 
NUH = NUHL + ONUH DO 902 1<=1 t NUH )( H CK) = HLH ( J , HI 
YU,kl = UH(J,HI Y(2,k) = HLRCJ~H) YC3,IO = URCJ,") YClt,K) = HLBCJ,H) 
vcs,K, = uacJ,Ht 
H=t!t1 
IF CH.GT.21 9113,904 
903 N = 1 . . -·----·-···· .... J = J + 1 
IF CK.GE.NUHLI M=HH GO TO 90 2 . 
904 IF C UtH. EQ. U. ANO. CK.GT• NUHL)) 905,902 905 N = l 
J = J • 1 
902 CONTINUE CALL ORDER CXH,Y,NUN15) CALL AVGV CXH,Y,NUH,,,NJA) 
I( = 1 
DO 907 J=1,NJA HLNCJ~3) = XHCK) UH(J,3) = Y U1KI HLRCJ13) = YCz,K) URCJ,.i) = YCl,10 HLBCJ,3) = YC4,KI UBCJ,3) = YCS,10 907 K = K t 1 C •••• H=3 INDICATES THAT RESULTS ARE FOR AVERAGED INPUT DATA•••• 










IF CN.EQ.5) PRINT 756 IF CN.EQ.7) PRINT 756 IF CN.EQ.6) PRINT. 756 
IF Ct!.E0.31 PRINT 755 
•••• CALCULATE FLOWRATES AND THEIR UNCERTAINTIES•••• PRINT 745 . 
PRINT 746 
IF '"·EQ.3t GO TO 760 ' ' NJ= tfJ1 
DO 3000 H=l, 2 
PRINT 7ft O, H 
00 3500 J=1,NJ 
~:~~·~!s:cij~~~\~!~J,!~;,~HLR(J,N)) ER= 100.•WR/QRCJ,~) 
oacJ1NJ = ca•HLa<J,M)••sa If (uBCJ,M).NE.O.) GO TO 725 E8 = o. 
GO TO 730 
wa = o.s•ca•uacJ,H>ISQRT<HLacJ,HJt EB: 100.•wa,QB(J,H) 
~R'~·:!s:cilt~~~~!~,,~;;ff~LNCJ,Nt, E~ = 100.•HHIQH CJ,H) , OSUHCJ,Ht = QBCJ,M) + QRCJ,H) QAICJ,HI = CQSUHCJ,M) + Q"CJ,Nl)/2. ODIFCJ,HI = CQSUHCJ,N) • QHCJ,Hlt/QSUHCJ,N) PRINT 710, QHCJ,Ht, EH, ~RCJ,NI, ER, QBCJ,H), EB, QSUHCJ,H), QAVCJ •.1Ht, QOIFCJ,H) FORHAT (10X,F7.4,,8C6X,F-7.4U ...... _ .. . IF '"·EQ.3) GO TO 765 NJ = NJ2 CONTINUE 
••• CALCll.ATE DARCY FRICTION FACTORS FRON.THE REYNC10S NUMBERS••• DO 4 0 0 0 H= 1, 2 IF (H.EQ.1) NJ=NJl 
IF '"• EQ.2) NJ=NJ 2 .. -· _ .. PRINT 71tO, H 
X :s 1. 0 







ION FEB 7ft B 09130 05/30/79 
PRINT 756 PRINT 722 
DO ft200 J= 1, NJ 
00 631 IJ=t, Z IF (IJ.E0.1) QL=QR<J,HJ IF (IJ.EQ.2) QL=QBCJ,N, IF (QL.Ea.o., GO TO 633 V = CL / ( C.4 8. 8 • D • 0 D 6 > RE= v•o•oEN/(1Z.•6.7197E•ftt A= (2.lt57•ALOG(1.IU7./RE)••o.g + .,o.21•EO)U)••16. G = Cl7530./RE)••16. 
F = CC8./RE>••12. + 1./CCA t G>••t.S))••ct.112.1 
•••• CALCULATE RECYCLE ANO BRAtCH LINE K•FACTORS •••• IF CIJ.EQ.2) GO TO 632 FRCJ) = 8.•F 
RRE CJ> = RE 63ft RLK = t. 0 + FRCJ, • <SKR t RL/0) RI( C J ) = RO I( C N ) + R l K IF CRRE(t).GE.10000.) GO TO 636 If CRRE(Jt.LT.10000.) JR=J IF CRRE(J).LT.10000.) GO TO 631 GO TO 637 
636 JR = D 6 37 f RA ( J• JR ) : F IU J) GO TO 631 
633 FBCJ> = O. 
BRE = O. 
aKCJ) = o. GO TO 631 
6 32 F B C J ) = 8 • • F 
BRE = RE 
BU(= 1.0 + Fa(J)•(SKB + aL/0) BKCJ, = BOK(N) • BLK IF CBRE.LT.10000.) JB=J IF CBRE.LT.10000.) GO TO 631 FaA(J.JB) = FaCJJ . 631 CONTINUE . , PRINT 721, RRE(J), FRCJ), RK(J), BRE, FB(J), BK(J) 721 FORMAT (10X,F7.0 1 6X,F7.5,5X,F8.~,6X,F7.0,6X,F7.5,6X,F8.lt) 200 CONTINUE 
•••• CALCULATE AlERAGE K-FACTORS •••• AFR(Nt = AVGCFRA,NJ-JR) AF a ( N, : AVG ( Fa A ' N J-J B, .. ARK(Nt = ROK(N) + AFRCN>•CSKR•RL/0) + t.O ABKCNJ = BOKCN) + AFBCN>•CSKB+Bl/0) + 1.D FD = AFR (N) IF CN.EQ.2) PRINT 756 IF (N.EQ.4) PRINT 756. IF (N.EQ.5) PRINT 756 IF CN.EQ.7) PRINT 756 If CN.EQ.8) PRINT ·756 PRINT 750 
00 lt500 J=1, NJ CCJ,MJ = OSUMCJ,N) XEXCJ,HJ = QR(J,H)/QCJ,H) 
•••• USE ABK ANO· A RIC FOR CONPUTI NG X WITH AVERAGE K•FACTORS •••• BK ( N t = ABK ( N > · Rt<(NI = ARK (NJ BKCN) : BK(Jt 
RK(N) = RKCJ) 
v = QCJ1 M>l<~4s.a•o.oo6t · RE= v•u•OEN/(12.•6.7197E-4) 
' 
•••• CALCULATE THE RECYCLE FRACTION USING NEWTON ITERATION •••• GO TO C71,7Z,72) I 71 OKR = 1./Cl.lSQRTCBK(N)) + 1./SQRTCRK(NJ>> XTHIJ,Ht = OKR/SQRTCRKCN)) · . QCRITCNt = o.· OK = OKR••z. GO TO 74 72 WR = 0 
.. QCRITCNI ==-- SQRTCCF•CZ+DP)IARKCN)) X = 1.0 
. 












•••• SOLVE FOR X WHEN FLOWRATE EQUALS OR EXCEEDS QCRIT •••• IF CQCJ,H).LT.QCRITCN)) GO TO 75 73 FX = (RK(NI-BKCN)t•x••2. + BKCNJ•,2.•x-1., - CF•CZ+DP)/QCJ,NJ••z. OFX = 2.•(RkCN)-BK(NJ)•X + 2.•BKCNI X ::: X • FX/OF X ERR = ABSCFX) IF CERR.GT.0.00011 76,75 76 NR = NR + 1 GO TO 73 75 XTH CJ, H) = X 74 XERR = CXTH(J,H) - XEX(J,Htt•too.,xTH(J,") PRINT 720, XTHCJ,Ht1 XEX(J,N), XERR, RE, QSUH(J,HI, V 720 
C ti§~Ais!l8~·;iE~lfllxl~ll~l·J~AF~8J~l5~l~ff1~! OF x vs. Q •••• IF (N.LE.4t GO TO ~20 IF CJ.EQ.1) GO TO 420 IF CIXTH(J,H).LT.t.l.ANO.CXTHCJ-1,M) .EQ.t.)) GO TO ~00 IF CXTHCJ,H>.LT.1.1 GO TO ~10 420 Q2CJ) = Q(J,tO XT2(Jt = XTHCJ,HJ G'O TO 430 400 Q2C JI = QCRIT CN> \ XT2CJ> = 1. UD Q2(J+1) = Q(J,HJ XT2(J+U = XTHCJpH) 430 XE2CJ) = XEXCJ,HJ Ql(Jt = Q(J,t1) 500 CONTINUE 
Rl<CNJ : ARK (NJ BI( C N) : ABK C N t 
•••• PLOT RECYCLE FRACTION VS. FLOWRATE •••• IF CN.LE.4) GO TO 4300 NJP =NJ+ 1 FORNAT = 2HI1 IF (N.GE.10J FORHAT=2HI2 
·~ 
CALL QIKSET <s.o,0.0,10 •• s.o,o.o,o.2, CALL QI KSAX C 3t 3 J CALL QIKPLT CQZ,XTZ,NJP,ZZH•NATER FLONRATE CGPH)•J CALL PLOT C-6.0·,1.0,-3) CALL QLINE CQ1,XE2,•NJ,NSJ 61 CALL SYMBOL <1.0, 7.0,.1ft,2clHFL0WSPLIT BEHAVIOR FOR STAGE,O. 0,28) CALL NUMBER C4.5,7.D,.14,I,O.O,ZHI1) CALL SYffBOL C3.5,4.5,.1~,9HFLOHSPLITT0.0,9) CALL NUHaER c~.714.5,.14,H,O.O,FOR"A ) CALL PLOT (6. 5, • • 0,-3) , JOO CONTINUE · 
•••• CALCULATE AVERAGES FOR TRIALS l ANO 2, STAGE 1 •••• IF CN.GT.4) GO TO 780 AXTH(H) = A~G(XTZ,NJt _ .... AXEXCHJ = AVGCXE2,NJ) IF (M.EQ.3) GO TO 630 XDEV(Ht = CAXTH(H) - AXEXIH))•tOO.IAXTHCH) PRINT 990, AXTHCH), AXEXCNI, XOEICHI 780 CONTINUE 000 CONTINUE · 
. If (H.EQ.Jt GO TO 630 
•••• CALCULATE THE AVERAGE PARA"ETERS FOR STAGE 1 •••• 610 AOCRITCN) = AVGCQCRIT,21 QCRITIN) ~ AQCRITCNJ 630 FUNK(N) = BK(Nt/CBKCN) + RK(NIJ PRINT 960, N 
· 960 FORMAT C//,10X,•AVERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT •,I2,/,10~,•--·-----
.~----·---------~--~----·•J .Jf IN. GT .4) GO TO' ·975 ·-·-~·- ... IF C".E~.3) GO TO ~50 AVXTHCNt =·AVGCAXTH,2t, AVXEXCNI = AVGCAXEX,2) 
. GO TO 955 · 950 AVKTHCN) = AXTHCN) AVXEX(N) = AXEXCNJ 955 XDEVCNJ = (AVXTHCNt • AVXEXCN) 1•100.IAVXTHIK) IF CN.EQ.1t GO TO 970 AVXEXPCNt = 1. • AVXEX(NJ FUNKPCNI: RKCN)/CBKCN) + RKCN)J 
.. ''''"_ ...... ,.~,, ··- 118 -
-
ION FEB 71t 8 09130 05/30/79 
PRINT 990,. AVXTHCHJ1 AVXEXCNI, XOEVCNI . FORMAT c1,1ox1•THEORETICAL X =•1F6.4,/,10X,•EXPERIHENTAL X =•,F6.~ 
.,l,10X,•EXPER HENTAL OE1IATION uF X =• 1 F8.~) . 
~~~:lT9i~:1:~!~hEc~~t:>~-~~c,8iR!t!~,.4 /,lOX,•BRANCH K-FACTOR=• 





•••• CALCULATE_ THE:_RECYCLE.FRACllON IS. K-FUNCTION FOR STAGE 1 X(l) = D. 
FCiJ = o. 
R = 50. 
00 980 K=2, 21 
J = K - 1 XCKJ = X (J) + 0.05 BRCKJ: R•(t. - X(KJ)/XCKJ R2 = R••2. BZCK) = BR(Kt••z. FCK) = R2/CR2 + 82CKJJ 
•••• PLOT FLOWRATE JS. K-FACTOR FUNCTION FOR STAGE 1 •••• XAXISC1J = O. 
XAXIS(2) = 1. 
YAX IS ( 1) = 0 • YAXISC2J = 1. 
XYAXIS U J = 1. XYAXIS C2) = 1. CALL QIKSET (5.o,o.o,o.z,s.0,0.0,a.2> 
••• 
CALL QIKSAXC3,3) , CALL QIKPLT CF,X,21,24H•K-FUNCTI0N, BK/CBK+RKJ•,2tH•RECYCLE FRACTI 
.ON, X•) CALL PLOT C-6.0,1.0,-3) CALL OLINE (FUNK, AVXEX, -41 4J CALL QLINE CFUNKPCZ>, AVXEXPCZ>, -3, It) 
.._ CALL QLINE CXAXIS,XYAXIS,Z) CALL QLINE CXYAXIS1YAXIS12) CALL SYMBOL ,-o.z,t.5,.Z ,30HFLOWSPLIT BEHAVIOR FOR STAGE 1,0.,30) CALL SYHBOL Cl.25,6.0,.Z1,13HAVERAGEO DATA,D.0,13J ENO 
suaROUTIN£ ORDER (X,Y,N,NIJ 
c--~--~--~---~---~----~~-~~-----~----~~----~----~--~--~-~--------------~-co•• ABSTRACT: 
C THIS PROGRAM ARRANGES THE VALUES OF A SET OF Y-PARAHETERS IN C THE ORDER OF INCREASING ~ALUES OF THE X-PARAHETER. 
C•n• NOMENCLATURE: 
C N TOTAL NUMBER OF VALUES FOR THE X ANDY PARAMETERS C NI NUHBER OF DIFFERENT Y-FUNCTIONS TO BE ORDERED C X INPUT VALUE OF X-PARAHETER C Y INPUT VALUE OF Y-PARAHETERS 
c---~~~-------~--------~~-~-------------~-~-----------------------~~---DIMENSION X(NI, Y CNI,NJ _____ --· J = N - 1 
DO 33 K=l,J 
l=N-1< 
00 33 H= 1,L 
IF CX(M) - XCHtlJ J 33,33,22 22 XT = XCH) XCHJ = X(M•U 
X CN+U = XT 
DO 55 I=1J NI YT= YU,N 
Y CI ,HJ = YUfH+U 55 Y Uf t1tU = Y 33 CON INUE 
RETURN ENO 
- 119 ~ 
0913 0 05 / :S0/79 
SUBROUTINE AIGY (X,Y,N,NH,NJ) 
c-·---·-----~-------·----~----------~-----------------------------------




DIMENSION XCN), Y(NH,N) DIMENSION YS(5,50) J : 0 
I( = 0 
J = J + 1 
K = k + 1 L = k + 1 
IF (k.EQ.NJ GO TO 1070 IF ()( CL J .EQ. X CK)) GO TO 1085 X(J) = X(K) 
1085 
30 
00 20 H-=1,NM 20 Y(H,J) = Y(H{K) IF fk.LT.NJ 080,1060 00 30 H=1,NH YSCH,Kt .: YCH,K> TN: 1.0 
1090 I( = l 




IF (X(L,.EQ.XCIO) GO TO 1090 XCJ) :: XCK) 
DO 50 "=11NM ll"t~!Lr.~1'20Kf6 1~oao NJ:: J 




FUNCTION AVG (ZNUH,NJ) 

















· 1/2 INCH 
BRANCH ORIFICE 
1/2 INCH 
---~~~~-· .. .;._...aa.a•.a•~---ft.ffl.Mft~rlftrlJ: .. l'I :-···,µ.~·.,_•~.;,i.;,~~,..-,·.~-~'""•.Wl,.;.:~,,1,---··:.. ~ ~~~.,:~.,.:.. ... ~ ... , . .!l'!? .... --~-----.. ·.-.~~-.-::..:~~\-32:,!.~ ..... 
HAIN H-L 
UN HG) 






-0.0000 • 6000 -o.ooou 2. 7 000 
-o. 0000 3.0000 • 
-0.0000 1.0000 -0.0000 lt.3000 
-o. 0000 lt.&ODO 
-0.0000 2.0000 -o.ooon . -·· -·· 8.8 000 
-0.0000 9.3000 
-0.0000 4.0000 -0.0000 17.4000 
-0.0000 17.8000 
-0.0000 6.0000 -0.0000 25.9000 
-0.0000 25.ltOOO 
-0.0000 6.0000 -0.0000 34.6 ODO ~ 
-0.0000 35.3000 
-0.0000 10.0000 - o. 0 00 Q 42. 7 000 
-0.0000 43.4000 
-0.0000 12.0000 -0.0000 50.1000 
-0.0000 51.9000 
-0.0000 ll+.0000 -0.0000 59.5000 
-o. 0000 60.1000 
-0.0000 16.0000 -0.0000 6d.3 000 
-0.0000 69.0000 
-0.0000 18.0000 -0.0000 75. 8 000 
-o. 0000 7&.6000 
-0.0000 zo.0000 -0.000 0 ····--· 85.5 000 
-o. 0000 . l&.2000 .. 






-0.0000 .600D -0.0000 2. 8 000 
-o. 0000 2.8000 
-0.0000 1. 0 00 0 -0.0000 
... 7 000 
-o. 0000 1t.aooo 
-0.0000 2.0000 -0.0000 9.zooo 
-o. 0000 9.3000 
-0.0000 3.0000 -0.0000 13.3000 
-o. 0000 13.4000 
-0.0000 4.0000 -0.0000 17.6000 
- o. 00 00 17.8000 
-0.0000 ,5.0000 -0.0000 22. 0 000 
-0.0000 zz.1000 
-0.0000 6.0000 -0.0000 25.cl ODO 
-o. 0000 24.dOOO 
-0.0000 a.0000 -0.0000 ·- 34.6000 
- o. 00 00 34.8000 
-0.0000 10.0000 -0.0000 42. 8 000 
.1000 ltl.2000 
.1000 12.0000 -0.0000 51.5000 
.1000 51.9000 
.1000 14.0000 -0.0000 59.5 000 
·.1000 60.0000 
.1000 H>.0000 .100 0 68.0000 • 2000 68.ltOOO 
.2000 18.0000 .2000 72.6000 • 20 00 73.1000 
.2000 20.0000 • 200 0 85.3000 · • 2000 .. 85.8000 .. 
.2000 
.. · - 121 -
AVERAGED INPUT OATAI 
HAIN H-l HLM ERROR RECYCLE H•L HLR ERROR IIRANCH H•l HLB ERROR 
UN HG> (+/-, (CN HG I c+ ,_, (CN HG> ( .,_, 
,200 D 0.0000 
,d 00 0 . o. 00 00 1.0500 o. 0 0 00 
,6000 0,0000 2,7500 o. 00 00 2,9000 0.0000 
1,0000 0, 0 DO 0 4.5000 o. 00 00 4,7000 0.0000 










6,0000 0.0000 25,8500 0.0000 25,1000 0.0000 
8,0000 0.0000 Jlt. 6 000 o. 0000 35,0500 0., 0 0 OD 
10.0000 0.0000 ltZ.7500 
• 0500 43,3000 
, 0500 
12.0000 0.0000 50.ftOOO 
• 0500 51,9000 
.05 00 
14.0000 o. 0 00 0 59.5 000 
• 0500 60,0500 
,0500 
16,0000 





.10 00 74.6500 
.1000 
zo.0000 
.1 oo a 85,lt 000 
.1000 86,0000 
.1000 
RESULTS OF AIERAGEO DATA1 
HAIN FL OH QH ERROR RECYCLE Fl OH QR ERROR aRANCH FLOW QB ERROR 
(GPH) (+/• PCT,> (GPH) (+/- PCT ,I (GPH) ( +/• PCT ,I 4,2465 o. 0 00 0 1,8451 0.0000 2.1111 O,.QOOO 
'· 
7.1136 o. 0 00 0 3,4007 o. 00 00 l,lt9l4 0.0000 
~~·· 
9.0421 0.0000 lt,3400 o. 00 00 4,4344 0.0000 
~ .. 




15,llt70 o. 0 00 0 7,4221t o. 00 00 7,ft500 0.0000 
17 ,337q o. 0 00 0 8. 5 029 o. 0000 8. 5748 0,0000 
19,ZSJ 3 o.oooQ 9,5232 0, DO DO 9,51tlt6 0.0000 
20.9744 0, D 00 0 1 o. J 149 o. 00 00 10, 1656 0,0000 
24,0082 0.0000 11.9170 0, DO 00 11,9935 0,0000 
26,660 6 0, D 00 0 13,2329 
• 0595 13.3169 
,0588 
29,0lt38 o.o 00 0 1,.,4131 
• 0501 14.5668 
, Olt91 
H,2242 0,0000 1s.sa6a !t Oft ZcJ 15.6579 
,0425 
3J,Zlt48 
,1700 16. 6 7ilt 
• 071t9 16,7J69 
• 0743 
lS.1354 
.3033 17. J 876 




• 0598 1a.1osg 
,059ft 
..... ~ ... ~-- - .... _. .. 
- 122 -
'· 
RECYCLE RE FR RECYCLE-K 
· 5553 -·· -- · • olaa 9 ······-·-·--·41. J 11a - ··· 
10235 • 0336 2 40.6186 
13062 . 
.03196 40.ltOOl 
18411 .02997 40.1389 
22340 .02901 40.0130 
25591 .0281+0 39.9328 
28662 · .02793 . -· -··· .... Jg. 870 9 
31045 • 0276 2 JCJ.8297 
35867 .02709 39.7604 
39627 .0267lt . 39. 711t0 
~3380 .0261t7 39.6765 
46912 • 0262 3 39.6476 
5017 4 .02604 39.6223 
S2332 .0259 3 39.6 071 
56105 .02574 39.5829 
. ·- ·""'-·· -··· -· . 
XTH XEXP .. XERR PCT 
.sooo .4664 6. 7 200 
.4g99 .4934 1.2997 
.4999 .Jt91+6 1.0657 
.soon .4959 .8 050 
.5 000 .4991 . ···-·· .1840 
.soon .4979 .4179 
.soon .4994 .111 s 
.5000 .5036 
-. 7 243 
.5000 .4984 .3181 
.soon .4984 .3148 
.5 000 .4973 .5277 
.soon .4989 • 2267 , 
.s 000 .4qgo .1CJ81 
.5 ODO .4989 ..• 2150 
.soon .4991 .t7Z6 
AVERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOHSPLtT 1 
-~---~--~---~~~-~----------..... --~ 
THEORETICAL X = .5000 

































EXPERIMENTAL OEVIATI'ON OF X = .7902 . 
RECYCLE K•FACTOR = 39.8869 
BRANCH K-FACTOR= 39.881~ · 
RECYCLE FRICTION FACTOR= .02805 
CRITICAL FLOHRATE = 0.0000 GPH 
·' 
.. - 123 -
Fa aRANCH•K 
• 03758 41.1391 
• 0331t3 40.5936 
.03182 40. 3822 
.ozgag 40.1278 
.02900 40.0107 
.02837 39. 9281 
.02792 J9.86CJ7 
• 02768 39.6371 
.02101 39.7575 
• 02672 39.7113 
.02644 JCJ.6742 
.02622 39.6i.5a 
• 02603 39.6209 
.02591 i9.6D56 
• 02573 39. 5 817 
...... 
QSUH CGPH) IEL. CFPS) 
3.9562 1.4692 
6.cl921 2.5595 
8.171+1+ 3.25 85 
12.3346 ,.. 58 06 
14.872,. 5. 5230 
17.0777 6. 3420 
19.0678 7.0810 
I 20.4805 7.6057 
23.9104 8.8791t 
26.5496 9. asgs 
2a.9eoo 1 o. 7620 






FLOWSPLIT 2 ___________ ...., 
RECYCLE ORIFICE 
1/2 INCH 
BRANCH ORI FI CE 
5/8 INCH 
HAIN H-L Hlt1 ERROR 























































-0 .• 0000 










RECYCLE H•L HL R ERROR BRANCH H•l HlB ERROR (CN HG) (• l-t CCN HG) (+/-) 
.6000 
-o. 00 00 
.6000 
-0..0000 1.1 000 








-o. 0000 7.lt500 
-0.0000 
.. 10.3500 
-o. 0000 CJ.7500 
-0.0000 12.5500 
-o. 00 00 12.4500 
-0.0000 15. 3500 




- o. 00 00 23.9000 
.10 00 30.3000 
.1000 28.6000 • 2000 
- ... 35.1000 
• 20 00 33.6000 • 3000 40.0000 • 2000 Ja.3000 • 3000 45.5 000 • 20 00 ft3.7000 • 2000 50.3000 • 20 00 ft7.5000 • 2000 55. 7 000 • 2000 53.1000 • 2000 6 0.1+ 000 • 2000 57.5000 • 2000 65.5 DOD • 2000 62.3000 





-o. 0000 1.6000 
-0.0000 2-. 6500 
-o. 0000 Z.6500 
-0.0000 5.4 000 -0.0000 5.3000 -0.0000 9.9 ODO 
-0.0000 9.1000 
-0.0000 17.9000 .. o. 0000 16.lt500 
.1000 25. 5 000 .. o. 0000 Zlt.3000 
.1000 
.. --31.6000 . • 1000 .. 31.7000'. 
.1000 
~9.9 000 • 2000 JCJ.ltOOO .1000 lt9.8 000 • zooo lt8.5000 • 2000 
... 60.7 000 . 
• 2000 57.6000 
.3000 70.3000 • 2000 66.7000 
.JOOO 
--124 -· 
... --· _, ............. -· ..... - .. ..... ... .. •111111~J11 l'll'lftl'I l'll'll'll'IMMMl'll1 
... ------··- - . 
AVERAGED INPUT DATAI 
HAIN H-l HLH ERROR RECYCLE H-l HLR ERROR BRANCH H-l HLB ERROR UN 1-G I (+/-) .... CC" HG) (+/-) (CH HG> C+/-J 
.2000 o.o 00 0 
.6000 O. OD 00 
.6000 0.0000 · .1+000 ·-0 • 0 0 0 1J ·---·--·•-·---1.· 100 0 -- ---· .... 
-o. 00 00 1.2500 ---··· 
-o. 0000 .. 
.6000 o. 0 00 D 1.5750 o. 0000 1.6000 o. 0000 1.0000 0.0000 2.6500 o. 00 00 Z. 65 00 0.0000 2.0000 0.0000 - - 5.'t250 o. 00 00 s.zz5 0 o. 0 0 00 3.0000 
-0.0000 7.8500 
-0.0000 7.4500 











-0.0000 10.0000 0.00011 25.4 750 o. 0000 24.1000 .1000 12.0000 
-0.0000 30. 3 ODO • 1000 2a.6000 .2000 13.0000 
-0.0000 31.6 000 
.1000 31.7000 .1000 14.0000 
• -0.0000 35.1000 • 2000 33.6000 
.3000 16.0000 
.1000 39.9500 • 2000 38.8500 
.zooo 1a.oooo 
.1000 .. -- 45.5 ODO 
.• 2000 ltl.7000 
.20 OD 20.0000 
.100 0 50. 0500 • 2000 lt6.0DOD 
.ZDOO 22.0000 
.100 0 55. 7 000 • 2000 53.1000 
.2000 24.0000 
.100 0 ... -60.5500 
• 2000 57.5500 • 2500 . 26.0000 
.1500 65.5000 • 2000 62.3000 .3000 28.0000 
.2000 70. 2 000 
.2500 67.1000 
.3000 ... 
RESULTS.OF AVERAGED OAT A I·--···---·-




AIN FLOH QH ERROR RECYCLE FLOW QR ERROR BRANCH FLOW· QB ERROR 
!)" 
(GPH) ( +/• PCT.) ... .. (GPHJ (+/- PCT.) (GPH) <+1- Per., '·. 
4.21+65 o. 0 0 0 0 1.6001 o. 00 DO 2.5780 0.0000 
(,',·: 
5.8803 0.0000. .... 2.1603 o. ooo·o 3.7177 .. . .. 0.0000 
i; 
ii 
7.1136 0.0000 z.seos o. 00 00 4.204d 0.0000 r 9.0421 o. 0 00 0 3.3389 O. OD 00 S.lt082 0.0000 
,\·, 




17. 3379 o.o 00 0 6.4846 o. 0000 10.1837 0.0000 
:'i 
~ 
19.2533 O.O OD 0 1.2121 o. 00 00 11.7005 0.0000 
' J 
20.9744 0.0000 7.9685 .., O. 00 DO 12.711ft 0.0000 22.5490 o. 0 00 0 a. 5 986 0.0000 13.ltlt49 .3050 24.0082 0.0000 9.1402 Ii. 00 00 14.6167 0.0000 26.6606 0.0000 10.2405 o. 00 00 16.2662 .Z083 29.0,.38 o. 0 00 0 11.1590 .1677 17.7162 • 3511 30.1562 o.o 00 0 · ----·-11.3936 • 1609 ·- 18 .61t1J3. .15 8ft . H.2242 o.o 00 0 12. 0 019 .2a9a 19.1968 .t+i+a3 33.21t1ta .. 12. 7963 
.2s1ta 20.61t07 
.2585 .31t0 0 35.1351+ 
.3033 .. 13.6478 
• 2238 21.8881 
.2299 3£,. 9176 
.27311 14.J 07ft • 2036 22.()371 
.2093 38.6 07ft 
.2497 15.0856· 
.1830 24.1220 .1892 
~0.2176 
.2295 · --· ··--1s.1z21t · · .16a1t ····- 25.1100 - . 
.z1a3 L H.7S81 .3185 16.3462 .1558 26.1232 .2420 
~3.2~69 
.J952 16.9169 .1111 27.1081t 
.z21+1 \ ...... 4•• ··~"' .. 
. . . . ~ 
- 125 -
RECYCLE RE FR RECYCLE•K BRANCH RE FB BRANCH•K 4816 
.04039 -... ·s--·-41. s 084. -·· 7759 
.03579 16.8 719 6502 .03736 41.1108 11169 · 
.03299 16. 5 02 5 7767 .03579 40.9 036 12655 
.03216 16.39ft0 10 01+9 .03375 40.6363 16277 
• 0 3064 16.1940 14 32 g .0313B 4 o. 3246 22837 
.02891 15. 9667 17206 .03033 4D-.1a64 Z7Z58 
.02a11+ 15.8650 19517 .02967 40. 099ft 30650 
• 02767 15. 8 03ft 21707 .02915 40.0308 35216 
.02716 15. 7361 23983 • 02 86 9 39.9703 38258 
.02687 15.6986 25880 .02836 39.9265 40466 
.02669 15. 6 71+4 27510 .02a111 J9.c19za 43992 • 02643 15. 61+00 30821 • 02765 39. 8334 48957 
.02611 15.5986 33586 • 02733 J9.7f.J12 5332.1 
.02588 1.5. 5 676 34292 .02725 39.7813 56130 
.02574 15.5499 36123 .02707 39. 7572 577 c)J 
• 02567 15.5401 3851ft .02685 ""39.7285 62123 
• 0251+9 15. 5166 41076 • 02 66ft J<J.7009 65877 
.02535 15. 4 <Jlllt 43061 .026'+9 39.6814 69035 
• 02524 15.481tft 
J 
lt5404 . 
• 0263 3 39.6603 72601 
• 02513 15.469d 
f;· 
lt7 JZ 0 
.02621 39.6443 75574 








50915 • 0260 0 39.6170 81589 





' ), -·. -- ····--····----.... -
:.'/ 
) 
-· 126 - . 
.. -·· ····----~--·- -·- ---
. .. ·-· - - . 
XTH XEXP XERR PCT HAIN RE 
.38CJ3 
.3830 
- 1.6312 12575 
.3d56 
.3675 4.6968 17691 · 
.3877 
.3803 1. 8972 20422 










.3813 1. 01+43 56922 
.365 3 
.385 3 









-.3710 79778 • 3 84 8 
.3865 ···>---.,.305 86907 
.Ja1t 1 
.3792 1.4169 90421 
.384 7 
.38ft7 • 0059 93906 ,., 
.38ft6 
.3827 .. ... ·- .4933 10 0637 . 
• 3 84 S • 3841 










.3844 • 38ft 9 
-.1371 127822 
- --·--· -- . ---.3843 
·.381t3 
.019a -... - ... 132505 
AVERAGE 'RESULTS FOR FLOHSPLIT .. 2 
THEORETICAL X = • 38 5ft . - ----·------ -
EXPERIMENTAL X = .3837 
EXPERIHENTAL DEVIATION OF X =. .ft293 
RECYCLE K-FACTOR= 39.8891 
BRANCH K-FACTOR = 15, 7164 
RECYCLE FRICTION FACTOR= .02807 
CRITICAL FLOWRATE = 0.0000.GPH 
-.............. - 127 -
. ···-· ---·······- -









18.9127 7. 023ft 
20.6799 7.6797 
22.0435 8.1861 
23.7569 • 6. 622ft 
26.5067 9.8435 
za.a1sz 10. 7231 

































., .. --·-·· - .. ·. 
HAIN H-L. HLH ERROR .. RECYCLE H•L. HLR ERROR . BRANCH H•L. HLB ERROR 





-o. 0000 1.aooo 
-o .. 0000 .1too o -0.0000 J.6500 
-o. 0000 3.7000 
-0.0000 .6000 -0.0000 s.osoo 
-0.0000 s.1000 
-0.0000 .8000 -0.0000 ~-- 6. 3500 
-0.0000 6.1tooo 
-0.0000 1.0000 -0.0000 7.5500 
-0.0000 7.5500 
.1000 1.5 00 0 -0.0000 11.2000 
-0.0000 11.3000 
-0.0000 2. 0 00 0 ·- -0.0000 · - · 15.2500 .. 
•O. DODO 15.2500 
-0.0000 2.5 00 0 -0.0000 18.6500 
- o. 0000 18.7500 
-0.0000 3.0000 -0.0000 22.1000 
-o. 0000 zz.1000 
.1000 lt.0000 -0.0000 30. 0 500 
-o. 00 00 29. 5500 . 
.1000 6.0000 -0.0000 44. 5 ODO 
• 1000 43.0000 
.4000 8. 0 00 0 -0.0000 57.6000 
• 20 DO 53.5000 
.ltooo 10.0000 -0.0000 · 73.5 ODO -- . -· --- .... 
.1000 70.6000 • zooo . 12.0000 .1000 
· a6.s ooo 
• 2000 83.6000 




-0.0000 e4000 - 0. 0 0 0 0 ·--'."'----- 3. 45 0 0 . ··-- ---
-o. oo oo-·· ···· 3.5500 --
-0.0000. .6000 -0.0000 
... 9000 
-0.0000 4.9500 
-0.0000 .8 000 -0.0000 6.4 000 
-0.0000 6.1t5oo 
-0.0000 1.0000 -0.0000 ""· 7.6500 
-o. 0000 7.7000 
-0.0000 1.5000 -0.0000 11.7000 
-o. ODDO 11.6500 
-0.0000 2.0000 -0.0000 15.6000 
-0.0000 15.4000 
-0.0000 3. 0 0 0 0 -0.0000 -· -· 22. S ODO 
-o. 0000 ·- zz.zsoo 
-0.0000 lt.O O·O 0 
.1000 27.CJOOO 
.1000 
-0.0000 29.2000 6.0000 
-0.0000 43.6500 
• 1000 1t1.oooo 
.zooo 
s.0000 
-0.0000 57.51100 ~ 2000 54.0000 
.r.ooo 
10.0000 
-0.0000 73.2 000 
• 3000 70.3000 
.3000 12.0000 .1000 86.1000 
• 3000 80.9000 eftOOO 
.. .. ··-




·-·· ·--· -···· -
-
·-·-·-·-·-· 
. , ... _, ____ ..._ .. 
. .. . ---·---..... ·-----· - -
>-~ .. :.. .. - 128 - ... 
. . . · .. . .Nlllllll"I 1'11'11'11"1 l'l 1'11'1 l'll'lnM1, l'I 
AWERAGEO INPUT DATAI 
·- ·---· ... ·--·- - ... .. -
MAIN H-L HLH ERROR RECYCLE H•L HLR ERROR BRANCH H•l HLB ERROR 
UN HG) (+/-J (Ctt HG J C+/• J cc" HGJ (+/-) 
.2000 o. 0 00 0 1.1000 o. 00 00 1.8500 0.0000 .4000 0.0000 l.5500 o. 00 00 3.6250 0.0000 .6000 o. 0 00 0 4.CJ750 o. DO 00 5. 0 250 0.0000 .8000 o.o DO 0 6.3750 o. 00 00 6.4250 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 7.6 000 o. 00 00 7.6250 
.osoo 
1.5000 o. 0 00 0 
. 11.4500 o. 00 00 11.4750 0.0000 2.0000 0.0000 15.lt250 O. OD 00 15. 3250 0.0000 2.5000 -0.0000 18.6500 
-o. 00 00 1a.1soo 
-0.0000 3.0000 o. 0 OD 0 22.3000 o. 00 00 22.1750 
.osoo 
• 0500 28.7250 • 
1t.oooo o. 0 00 0 29.6250 
.1000 6.0000 o. 0 00 0 44.0750 
.10 00 i.2.0000 
.3000 8.0000 o. 0 00 0 57.5500 
• 2000 53.7500 
... ooo 10.0000 0.0000 7 3. 3500 
• 2000 70.lt500 
• 2500 12.0000 .100 0 86.3 000 
• 2500 82.2500 






RESULTS OF A VE RAGED DAT A I 
AIN FLOW QH ERROR RECYCLE FL OH QR ERROR aRANCH FLOW QB ERROR (GPH) · ( +/- PCT.) .. CGPHJ 
. (+/• PCT.J CGPHJ (+/• PCT.) 
'.j 
.¥ 
4.2465 o.o 00 0 2.6800 0.0000 1.5524 0.0000 5.8803 0.0000 3. 8591 0.0000 2.1654 0.0000 7 .t t 36 o. 0 00 0 4.5611 0.0000 2.5it50 0.0000 a.14z5 0,0000 5.1570 o. 00 00 Z. 8 71t 1 0.0000 9. 0421 o. 0 DO 0 · ······ 5.6259 o. 0000 3.1281 • 3314 
,,:! 
1D.CJJ86 0.0000 6.8CJl8 o. 00 00 3,8292 0.0000 
' :'~ 
12.5208 o. 0 DO 0 7.9877 o. 00 00 1+.1t1a1t 0.0000 
"° i.,• 
13,9 041 O. 0 DO 0 a.11s2 o. OD OD lt.8820 0.0000 
,);: 
15.1470 O. D DO 0 9.5873 o. 0000 5.3045 
.1146 17.337q o. 0 00 0 11.0352 
• 0858 6. 0290 
.1772 20.9744 D,0000 13.4344 
.1155 7.2755 
.3643. 21t.ooa2 0.0000 15. 3317 
.1772 d.z19a 
• 3800 Z6.6606 o. 0 DD 0 17.2886 
.1392 9.3970 
.1815 29.0lt38 .4ftCJlt .. 18. 7382 
·• 11t80 10.1452 
.2489 
i 
~ .......... . 
.. . ····-··· ·--·-· . - 129 -
RECYCLE RE FR RECYCLE•!< BRANCH RE FB BRANCH•K 8D66 • 03 Sit 7 -· -······--·-40. a 620 .. 467z·· 
.oi.012· ..... 1Jl+.9071t 
11£15 
.03273 40.5 OH, 6517 
• 0373ft 131t.lt633 
13728 
.03164 40.3591 7660 
• 03590 134.27ftft 
15S21 
.03091 .. 40.2625 ft650 
.03490 134.11+26 
16(j33 
.030ft2 lt0.1960 9415 • 0 3424 134.0558 
20743 • 0293 7 40. 0 596 11525 
• 03278 133. 6639 
24 Olt 1 
.02868 39.9689 13298 
• 0 3184 133. 7lt05 
261tl1 
.02827 3<J.q 151 11t694 
• 03123 133. 6600 
28855 
.02791 39.8 673 
'15965 
• 03075 133. 5965 
33213 
.02737 39.7965 1 c3146 
.03005 133. 50lt3 
40434 
.02669 39. 7 07& 21697 
.02911 iJJ.3807 
4611t4 
.02628 3<J.6540 24739 
• 02855 133.3075 




.02573 3g.sa11 3053ft e0276a 133.1934 . ·-· .. ~- ·~ -
XTH XEXP XERR PCT HAIM RE QSUH (GPH) VEL. (FPS> .... ,, .61t50 
.6332 1.8309 12738 
... 232,. 1.5718 
.6457 
.&lt06 
.7867 18132 6.0245 2.2373 
.6464 
• 6419 
.• 698 .. 21388 7.1061 2.6369 
.6461 
.&421 
.6077 24171 d.0310 2.9a21t 
.6462 
.6427 
.5417 2631t7 8.75ft1 3. 2509 
.6464 .. • &428. ··-
.. .5505 ... 32267 10.1210· ... 3.981ft 
.• 6lt65 
.6439 
.4164 37339 12 ... 061 4.6071 
.6466 
.6425 









.0236 51359 17.0642 6.3370 
.t. 
.6 .. 70 
.6487 
-.2634 62331 20.7099 7.6909 
.6471 
.& 510 ·-·····-· :·----.£, 033 - --- ... - . 1oaa1t ·· Z3.5515 a.11t&1 
.6471 
.6479 
··1106 80317 26.6857 9.9100 
.6472 
.6488 
-.2409 66931 26.883ft 10.72&2 
•· • • .,,:. •• • -·•· C 
VERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT 3 
·--~-----............ ~---~~--~~---------~ 
HEORETICAL X = .6465 r XPERINENTAL X = .&440 XPERit1ENTAL DEVI AT ION OF X : 
.3797 
ECYCLE K-FACTOR = 39. 9600 ---
····- -· . 
--·•· ... 
... ·- -·---· 
RANC~ K-FACTOR = 13 3. 497 8 
Q ECYCLE FRICTION FACTOR. = • 02a 61 RITICAL FLOHRATE = 0. 0000 GPM 
.. - 130 - · 
- .• -~-~-~~~1,'1-l'lftl'l.l'll'lfU~l'lnMrl~ ..• 
-~~~;;;• -,;- -~;...¢~'hff.-· .. .¢.)6±-f¥.1.·· :-- .. ~~~-:---~~---=----;:_·· -· 
>t'cC-,_,c..,..,..-~.....:::' • .c..:._:_:_:;.:. ____ :;c=·.:c-:·.·:.···.~-~c·-cc_-:._-.1.:.:;._-:-·.- .. - ·- - · - -- ·· · 
FLOMSPLIT 4 __ ,__ ____ .... ___
RECYCLE ORIFICE 
s,a INCH 
BRANCH ORIFICE ·--····--------·- .. -·-··· -··--·- --· ... - - ··-····· - . ······-· -· ...... ·-- ·-· ·---- -----·-
3/8 INCH 
MAIN H-l HLH ERROR RECYCLE H•L HLR ERROR BRANCH H-L HLB ERROR (IN HG) (+/-) (CH HG) (+/•. CCN HG> (t/-) 
- .. --- . 
TRIAL 1 
.2000 
-0.0000 1.6 000 
-o. 0000 .1000 -0.0000 
.4000 
-0.0000 3. 0 000 
-0.0000 .1000 -0.0000 
.6000 
-0.0000 ·-··· 3.6500 
-o. 0000 • 7500 -0.0000 
.6000 
-0.0000 4.3500 -o. 0000 1.3000 
-0:0000 1.0000 
-0.0000 4.,.ooo 
- O. OD OD 3 .• 0000 -0.0000 ~ t.5 DOD 
-0.0000 -·-·--··-·- 5.9 ODO 
-o. 0000 s.asoo · 
-0.0000 ,, 2.0000 
-0.0000 7.9000 
-0.0000 a.0000 
-0.0000 ~ 2.5000 










-0.0000 14.6 000 
-0.0000 14.5000 .1000 .,,,,, 5.0000 
-0.0000 1c1.1000 
-0.0000 1a.oooo .1000 ~'. 6.0000 
-0.0000 21.5 000 • 1000 21.9000 • 2000 
.,., 
8. 0 0 0 0 
-0.0000 28. 7500 .1000 28.4000 • 2000 10.0000 
-0.0000 36.4 000 .1000 34.aooo • 3000 12.0000 . -0.0000 .. .. 43.a ODO .1000 -· . 
- lt3. 0000 
.2000 14.0000 
.100 0 50.6000 • 2000 lt6.ZOOO eltOOO 16.0000 .1000 58.4 000 • 3000 57.ltOOO .3000 18.0000 .2000 65. 6 000 • 3000 64.6000 .40 00 20.0000 
.2000 72.5000 • 3000 72. 0000 .1tooo 22.0000 
.2000 8 o. 0 000 .4000 79.0000 .4000 24.0000 · 
.3000 ·e1.oooo 
.4000 86.0000 .ltOOO 
TRIAL 2 
.2000 
-0.0000 .8500 -0.0000 .6500 -0.0000 
.,. 0 0 0 
-0.0000 1. 8 000 -0.0000 1.aooo -0.0000 
.6000 
-0.0000 ··· 2.s ooo 
-o. 0000 2.sooo -0.0000 
.8 000 
-0.0000 3. 3 000 -o. 0000 3.3000 -0.0000 1.0000 -0.0000 3.8500 -o. 0000 J.7500 -0.0000 1.5000 
-0.0000 s. 7 000 -o·. 0000 5.7000 -0.0000 2. 0 00 0 -0.0000 7. 9 ODO -o. 00 00 7.8000 -0.0000 
z.sooo -0.0000,. 9.6 000 -0.0000 9.i.000 -0.0000 3.0000 
-0.0000 ··-· 11. 2 000 ··-· . · - o. 0 0 0 0 -- . lt.1500 ·-0.0000 
... 0000 
-0.0000 14.lt 000 -o. 0000 llt.3000 -0.0000 
s.0000 
-0.0000 18. 2000 -o. 00 00 17.9000 .1000 6.0000 
-0.0000 21.CJSOO -o. 00 00 21.2000 .1000 a.oo~o 
-0.0000 29.2000 -o. 0000 27.6000 .2000 10.0000 
-0.0000 36.3 000 • .1000 36.2000 .1000 12.0000 --·-·····-0.0000 ···-·--···43.3000···· • 10 OD -·-- 42.8000 .2000 1t.oooo 
.1000 49.CJOOO • 2000 ftC).2000 .2000 6.0000 .1000 57.8 000 .iooo 56.6000 .zooo 
' . ~ . --~-··. ···~~ .. ····•·· ... 
- 131 -
-.. - ······· ... ... . ··-"'"'""'"'"'"'"'"'l'l"""""l'I _____ _.... n • 
AVERAGED INPUT OATAI 
HAIN H-L HLH ERROR RECYCLE H•l HLR ERROR BRANCH H•L HLB ERROR UN HGJ (+/•) ... - .. (CH ~GJ (+/•) CCH HG) C +/-) 
.zooo o. 0 00 0 1.2250 o. 00 00 
.4750 0.0000 · .4000 .. ··0.0000 .. . . --······-· 2.1+ 000 . ••+ ••oP•••, .. • 
o. 00 00 . .• 9500 .. 0.0000 -.6000 0.0000 3. 0750 o. 00 00 1.6250 0.0000 .aooo o. 0 00 0 3.8250 0.0000 2.3000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 4.1250 0.0000 3.3750 . 0.0000 1.5000 o. 0 00 0 5.8000 O. DO DO 5. 7750 0.0000 2.0000 0.0000 7. 9 000 o. 00 DO 7.9000 0.0000 2.sooo · O. D 00 0 9.5500 O. DO 00 9.5000 .. 0.0000. 3.0000 O. 0 00 D 11. 3 000 0.0000 11. 275 D 0.0000 
"· 0 00 0 0.0000 14.5000 o. 00 00 14.4000 .osoo 5.0000 0.0000 18.1500 o. 0000 17.9500 
.1000 6.0000 0.0000 21.7250 • 05 00 21.5500 
.1500 d.0000 0.0000 za.9750 • 05 00 26.0000 • 2000 10.0000 o. 0 OD 0 36.3500 
.1000 35.5000 
.. 2000 12.0000 0.0000 43.55 00 • 1000 42.9000 • 2000 
' 
14.0000 
.100 0 50.2500 • 2000 r.a.1000 
.30 00 16.0 00 0 
.100 0 sa.1000 • 25 00 . 57.0000 . . • 2500 
i 
18.0000 
.2000 65.6 000 • 3000 6ft.6000 
.1+000 ' 20.0000 
.200 a 72.5000 ,.. • 3000 12.0000 .4000 22.0000 .2000 - 80.0000 .. • 4000 .. -· - 79. 0000 
.Ito oo 
i.. 




RESULTS OF AVERAGED OATAI 




o. 0 00 0 J.&ao4 0.0000 • 7923 0.0000 
\" 
5. 6 60 3 0.0000 5.147ft o. 00 00 1.1164 0.0000 
=~ 
7.1136 o. 0 DOD .. ····--·-·· 5. 8 247 o. 00 00 .. 1.1t560 0.0000 -
··11· 
::~ 
8.1425 0.0000 6.4946 o. 0000 ! 1.7290 0.0000 9. 0421 o. 0 00 0 6.7439 o. 0000 2.0902 0.0000 l0.9386 o. 0 00 0 7.9934 o. 00 00 2.7264 0.0000 12.520ft D. 0 00 0 CJ.3255 o. 00 00 3.1835 0.0000 13.9041 o.o 00 0 10.2509 o. 0000 3.4876 0.0000 15.1470 0.0000 ·· ··---- 11.11ta1t · o. 0000 -·--· 
·3.79£,0 
- 0.0000 17.3379 o. o oo·o 12.6248 o. 0000 4.2841t 
.1761 9.2533 0.0000 14.12oq 0~0000 4.7778 .2828 0.974ft o. 0 00 0 15.4458 
.1155 5. 2300 . 
.3537 ~.ooaz 0.0000 11. a 317 • Od66 5.9532 .363; 6.£,606 0 •. 0000; 19. 9671 
.1381 6.6949 
.2871 9.0438 · -·- · ·-· ·- ... 0. 0 0 0 0 · ... ··- . ----21. 8 5 0 6 - .... 
-···- .11s3 · -· · ·--·- 7.3522 ·-··-·· · 
- .2378 --1.221t2 
.3870 23 •. 4672 
.1999 7.8282 • 311tlt 3.2448 
.3400 · 25.2294 
.2162 a.1t620 .2240 5.135ft · · 
· .6066 ~ ... 26.8 DftS . 
• 2298 9. 0025 . 




.4993 29.5935 • 2513 9. CJ1t49 
.2591 
I 0.2176 -···· .. --· ··- ....• 6 88 lt 
·---·-- 3o.asao 
... • 2311 10.3715 . - ·-· .23cU . 
.. .. ... 
.. : .... -.. ----···-···--·132 .- ..... 
. . . .....• ·· ·· ··· .. . . .,. ..... ,.. 1'11'1 .. l'I l'l 1'11'1 rll'll'IMl'I I 
......... --.... ,.... . 
.~ .... -.. '~...J.".-"···- -,,,·.: ... · •. ,:r: __ · .. _:-- •- - -·--·· 
; ......... - . ~--·-·-····-,-~,..... ~·· ..... "• 
RECYCLE RE FR RECYCLE•K BRANCH RE Fa aRANCH•K 
11077 .. 
• 0330 6 . .. - ---·-16. 5117 -·· ····-·-··· 
-- ·· 23a5 
. • 03246 133.8219 151t92 • 0309 2 16.2311 3360 • 0'+441 135. 3928 17531 
.03023 16.1403 4382 
.0411tlt 135.0tZJ t9S47 
.02966 16.0656 5204 
.03956 134.7550 20 297 
.lJ291t7 16.040cl 6291 • 03767 134.5 06d 24058 
.02867 15.9356 8206 • 03533 134.1987 28067 • 0280 2 15.8492 9581 
.031t11 13ft. 0 383 30852 
.02764 15. 8 000 10497 
.03341t 133.9499 33554 
.02733 1s.1saa 11425 • 0 32cllt 133.d717 37997 
.• 0269 0 15. 7 017 12895 • 03204 133. 7662 4250 0 • 02&5 3 15.6540 14360 
.03136 133.6771 
'4648 8 
.02626 15.6183 157 41 
.03083 133.6071 53669 
.02566 15.5654 1791d 
.03011 133.5131 
• 60096 .02557 15.5272 20150 
.02951 133.4337 65764 
.02535 15.4989 22128 
.02906 133.J7ft2 70630 • 02519 .... ·· 1 s.1+ 777 23561 
.02877 133. 3361 75934 
.02504 15.4573 2s1+6a • oza1tz 133.2909 cl0674 
.02491 15.4410 27095 
.02816 133.2561t 84801 .oza.az 15.4282 28589 • oz 79ft 133.2275 39069 
.02472 15.4159 29931 
.OZ776 1JJ.Z 036 92874 
.02465 15.4059 31215 
.OZ760 t33.1a23 
. ...... ..... . ... - ----· -····--··-··-····- --
· ...... .... · .... · - 133 -
~-- ·--- . .. -~ .. ·- . 
XTH XEXP XERR PCT HAIN RE QSUM CGPN) VEL. CFPS) 
.71+00 
.azz9 
-11.1a94 13462 l+.1+127 1. 6610 .7'42d 
.8218 
-10.6295 16852 6.2638 2.3261 .7431 
.80011 
-7.6645 21913 7.2807 z. 70 37 .11+1+1+ .7898 
-6.0946 24751 . J. 8.2236 3.0539 .7433 
.7634 
-2. 7 024 265aa a.a340 J. Zd 06 • 7437 
.7457 
. -.Z6Z6 3226 .. 10.7198 3.9809 .7441 
.7455 
-.1859 37649 12.5090 
... 6453 .7444 
.7461 
-. 24 05 41349 13.7384 s.1019 .7 41+5 • 746 0 
-.1939 44979 14.9443 s.5497 .7448 
.7466 
-.2lt27 5 Od 92 16.9092 6.279ft .7450 
.747 2 
-.2879 56880 18.8987 1.01 e2 .7452 
.7470 












.7ft58 • 746 2 





·-.5342 CJ41 <Jl 31.2955 11.6219 
.,t 
.7460 • 71+8 8 
-.3645 101402 33.6914 12.5117 .71t60 
.74d6 
-.3401 107770 Js.ao10 13.2973 .71t61 
.7479 
-.2372 113390 37 .6 743 lJ.9907 .7462 
.71+85 
-.3102 119000 39.5384 14.6830 • 7462 
.7484 
-.2999 124090 41.2294 15.3110 --··· - . 
OERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT ... 
··---------~.-,._-.......... ~----------~ 
!\ 
THEORETICAL X = .-71+1+7 
EXPERIMENTAL X = .7600 .. ········ 
(, 






ECVCLE K•f'ACT OR = 15.7393 
RANCH K•FACTOR =133.477e 
\-~ 
,•'" 











. - ·-·· ·----··-~ - -.... - . . . 
··- 134 -
'!-:'" FLCWSPL IT 5 






( IN HG) 
TRIAL 1 
.2000 
.6 00 0 
1.0000 
1.5000 
2. 0 00 0 
3.0000 
3,3500 



















































Jl.l!U'll'll'IJ'll'IJ'll'll'll'IJ'll'll'lftMl'I ... ....... . 
-~-·- ··--· ·---,-.. -..-........ . . ···~- ·-··----. - . ... .. -
RECYCLE H•L. HLR ERROR. BRA~CH H-L HLB ERROR 
(Cf1 HG). (+/•) (C ~ HG> l+/•) 
.9SOO 
·-0.0000 0 .o O O 0 
-0.0000 4. 7 000 •O. 0000 • 0 ,0000 
-o. 0000 6.8500 
-0.0000 0 .0000 
-0.0000 
---· 10.3500 ... 
-0.0000 ... 0 .0000 . 
-0.0000 13.5000 
-0.0000 0 .o O O 0 
-o. 0000 19.7000 




.05 0 0 
-0.0000 22.2500 
-0.0000 1.3500 
-0.0000 24.8 000 
-0.0000 4 .2000 
-0.0000 28.5500 
-o. 0000 7.0000 
-0.0000 35.5000 
-o. 0000 14 .t+OOO 
-o. 0000 42.0000 • 1000 21.7000 , 1000 
· · ··48.aooo ··- ... - ~--· ....• 1500 28 ,8000 , 15 00 56.0000 • 15 00 35 .6000 , 15 00 63. 2 000 • 15 00 42 .6 0 0 0 • 2000 70.9000 .. ··----···--· ·-·--·· 
.2000. 5 0 .4 0 0 0 • 2500 77.5000 , 2500 5 6 ,8 0 0 0 , 3000 85.6 000 • 3000 64 .& 0 00 • 4000 
... ----·--···· 
··-· . ·- --··-··· -- . 
····5.9 000 
- ·-o. 0000 0 .0000 
-0.0000 8.3500 
-0.0000 0 .0000 
-0.0000 10,7000 
-0.0000 0.0000 
-0.0000 14.3500 j 
-0.0000 0 .o DO 0 
-o. DODO 17,.JOOO ./ 
-0.0000 0 .0000 
-0.0000 20.3000 
-o. 0000 0 .o O O 0 
-0.0000 22.-0 000 




-o. 0000 22.9000 
-o. 0000 
.95 00 
-o. 0000 s.0000 
·-0.0000 ···-·-··--·2s.1soo --·-:··-······-o. 0000·----·-··· -- 3 .ssoo 
-0.0000 6.0000 
-0.0000 29.2000 
-0.0000 6 .l+ 0 0 0 
-0.0000 6.0000 
. -0.0000 36.2500 · 
-0.0000 12.2000 
-0.0000 10.0000 
-0.0000 .. · .... 41. 3 0 0 0 -· - - · - - 0 • 0 0 0 0 -
. 22 .sooo 
-0.0000 12.0000 
-0.000·0 48.5000 • 1000 29· .o 00 0 
.1000 4.ooo'o 
.10011 55. 2 000 • 15 00 37 .ao oo 
.1500 6.0000 -··· ···· ·· ··· .1000 ·····--:~· 6J.2000··--·"·.-··----··.1soo -·-·· ·· ·- 51 .aooo 
· .1soo a.0000 
.1soo 70.4000 • 2000 lt9 ,9000 
• 2500 0.0000 
.• 2000 77.5000 • 2000 56 .8000 • 3000 2.0000···· 





( ., 1 
AVERAGED INPUT DATA: 
... ··-..... _. 
- - -~·-·. -- .. . 
MAIN H-L HLM ERROR RECYCLF H·L HLR ERROR aRA ~CH H-L HLa ERROR (IN~ (+/-) (CH HG) ( + /•) CC,. HG> (+/-) 
.2 00 0 
-0.0000 
.9500 
-o. 0000 0 .0000 
-0.0000 .6000 
-0.0000 4. 7 000 
-o. 0000 0 .o O O 0 
-0.0000 
.a oo o 
-0.0000 5. 9 000 
-o. 0000 0 .0000 
-0.0000 1.0000 
-0.0000 6.6500 
-o. 0000 0 .0000 
-0.0000 1.2000 
-0.0000 8.3500 
-0.0000 0 .o O O 0 
-0.0000 1.5 0 0 0 0.0000 10.5250 o. 0000 ' 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 2.0000 0.0000 13.9250 o. 0000 \ 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 2.5000 
-0.0000 17.3000 
-0.0000 0 .0000 
-o. 0000 3.0000 0.0000 20.0000 o. 0000 0 .o O O 0 o. 0 0 0 0 3.3000 
-0.0000 22. 0 000 
-0.0000 









- o. 0 0 0 0 
"-0000 0.0000 22.5750 0.0000 1.1500 0.0000 5.0000 o. o o a o 25.2750 a. oo oo 3 • 8 75 0 o. 0000 6.0000 o.ooon 2a. a 750 .,• o. 0000 6 .7000 o. 0 0 00 a.0000 o. 0 0 0 0 35.d750 o. 0000 13 ,3 0 0 0 o. 0 0 0 0 10.0000 0.0000 41.6500 • 0500 22 .1000 • 05 00 12.0000 0.0000 4H.6500 • 1250 28 .9000 
.1250 14.0000 
.1000 55.6 000 • 1500 36 ,7000 . • 15 00 16.0000 
.1000 63. 2 000 • 15 00 47 .2000 • 17 50 18.0000 
.1500 · .. - 70.6500 
• 2000 . 50 ,1500 
• 2500 20.0000 
.2000 77.5000 • 2250 5 6 .6 0 0 0 • 30 00 22.0000 
.2000 aS.3500 • 3000 64 ,7000 • 3500 
·- · 136 - ..... 
-· ······---- .. 
RESULTS OF AVERAGED DATA: 
MA IN FL OH QM ERROR RECYCLE FL OW QR ERROR BRAN CH FLOW QB ERROR CGPN) ( + /• PCT.) (GPM) (+/- PCT.) ( GPM) ( +/- PCT.) 
4.2465 0.0000 3. 2 421 
--0.0000 0 .0000 O. DODO 7.1136 0.0000 1.197~ 0.0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 0 0 8.1425 0.0000 8.0619 o. 00 00 0 .o O O 0 o. 0 0 0 0 q.oi.21 0.0000 1'.6852 o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 0 0 q. 8 50 4 0.0000 9.5868 o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 10.93d6 0.0000 10.7602 o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 12.5208 0.0000 12.3726 o. 0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
• 
13.q 041 0.0000 13.7871 o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0000 
l, 
15.1470 0.0000 14.8214 o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
r 
15.dt.03 o.ooou 
. 15. 5430 0.0000 
.2602 o. 0000 
ii 
15.9SZ6 0.0000 15.2585 0.0000 
.2602 o. 0 0 00 
:{ 
" 
16.2 A41 0.0000 15.630q 0.0000 
.448 0 o. 0 0 00 
{,_ 
17 .3379 o. 0 00 0 15.7441+ 0.0000 1 .2 271 o. ooot 
,. 
19.2533 0.0000 16.6570 o. 0000 2 .23d 0 
o. o o ~o 
;" 
20.9744 o. 0 0 0 0 17.8010 0.0000 2 .q 343 o. 0 0 0 
I 
.~ ·. 
?.'4.00R2 0. 0 00 0 19.A365 0.0000 4 .1192 0.0000 , 2E.6606 0.0000 21.3697 
.0603 5 .2956 • 1150 29. 0438 0.0000 23.0915 
• 1291 6 .. 0 471 
• 2202 31.2242 .3870 24.6819 
• 1355 6 .8059 • 20 83 33.2448 
.3400 26.3107 • 11 q3 7 .7 0 8 0 
.1892 35.1~54 .451+9 27.814& 
.1423 7 .9427 • 2545 36.9176 • 5477 29.12d6 . 
• 11+59 a .4+J.73 
• 269d 38.607'4 .4993 30.5647 







·---··---- .. -··- ·--·····--·······-- -··· ··-·· ·---·· 
........ ~·· - ..... ·-. ·---· ···- .. 
:· '1' 
·, 
I I .. ····· ···-··-· .... . ... -· ..... 
- 137 - · 
RECYCLE RE FR RECYCLE-I< BRA NCH RE FB BRA NCH-K 9758 
.033q7 ·-···-·· 16.6321 0 . o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 21662 .02916 15.9993 0 o. 00000 0.0000 21+ 264 .02d64 15.9306 0 o. coooo 0.0000 26140 .02831 15.8681 0 O. GOOOO 0.0000 28A54 .02791 15.8345 0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 3238 5 .02746 15.7760 0 u. £0000 0. 0 00 0 3723a .02696 15.7106 0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 '41'496 .02661 15.6639 D o. roooo 0. 0 00 0 4460 8 • 0263 6 15.6344, 0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 46780 .02624 15.615d 7B3 • ca 111+ 147.E627 45924 .026l 0 15.6230 733 
• Cd 17 Z+ 1lt7.6627 It 7 04 5 .02623 15.6137 1348 
• C'+7It7 itt0.0697 '47386 .02621 15.6109 3693 
• C4 34 I+ 13'3. 1776 50133 .ou,01+ 15.5898 6736 • (3704 117. 7 5a a 53576 .025d6 15.5660 dd 31 
• 1'31+74 137.2493 5970 3 .02558 15.5293 12398 • (3229 136. 7 08 0 64317 .025'+1 15.5 057 15938 
• 1:3076 136.3678 69499 • 0252 3 15.4824 18200 • (3003 136. 2 06 7 742R E .0250d 15.4634 ,. 2 01+ d4 • ,·2943 136. 0733 79188 .02495 15. 446 0 23199 • (2 8 8 4 135.9425 83715 .02481+ 15.4314 23905 
• f2 67 0 135.912'+ 87669 • 0247 5 15.41.98 25424 
• f2B43 135.B523 91992 .021+&6 15.4 Od 1 27116 




. ,... ., ... ···-·· - ·-·· ~- -.. , 
-· -·. -··· ... -·--·-··· ········- .... 
i I 
.. .. --··· ·-·· - ·138 -- .. ·-
XTH XEXP XERR PCT MA IN RE QSU t (GPH) VEL. (FPS> 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 9758 3 ,2421 1. 2 0 40 1.0000 1.0000 0. 0 00 0 21662 7 .1974 2. 6 728 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 24264 8.0619 2. 99 39 1.0000 1.0000 ·- - 0.0000 26140 a .6 a5 2 
~.2253 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 2dd54 9 ,5868 3. 56 02 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 32385 10.7602 3. 9959 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 37238 12.3725 l.. 59'+7 1.0000 1.0000 o. 0 000 I+ 1'+ 96 13 .1a11 5. 12 00 .9723 1.0000 
-2.a~7g 4460d 14,d21'+ s. 5041 .934ft 
.9835 
-5.2535 4 7563 15 .8 0 32 5. 8687 .9'445 , 9832 
-4.1010 
~6707 15.5186 s. 7630 .9248 
.9721 









-2.0234 56869 18.8950 7.0169 .8'412 
.8565 
-2.05R4 6 21+ 08 20 .7353 7. 7 0 03 .815 3 • 828 0 
-1.5655 7 2100 23 .9557 B.3962 .a 012 ,d 014 
-. 0 21 d a 0256 26 .665 3 9. 9 0 25 ,7921 ,7925 
-. 0510 8 77 00 29 ,1386 10.8209 .7854 
.7 839 
.2008 94770 31 ,487 8 11. 69 33 .7799 
.7734 
.a 25s 10 2337 34 .01a1 12. 6332 • 776d 
.7779 
-.1399 10 76 20 35 .757 3 13. 2 7 88 .77lt0 
.7752 .... -·- -.1530 113093 · 37 .5 759 13.9542 
•. 
.• 7714 ,7723 










--·--- . . -
RECYCLE K-FACTOR= 15,6247 
BRANCH K-FACTOR =136.1069 
RECYCLF FRICTION FACTOR= ,02631 
CRITICAL FLOWRATE = 11+.4155 GPM 
. . ... . ... .. . . ·~ ...... ---.- ...... 
i 
.. ·-·······-.. " ... --.... ..... .. .. ... - - . 































--·-------~ ... .., ... 
RECYCLE ORIFICE 




UN HG I 
HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR ( + / - ) ( CM HG ) ( + / - ) 
TRIAL 1 
.2000· 






-0.0000 11.9 000 
-0.0000 
.8 000 






-0.0000 . 23.1500 ,. 
-o. 0000 2.0000 
-o. 0 00 0 26.0000 
-o. 0000 3.0000 
-0.0000 32.4000 
-o. 0000 4.0000 
-0.0000 36.a ooo 
-0.0000 c.0000 
-0.0000 51.5000 • 15 00 e.0000 
-o.ooon 66.&000 • 15 00 
·10.0000 
-0.0000 ····81.2000 
• 20 00 
TRIAL 2 
.2 000 
- o. 0 0 0 0 4.3000 
-0.0000 
.4 000 
-0.0000 8.8 000 
-0.0000 
.6 000 





-0.0000 19 .. 9000 
-0.0000 1.2;00 
-0.0000 22.q,oo ··--0.0000 1.sooo 
-0.0000 23.8000 





-0.0000 3?. 6 00 0 
-0.0000 4. 0 00 0 
-0.0000 37. 55 00 
-o. 0000 6.0000 
-0.0000 51.3000 
.1000 8.0000 
-0.0000 66.8000 • 15 00 10.0000 
-0.0000 80.8000 • 20 00 11,0000 . ··-0.0000 ·· · - ·· · a a. 4 o o o "·.2000· .. 
- 140 - · ....... . 

















8 .3 5 0 0 
-0.0000 
17 .1000 
- o. o o o o 
3 0 ,4 0 0 0 • 1500 
44.3500 • 15 00 
58.0000 • 15 00 






















30 .7000 • 1000 
4~ .3000 • 15 00 
57 .1000 
.• 20 00 
61+ .1000 • 2000 
. 
. l'lft~ftftftftftft~"""~~ . ·· ----•••MMJIIM.IIMIIMMII .. IIMII ... MN.l'll'I . 
·---·------ ~ - .-:.~-.~_.___.._ -~!r~ 
- - - ~ 
-_--·-- --· -·~·------···-->·-.-:-,···. . •- -
AVERAGED INPUT DATA: 
MA IN H-L HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR ORA ~CH H-L HLB ERROR 
(IN HG J (+/-) (CH HG J {+/-J ( C t, HG> (+ /-) 
.2 00 0 0.0000 4.6500 0.0000 0.0000 o. 0 0 0 0 
.4 DO 0 0.0000 8.7750 o. 0000 0 .0000 o. o o o a .6000 0.0000 12.2000 O. DD 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
.8000 
-0.0000 15.6000 
-o. 0000 0 .0000 
-0.0000 
.a so o 
-0.0000 17.4000 
-o. 0000 0.0000 
-o. 0000 1.0000 0.0000 19.4000 0.0000 0 ,0000 o. 0 0 00 1.2500 0.0000 22.7!300 o. 00 00 
.05 0 0 0.0000 
1.5000 0.0000 23.4750 o. 00 00 




-0.0000 5 .8 5 0 0 
-0.0000 3.oooo 0.0000 32.6000 o. 0000 8 •'+500 0.0000 4.oooo 0.0000 · ····· 37.1750 o. 0000 17 .4 75 0 o. 0 0 00 6.0000 0.0000 51.6500 
.1250 30 .ssoo 
.12 so 8.0000 0.0000 E6.7000 
• 15 00 44 .3250 
• 1500 
·10.0000 0.0000 81.0000 




-0.0000 88.1+ 000 
• 2000 61+ .1000 
• 2000 
-;; 
RESULTS OF AVERAGED DATA: 
HA IN FL OW QM ERROR 
· RECYCLE FL OW QR ERROR BRAN CH FLOH ae ERROR 
( GP t4) ( + /- PCT.) fGPM) · (+/- PCT.> ( (PH) ( +/- PCT.> -··· .. - -·- ·-. 4.2465 0.0000 l+.1+110 0.0000 0 .o O O 0 o. 0 0 00 5.dd03 0.0000 6.0410 0. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 7.1136 0.0000 · ·- -~7.1118 0.0000 0 .0000 O. 0 0 DO R.11+25 0.0000 8.0325 0.0000 0 .0000 o. 0000 8. 3 77 7 0.0000 8.4788 o. 0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 g.0421 0.0000 d.CJ4d2 0.0000. 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 10.oi.10 0.0000 9.6826 0.0000 
,2602 o. 0 0 00 10.9366 0.0000 9.83lt2 o. 0 0 0 0 
.9253 o. 0 0 00 12.5208 0.0000 ·- .. 10.3789 o. 0000 . 1 .a 101 o. 0 0 00 13.CJ 041 0.0000 11.1041 o. 0000 2,743d 0.0000 15 .. 1470 0.0000 11.5707 0.0000 3 .2g12 o. 0 0 00 17 .3379 o.o'ooo 12.3482 0.0000 4 .7146 0.0000 20.9744 0,0000 14.5321 
.1233 6 .. z 15 5 
.2oa3 24,ooa2 0.0000 16.493d 
.1147 7 ,4 7 21 
.1726 2E.660E 0.0000 · ·- -- 16 .15 9 2 ·- - ·-· · .. • 12 61 · 8 .5023 • 15 !;3 27. 880~ o. 0 00 0 18. 962 6 
• 1156 8 .9680 
, 1595 
. . . ·~· ... ·"· . ··-
...... , ...... ·- .. -······. . ..... ' ·-··-· - ... - ··-· ~-· ... 
- 141 -;. i 
RECYCLE RE FR RECYCLE•K BRA NCH RE FB BRANCH·K 13276 
·· .031B5 
--.40.3865 ···- ...... - - 0 o. 00000 0. 0 00 0 1a1a2 .03001+ 40.1476 0 o. coooo o. 0000 21405 .02922 40.0396 0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 24176 • 02 86 5 3q.<:J656 0 o. roooo 0. 0 00 0 2551 q .02ai.2 39.9341+ 0 O. (OOOO 0. 0 00 0 26932 .02a19 39.9 044 0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 2<3142 .02787 39. 8 621 783 
• C8174 147.6627 29598 .02780 39.8541 2785 
• (4166 138. 7832 ~1238 .02760 39.6266 5450 
• r3 90 a 13B.2119 33421 .02731+ 39.7935 d25d 
• (3 52 d 137. 3 68 7 34 82 5 .02120 39.7741 ggoo 
• [3386 137. 0548 37165 .026q7 3q.7443 14190 
• ri 3144 136. 5 192 43738 .02641+ 39.6751 18707 
• (29d 9 136.1749 49E4Z .02607 39.6263 22l+d9 
• r2a9c3 135.9743 54 E5Z. .02581 39.5918 25590 • [2 840 135. 6461 
' 
57072 
.0257D 39. 5 771 269 1H 





XTH XEXP XERR PCT MA IN RE QSU ~ (GPM) VEL. (fPSJ 1.0000 1.0000 o. 0 00 0 13276 4 ... 110 1.63d1 
'i"~ 




1.0000 1.0000 o. 0 00 0 214 05 7 ,1118 
t~ 
1.0000 · 1.0000 ·-···· o. 0 000 24176 8 • 0 32 5 2. q a zq 
.(:-; 
1.0000 1.0000 o. 0 000 25519 8 .4 7 8 8 3.14d7 1.0000 1.0000 · o. 0 000 26932 d 4 9 ttd 2 J. 32 30 .9205 .9738 
. -5. 7926 29925 9 .942 7 3. 69 23 .8722 .9140 
-4.7978 32383 10.7595 3. 9957 .8161 .8515 
-4.3315 36687 12 .1896 4. 52 67 .774<3 .ao19 .... -----3.482.1 -··· ·---- 41679 13.clt+dO s. 1426 
/: {/ 
.7 570 
• 778 5 





• 7 237 




····-·. 3117 . 








• 0 169 80244 26 .6615 9.9010 
.,;..: 
,· 
!in .. ~ 
.678J 
.6769 
-.0842 84064 27 .9306 10. 3723 
1; .. 
AVE~AGE RESULTS FOR FLOHSPLIT 6 
~-------------------------------
RECYCLE K-FACTOR= 39. ase4---·- ··- ···· ·· ··-·-······ ..... 
-··· ----. RANCH K-FACTOR =136,0621 
F.CYCLE FRICTION FACTOR= .OZ76Z 
RITICAL FLOWRATE 
= 9. D 258 GPH · 














-· ___ ..,._ _ .. -.... 
RECYCLE ORIFICE 1/2 INCH 
13R~NCH ORIFICE 
1/2 INCH 
... . ;. ......... -............... _,.. .. ,.. ...... . 
0 •"·-·~-~:=--~~:,,":" __ -__ :. • A,::".':-~~- - :·-··•·--- • ' 
MAIN H-L 
( IN HG) .HLH ERROR RECYCLE H-L · HLR ERROR BRA NCH H-L HLB ERROR (+/-) CCH HG) (+/-) CC~ HG> (+/-) 
TRIAL 1 
.2000 
-0.0000 s. o oo o 
-0.0000 a .o o o o 
-o. 0000 
• 
• 4 000 
-0.0000 9.1000 
-o. 0000 0 .0000 
-0.00-00 
.6 000 
-0.0000 12. 4 500 
-0.0000 o. 00..00 
-o. 0 000 
.8 00 0 
-0.0000 
-· 16.2000 















































• 15 00 
'+1.7000 
• 15 00 
14.0000 
.1500 11.sooo· 
• 20 00 49.8000 • 2 000 
16.0000 
.2000 80.6000 
• 3000 58 .0000 
• 30 00 
17.6000 
.2000 89. 0 000 




-·-· H,o TRIAL 2 
.5 00 0 
-0.0000 
·10.6000. 


















































• 2000 5 0 .s O O 0 
• 15 00 
10.0000 
• 200 0 eo.aooo 




• 3000 65 .6000 
• 3000 
.. ···-.. -·-··-·· ··-·- -·· .. --, .... ., ...... ·-
·-· "'" .... . 







- ..... MIIIIMIWMM.IIIIIIIMIIMIIMIIINJlll'I , 
~VERAGEO I~PUT DATAI 
HAIN H-L HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR E~ROR aRA~CH H-L HLa ERROR 
UN tiGJ (+/-) <CM HG> (+/-) CC~ HG t (+/-t 
.2000 
·-0.0000 5. 0 00 0 




-o. 0000 0 .o O O 0 
-0.0000 
.5 000 
-0.0000 10.6 000 












-0.0000 0 .0000 
-o. 0 o.oo 
1.0000 0.0000 16.BOOO 0.0000 0 .o O O 0 o. 0 0 00 
1.2000 
- 0. 0.00 0 22.5000 
-o. 0000 







1.5000 0.0000 22.9250 
• 05 00 
.375 0 o. 0 0 00 
2.0000 0.0000 24.0250 o. 0000 1 ,4 0 0 0 o. 0 0 00 
3.0000 0.0000 
. 27. 5 000 o. oo oo 4 ,2 250 o. 0000 
4.0000 0.0000 29.1000 o. 0000 9 .125 0 o. 0 0 00 
5.0000 
-0.0000 JJ.3000 
-o. 0000 13.1000 
-0.0000 
6.0000 0.0000 37 .4 750 0.0000 17 .1250 o. 0 0 00 
a.0000 o. 0 00 0 45.a ooo 












• 20 00 5 0 .15 0 0 
.17 50 
1E.OOOO 
.2 00 0 60.7000 
• 3000 57 .9000 
• 27 50 
17.8000 · 
· • 200 0 
·-· 88. 9 000 




. ·----... ··-·-······· .. ·-·-·····-- .. -·- .. ··· . 
'i i 
' ( 
... -··-··-····· · - 144 - ·- · 
. . . ·.;. •••••• N ... MMMMMMMIIMIIMIIMMM.IIIN.,.. . 
-~--:~--~.!" ... -· --···-~--,--.. . ··- - . 
- . . ---·----:---· ____ --. - ·-.-- .. ___ ···-- ·-- -
RESULTS OF AVERAGED DATAI 
HAIN FLOW QM ERROR RECYCLE FLOW QR ERROR aRAN Oi FLOW aa ERROR 
(GPH) ( + /- PCT.) (GPM) C+I- PCT.) ( GPM) C+t- PCT.) 4.2465 o.ooorr 4. 5 72'+ 
o. 00 00 0 .0000 
o. 0 0 00 
~ .8 80 3 0.0000 6.1508 
o. 00 00 0 .o O O 0 0.0000 
f:.5299 0.0000 6.6336 0.0000 0.0000 
o. 0 0 00 
7.1136 0.0000 7 e 1836 0.0000 0 .0000 
o. 0 0 00 
7.6476 0.0000 7. 5 8 64 0.0000 0.0000 
o. 0 0 00 
8.1~25 
o. 0 00 0 8.1840 
o. 0000 0 .0000 
o. 0 0 00 
9.0421 0.0000 
a.a 100 
o. 00 00 0.0000 0.0000 
• 
9.8504 0.0000 9. 6298 0.0000 
,4675 
o. 0000 
10.0410 0.0000 9.6404 0.0000 
•'+ 675 o. 0 0 00 
10.9386 0.0000 
. ·9.7194 
• 1107 1 .2679 
o. 0 0 00 
12.5206 0.0000 9.9476 
o. 0000 2 .4343 
o. 0 0 00 
15.1470 0.00011 10.6359 0.0000 4 ,2065 
o. 0 0 00 
17 .JJ7q 0.0000 10.9379 
o. 00 00 6 ,1592 
o. 0 0 00 
19.2~33 0.0000 11.6931 0.0000 7 ,3669 
o. 0 0 00 
20.97~4 
o. 0 00 0 12.3974 0.0000 8 .i.122 
o. 0 0 00 
.. 
24.0082 0.0000 13.6923 







.26111 14. 8 72/i 
• 1177 
• 19 00 
29.043B 
.4491+ 16.01d5 




• 1Z. 2 J 14.3215 
e 1776 
33.2448 
.680 0 18.1259 




• 17 24 16 ,3891+ 
• 2J2lt 
- ···-· ······ - ... 
. . ~ - . •-, --·- ....... ··- . . . . ....... -··~·-· -. 
. ····-··"··-··--·····- ... -······ ...... -
- 145 - ... 
....... - . .. .. . . . . .. NIIIJlll'll'll'll'll'll'lftl'll'll'll'IS,l"ll"lnl'IJ'I 
---ll.11..1111..1111.M.MMMMMIINMIII , 
RECYCLE RE FR RECYCLE-K aRANCH RE Fa BRA NCH-K 13762 
• OJ 16 3 
··--··-40.3570 -- .. ·-- -·- --- . 
- .. 0 
o. 00000 0. 0 00 0 
18512 
.02994 40.1351 0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 
19965 
• 0295& 40.0844 0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 
21621 
.02917 40.0333 0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 
22833 
.02691 39.9997 0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 
24 E 3 2 
.02857 39.9547 0 0. 00 0 0 0 
o. 0 00 0 
26516 
.02825 - .. -- . 39. 9 129 
·o 
o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 
ia9aJ 
• 021a9 39.B650 1407 
• C4549 46.2761 
29 015 
.02788 39. 8 644 1407 
• (45t.9 46. 2761 
29253 
.02785 39.8602 3816 
• [l+ 30 6 45. 7375 
29 q,. 0 
• 02 77 6 !9.8481 7327 
• (3629 4~. 2 374 
32 011 
.0215 0 39.Bi!.t5 12661 
• U216 43. 322 5 
32920 
.0271+0 
- - 3CJ.a 008 18537 
• (2994 42.8301 
35193 
.02716 Jg. 7692 22173 
• f.290 5 
~2.6336 
37313 
.02696 39.7425 25318 
• f 2 84 5 42.5010 
'+1210 
.02663 
· 39.6996 31015 . 
• ·, 276 2 42.3179 
44 763 
.02637 39.6659 35272 
• [2715 42.2133 
~\ 
48211 
.02616 39.6372 39328 




.. 39.6131 4 3101+ 
• (2649 42.0665 
• 
54554 





• 02 56 9 39.5761 49328 





·-·--- .............. . 
--····-·····------
··- ·- ·--, .. --. ... 
. . . - .. . .... --- - -··.. - . - ........ . 
. I 
I 
--····-- ·- ..... -..... 
......... ~---·-.. -· ........ - ··-~ •········-·· --..- ·., - .. ·····- •· ... . 
· · .. .... · .. -146. -·-··· · · -
.............. _____ . . 
. . .. . .. ..  .., M.IIIIMIIIMIIIMMMIWMMal/lllllN . 
. _ . ...... . . . · · "'"'"'"'"'l'l"'"'"""'"l"lnnnr11'1 
.. ,_ ... -·--- - -. .:.:.~.~ .. -~---~ ~- .. ·._ -
··- ··-·--··-··· ~ XTH XEX? XERR PCT MAIN RE QSU Jo' (GPM) VEL. (FPS> 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 13762 4 .5 72'+ 1. 6 9 80 
1.0000 1. 0 00 0 a. o ooo 18512 6.1508 2. 28 42 
1.0000 1. 0 00 0 o. o ooo 19965 6 .6336 2.4631+ 
1.0000 1.0000 o. 0 00 0 21621 7.1836 2. 66 77 
1.0000 1. 0 0 0 0 0.0000 22833 7 .5864 2.8173 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000, 24632 8 .181+0 
~. 0392 
1.0000. 1.0000 0.0000 26516 a .a 1 o o 3. 2717 
.9oo 2 
.9537 
-5.9397 30390 10.0972 3. 7497 
.8g94 
.9538 
-6.0414 30422 10 .1078 3. 7 536 
.8393 
• 8 81+ 6 
-5.4 000 33069 10.9873 
"· 08 02 
.7687 
.a 034 
-4.5159 37266 12.3B19 ~ •• 59132 
.6d93 
.7166 
-3.951d 44672 14.8424 s. 5119 
.6444 
• 6396 
..• 7141 51458 . 17.0971 E. 3492 
.6176 
,6135 
.6714 57366 1g.0600 7. 0 7 81 
.5999 
.5958 
.688d 62631 20 .d096 7. 7279 
.5769 
.5706 
... 1.oc,;a7 ,., 
72225 23 .9973 a. 9116 
.564 0 
.5593 
.8309 8 0035 26 15920 9. 8 752 
• 554 7 
.5507 
• 7 061+ 87540 zq .oa5s 10.8012 
.5478 
.544 2 
.6595 9l+573 31 ,4224 11.6690 
.s4zg 
•5'+10 
.3535 10 Dd37 33.5036 12. '+419 
.5392 
.5371 
.J860 10 6560 35.1+051 13.1480 
-· - ------- --. ·-· 
AVERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT 7. 
·-------------------------------
"· 
RECYCLE K-FACTO~. = 39.8489 
~-
r 
a RANCH K- FACTO R = 4 2. 4 0 1 ~ _,_ . 
. . ·- -·-··. -·-·- . -
'> 
RECYCLE FRICTION FACTOR 
= • 027 77 
f-
CRITICAL FLOWRATE =· 9. 0267 GPH 
-~< t;,'. 
"r', 
.. ·--.... _ ---- . -
- . ··- ·-· . -
.. ···-. ~ .... ~·-... - ........ _ --··- ··- ··- ····-···· •.. ,. ·- .. .. .... . ... - ....... . 
. . . ··---- ···--. ··--· ,,_ 
........ ···-- - ... ···-···· ...... ·-·- ····-.·--·-···--·--·--·- •···---., ................. , __ ······· .. ·' ·-·-
' ....... . 
· ............ __ ··; -·147·-·- ·-· .. 
FLOHSPLIT 3 
---.-----... ~-----~ 
RECYCLE OR IF ICE 
S/8 INCH 
B R.GNCH OR If ICE 
1/2 INCH 
.................. . --·- .... __ , ·. -
~·----~--·---· :-·- .. ,--·-·--··--·---
M~ IN H-L 
(IN HG) 
HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L · HLR ERROR BRA f\CH H•L 

































1 •. 0000 
4.oooo 
s.a ooo 



















- o. 0 0 0 


































35. 6 000 






































• 10 00 
-- ··-· • 10 0 0 -· ... .. . 
• 2000 
• 3-0 00 




0 .o O O 0 
0 .0000 




1 .6 0 0 0 
4 .0000 
9 .75 0 0 
13.7000 
18 .4000 
2 5 .6 0 0 0 
32 .6000 
r.o .sooo 
lt8 .. 0000 
0 .o O O 0 
0 .0000 




.ss o a 
1 .as o o 
7 .2 0 0 0 
12.0000 




















• 10 00 
• 10 00 
• 1000 
• 2 000 


















• 5 0 00 
AVERAGED INPUT DATA: 
t1 AIN H-L HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR BRAt-CH H-L HLa ERROR (IN HG) ( +/ •) (CH HG) (+/-) (Ct, HG) (+/-) 
.8 0 0 0 0,0000 5.8500 0.0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
1.0000 0.0000 6.q250 o. 00 00 0 .o O O 0 0.0000 
1.5 00 0 o. 0 00 0 ·10.6000 ·0.0000 0 ,0000 0.0000 
2,0000 0,0000 13.9500 o. 0000 0 .0000 o. 0000 
2,5000 -0.0000 17.3000 -0.0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
3,0000 -0.0000 20.1000 -0.0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
3.3000 0.0000 21.77511 o. 00 00 .05 0 0 o. 0 0 00 
4,0000 0.0000 22.1500 o. 0000 .5 0 0 0 o. 0 0 00 
5,0000 0,0000 24.2000 0.0000 1 .8 25 0 0.0000 
• 6,0000 -0.0000 24.8000 • 10 0 0 4 .o O O 0 -a. 0000 
7.0000 -0.0000 26.2000 -0.0000 7 .2000 -0.0000 
a.0000 -o;oooo ··· 2a.i. ooo ·· · ..• 10 00 9 .75 0 0 -0.0000 
9,0000 -0.0000 30.6000 -0.0000 12.0000 -o. 0000 
10.0000 -0.0000 33,8000 • 1000 13 .7 0 0 0 • 10 00 
11.0000 -0.0000 . 35.6000 • 10 00 16 ,4000 .1000 
12.0000 -0.0000 Jd.5000 • 10 00 13 •'+ 0 0 0 .10 00 
1~.0000 -0.0000 '40.5000 • 1000 20 .9000 • 10 00 
14.0000 -0.0000 42.6000 • 20 00 2 3 .2 0 0 0 • 20 00 
15,0000 -0.0000 45.4000 • 1000 25 .60 00 • 10 00 
1a.oooo .1500 52,7500 • 25 00 32 .a o o o • 2000 
21.0000 , 200 0 ··-· 60.3500 ·• 1+0 on · ··· 40,9000 • 3000 
24.0000 .3000 67.7500 • 5000 lt8 .2500 • 4 000 
25,8000 ,4 00 0 71,4000 .5000 52 .2000 • 5 000 
- 149 -
- -·~----···-·- -- •'·· 
---··----······-·--···--
----------··•-···----·· -~~;·:r·:·:J'IJ'lft~J'IJ'IJ'll'll'lftMl'II, __ _ 




---::::··-- ·.--···.·-_,.·_ -~·,.·:;;:~:-: .. ··· ---




! .. ·-·--,-·-···--- .. ·-·· ····- . 
RESUL Tit, OF AVERAGED DATA: 
' 
MA IN FLOW QM ERROR RECYCLE FLOW QR ERROR BRANCH FLOW QB ERROR (GPN) ( + /- PCT.> (GPM) (+/- PCT.) ( GPM) (+/- PCT.> 
a.1r.2s 0.0000 · a.0211 ...... -·- 0.0000 0.0000 a. o o oo CJ.0421 0.0000 8.7325 o. 00 00 0 .o O O 0 o. 0 0 00 10.qJ86 0,0000 10. 7 98'+ 0.0000 0.0000 o. 0 0 00 12.5208 0.0000 12.3837 0.0000 0 .o O O 0 0.0000 13.901+1 o.o 00 0 13.7871 o. 00 00 0.0000 o. 0000 15,1'i70 0.0000 14.8583 o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 15.8403 o. 0 00 0 · 15. 4635 O. 00 DO 
.4675 o. 0 0 00 17. 3 37 g 0.0000 15.5958 • o. 00 00 1 .462 0 o. o o oo 1'3.2S33 0,0000 16.299d D. 00 OD 2.775d o. 0 0 00 20.9744 0.0000 16.5001 • 2024 l+.0941 o. 0 0 00 22.549 D 0.0000 16.958'+ o. 00 00 5 .4773 0.0000 24.0082 0,0000 17.6543 .1768 6 .3646 0.0000 25.3736 0,0000 - - 1<3.3237 0.0000 7 .053d O. 0 0 DO 26.6606 a. o oo o 19.2557 .1486 7 .5 321 • 3696 27.8809 0.0000 19.7605 • 1411 8.233q • 3.0 90 2<3.0438 o. 0 00 0 · 20.5477 • 1304 8 .716 7 
.2756 30.1562 0.0000 21.0734 e 1240 9.2d43 , 242d 31.22i.2 0.0000 21.6115 • 2358 9 .777 0 
.4376 32.2521+ 0,0000 ··----·--· 22.3087 ··~ -·-·---· - .. • 1106 .. ·- 10 .. 265f+ 
.1 <384 35.1354 ,'+5lt9 24.0425 • 2381 11.6058 • 3100 37.7732 .s 224 25. 7121 • 3330 12.9461 ,3733 40.2176 - ,6881+ . 27.2391 • 37 09 14 .0502 .4223 
41.6070 ,855 7 27.·9615 • 351q 14 .&085 ,4881 
···-- ····~-·--- ··-· --- .. . -·-
. 
-·--·-- . '' 
. -- ··------ - ·-· ......... ,.. ··- - -·
--·- -· . 
. ···-· - -· ·--··- ···-···---- _,, .. ·
--· ····--···- .. _._ 
- 150 - · 
.. - .......... _,, ... ··- ··-· ..... -... ·-··












,, 24161 .. 
26282 



















dl 9d 3 
84157 
FR 























RECYCLE-K BRANCH RE FB BRA NCH-K 
- --· 15.9331 ... ··- --~ ... . - . 0 - o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 
15.8850 0 o. coooo 0.0000 
15.7742 0 o. 00000 0.0000 
15.7102 ' 0 o. coooo 0.0000 
15.6639 0 o. (0000 0.0000 
15.6334 0 . o. coooo a. o oo o 
15.6178 .... ·-·· 11+07 . • C454 g 46.2761 
15. 6145 41+ 00 • [4139 1+5. 3 68 4 
15.5978 d354 • C351d 43.9925 
15.5933 12322 • [3233 43. 3 616 
15.5833 161t85 • 03 0 57 42.q704 
15.5689 19156 • (2977 42.7925 
15.5559 21230 • (292 5 l.;2. 6 794 
15.5391 226 70 • (2 8 9 5 42.6107 
15. 5 306 24782 • (2651+ l.+2.5217 
15. 5180 26235 • (2 83 0 42.4673 
15.5101 27943 • (2d O 4 42.4091 
15.5023 29426 • l2 78 3 42. 3 632 
., 15.4926 30896 • (2701+ 
-42.3211 
15.4708 349 30 • (2719 tt2.2209 
15.4521 38964 • (2€:81 lt2.1380 
15.436d I+ 2237 • (2 655 42. 0 797 
15.4301 43968 • (2 643 42.0530 
. - ~ -··--- ·- "••·•·--
- .,. · .. · · · · · - · · 151 · - ..... . 
,. 
. ·•·- ·····--.. . .. .. -
XTH XEXP XERR PCT 
1.0000 1,0000 0.0000 
1.0000 1,0000 0.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 





,672() • 911+ 3 
-4.8518 
.6166 ,6 545 
-4.6344 
.7862 .a 012 -.1.g 104 
,7559 .1 sa 3 • 32.11 
.7399 , 7 350 
.6596 












,6897 ,6 aas 
.1725 








· .660<3 ,6597 -- .1a1s 
.6 Sd6 
.65&d ,26d7 
AVERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT 8 
----------------·---------------
RECYCLE K-FACTOR = 15.5919 
BRANCH K-F~CTOR = ft2,49q2 
RECYCLE FRICTIO~ FACTOR = ,02606 
CRITICAL FLOWRATE = 1~.4~06 GPH 
























--.. -...... - ...... : .. -----~ .... ·- - ·····-···-·· ..... 
, .. -·· .. - 152 ~-. ······ 
QSUt- CGPH) 
a .0211 







19. a 756 
20 .591;2 
22 .435 7 
24 .. 018<:J 
25 .3 775 
26.7d7d 
27 .9944 
29 .2 644 









3. 24 23 
4.0101 
4. 5 q88 




7. 06 33 
7. 61+79 
• 8. 3317 
8. 9197 
9.4242 


















· J/8 INCH 
BR~NCH ORIFICE 
1/2 INCH 




















































10.0000 • 200 0 
RECYCLE H-L HL R ERROR BRANCH H-L HL e ERROR CCH HG) (+/-) ( C t< HG> (+/-) 
1.c.000 . -o. 0000 0 .o O O 0 
-0.0000 14. 0 000 
-0.0000 0 .0000 
-lJ.0000 21. 7500 
-o. 0000 
.osoo 
-o. 0 0 00 







-0.0000 25.6500 .,• 
-o. 00 00 6 •'+ 5 0 0 





-o. 0000 22 .2000 • 10 00 57.0000 • 20 00 3 7 .d O O 0 • 1000 70.5000 • 30 0 0 
~1.5000 • 2000 
. 86.l+OOO 
• 5000 66.2000 
.4000 
7.0000 
-o. 0000 o .0000 
-0.0000 14.5000 
-o. 0000 0 .o O O 0 
-0.0000 
· -· 21.8500 .. - -o. 0000 





-0.0000 1 .65 00 
-0.0000 ?'t.5000 ·-0.0000 2 .75 0 0 
-0.0000 25.8500 
-0.0000 6 .5 0 0 0 
-0.0000 29.J+OOO 
- o. 00 00 10 .1soo 
-0.0000 JZ.1000 
- o. 00 00 13 .0000 
-0.0000 
49.6000 • 2000 30 .5000 • 10 00 64.9000 • 20 00 44 .9000 • 2000 7~.4000 
·.r+ooo 59.1000 • 3000 85.5000 • 5000 66 ,5000 • 40 00 
.... -, ..... 
- 153 - · 
.. ---- -- . 
·-- .. ' 
·-· . 
. ' .MMMMNJlll"lflll'll'l!"l'll'll'll'll'll'll'll"IMn(,r'I 
···-···._;.··.;.·~MNN.WMMMM:W-M.11.M.IIIIMMMMMIIIIIM 
...... _____ .. "_"-. .. : .. ~. ·-· ,._ ·· .. 
AVERAGED.INPUT OATAi 
.. -··. . . ·-· ........ 
MJ\IN H-L HL M ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR a RA ~CH H-L HLB ERROR (IN HG) (+/-) (CH HG) (+/-) (Ct- HG) (+/-) 
.1000 0.0000 1.2000 o. 0000 0 .0000 o. 0000 .2000 0.0000 14.2500 o. 0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 0 0 -.3000 0.0000 --·21.sooo o. 00 00 · 
.0500 0.0000 .4000 0.0000 22.0000 0.0000 
.20 00 0.0000 .6 000 -0.0000 22. 8 500 
-o. 0000 1 .0500 
-0.0000 .a oo o -0.00011 23.6000 
-0.0000 1 .650 0 
-o. 0 0 00 1.0000 0.0000 24.4500 0.0000 2.7500 o. 0 0 00 l.5000 0.0000 25.7500 0.0000 6 .4 75 0 0.0000 
: 











-0.0000 35.9 000 
-0.0000 16.9500 
-0.0000 4.0000 -0.0000 .. 41.8000 
-0.0000 22 .2000 
.10 00 5.0000 -0.0000 49. 6 000 • 20 00 30.5000 • 10 00 
> 
6.0000 
-0.0000 57. 0 000 • 2000 37 .aooo • 1000 7.0000 -0.0000 .. 
f. 
6!+.9000 • 20 00 !+4 .9000 • 20 00 8.0000 .100 0 70.SOOO • 30 00 51.5000 • 20 00 9.0000 .1000 78.4000 • 40 00 59.1000 • 30 00 10.0000 .2oon BS.9500 
• 50 00 · 66 .3500 
• 4000 
RESULTS OF AVERAGED DATA: 
HA IN FLOW QM ERROR ··- RECYCLE FLOW QR ERROR - BRANCH FLOW QB ERROR (GPN) ( + /- PCT.) (GPH) (+/- PCT.) C GPM) (+/- PCT.> 3.0667 0. 0 00 0 ·- · 3. 0 406 o. 00 00 - . 0 .o O O 0 o. 0 0 0 0 ~.2465 0,0000 4.2622 O. 00 DO 0.0000 o. 0 0 00 5 .1372 0.0000 s.zsgq o. 0000 
.4675 0.0000 5.8803 0,0000 ·s.2a31 0.0000 
.920 7 o. 0 0 00 7.1136 0.0000 s.3a37 o. 0000 2 .1111 o. 0 0 00 8.1425 0,0000 5.4704 o. 0000 2 .6<.07 o. DO 00 9.0421 0.0000 5.5670 0.0000 3 .4 0 0 7 0.0000 10.qiae 0.0000 
~- 7116 o. 00 00 5.1969 o. 0 0 00 12.5208 o. 0 00 0 6.0730 o. 0000 6.4129 0.0000 13.9041 0.0000 
- 6. 3696 0.0000 7 .3390 0.0000 15.1470 0.0000 6.7321 o. 00 0 0 s.36qs O. 0 0 DO 17. 3 37 9 0.0000 1. 2584 o. 0000 9 .566 0 
.2286 19.2533 .. 0.0000 - --1 .a 995 --------· • 20 sa ----- - ... 11.1951+ 
.166& 20.974ft o. 0 00 0 8.4620 
.1792 12 .4506 
.1346 2,.si.90 D. DD O 0 9. 0 232 
.1575 13.5564 • 2268 24.0082 .6658 ·9.4003 • 2176 1't'!5111 
.1979 25.3736 .sg39 9.qo74 • 2611 15 .534'3 • 2Sda 26.6606 . 1.0725 10.3685 • 2976 16 .4509 • 30 76 . -... - ..... ·-·· ·-····· .... - ..... - .... .. .. ~- . ' -
- 154 -- · · 
! 
i:. 
.................................... ··-·········· ··-·· ..... . . . ,.._ ~~ ~-,;..:,,,. 1'11'1.Pll'l l'll'lftl'll'll'll"JlilJ 
. ··-;;. NN M NIIJll.aJII.IIII.Mll.ll.11.1111111111 •• MIi . 
------·----·-·· 
RECYCLE 



























.5 26 D · 










FR RECYC LE-K BRA NCH RE 
.• 034&t6. · 
.. ··· 131+. 0 84,. -···---~-- --·--- 0 ··-
















• 02 76 0 
XEXP 






















-· .133. 5 609 10235 ... 
133.5424 15641 
133. 4992 1 q301 
- 133.4667 
. 2 20 89 
133.4301 25190 




133.2551 4 Oo 07 
.. "133.2330 
--- 436 75 . 
133.2055 46756 
133.1824 49513 
... ·-·- ·- .- --- . 
XERR PCT MAIN RE 
0.0000 9152 
.......... · o. 0 000 -··· ·--·-. 12828 .. 
-6.2412 17238 
-6.0596 18698 
. -5.2014. 22557 
-5.0946 24412 
-4.1093 26991 
--7:·.-·. 4657 ........... --·· 3 28 31 ·- ··-·· .. 
• 5420 37579 
.as1a · 41259 
... · 1. 0301 ·. -~----~-. 45452 
• I+ 8 q 1 5 06 3 7 
.9114 57471 
·-·- .a4so·· .. -······62941 
•• 1+277 67965 
.9311 11q67 
• 7 8 70 '76574 
.6676 d0719 
FB 
·- 0. co O O 0 
o. coooo 
• C'+549 




. .• r:336 2 
• (3 0 6 7 
• r2973 
• (2907 
• r2a4 7 
• (2791 
• C2731 
• [2 694 
• r2666 
• (2645 . 
• r2 62 4 
• (26 0 8 
QSU ~ <GPH > 







·· 10 .9081+ 
12 .4d5B 
13.7086 








.... , - ............ , ... ··-·-····-' . -· .. ·- . ··- -·· ·-- .. - .. .. .. . . ..... . 
VERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT 9 
-·~-~~----~--~-----~---~-~-~--~ 
ECYCLE K-FACTOR =133,4418 
RANCH K-FACTOR = 42.,4633 
ECYCLE 'FRICTION FACTOR·=· .02957· .. ··-··---·····-····· ..... ,. 
RITICAL.FLOHRATE = ·· 4,9327 GPM 
.. . 
.. ... .. .... -·-···· .. . .. .. 155 ........... .. 
BRANCH•K 

















41. 9 75 9 
VEL. (FPS> 
1.1292 
1. 56 28 
2.12 E9 






s. 09 08 
s. 6 0 81 































· 3/d INCH · 
8 RANCH ORI FI CE 
5/8 INCH 
l'!f!N H-L 

















-o. 0000 2.0000 
-0.0000 24.3000 --· 
-0.0000 3.0000 
-0.0000 27. 8 500 
- o. 0000 4.0000 
-0.0000 31.3000 
-o. 0000 E.0000 
-0.0000 36.6000 
• 10 00 8.0000 
.1000 
~6.1000 
• 20 DO 10.0000 
• 2 oo a 54.0000 
• 4000 12.0000 · 
.2000 62.5000 
• 5000 1s.oooo 
.3000 73. 0 00 0 













-0.0000 22. 0 000 
-o. 0000 1.0000 
-0.0000 22.9500 · 
-0.0000 1.sooo 
-0.0000 22.6000 
- o. 00 0 0 2.0000 
-0.0000 24.3500 
-0.0000 3.oooo 
-0.0000 27. 9 000 
-a. 0000 4.oooo 
·-0.0000 29.·a ooo 
-o. 0000 E.0000 
-0.0000 3d. 5 000 
• 20 00 8.0000 
.1000 
. 46. 7000 
.• 2000 10.0000 55.0000 .2 00 0 
• 40 00 12.0000 
.2000 62.l+OOO 
• 50 00 1s.oooo · 
,3000 ... 73. 5 000 
.6000· 
··156 -
aRANCH H-L HLa ERROR 




















• 10 00 
23,8000 
• 20 00 
31 ~oooo 
•'+000 
3d .do a o 
• 5 000 
46 .0000 











2 .8 0 0 0 
-0.0000 
I+ .3 5 0 0 
-0.0000 
7 .s O O 0 
-0.0000 
10 .45 00 
-0.0000 





• 40 00 
3d .0000 
• 5 000 
47.5000 
.6 ODO 
AVERAGED INPUT DATA: 
MAIN H•L HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR BRA NCH H-L HLB ERROR 
(IN HG> Hl•) (CM HG) ( +/-) < C t' HG) (+/-) 
.1000 O. 0 OD 0 7.0000 0. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
.2 000 0.0000 16.2000 o. 0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
.3000 0.0000 . ·····21.7500 ... o. 0000 
.0500 o. 0 0 00 
.5 000 0.0000 22.0000 0.0000 
.2000 o. 0 0 00 
1.0000 0.0000 23.0750 o. 00 00 1 .o 75 0 O. 0 D 00 
1.5000 0.0000 22.4000 o. 0000 2. 7 250 0.0000 
2.0000 0.0000 24.3250 o. 00 00 !+ .3500 0.0000 
3.0000 0.0000 27.8750 0.0000 1 .i.ooo o. 0 0 00 4.0000 0.0000. 30.5500 o. 00 00 10 .4250 o. 0000 37. 5500 
• 
6.0000 o. 0 0 0 0 
• 15 00 t6 .gsoo 
• 15 00 
~.o ooo 




- S4. 5 00 0 




• 50 00 38.4000 
• 5 0 00 
15.0000 
.3 00 0 73.2500 
• 6000 47 .7500 
• 6 000 
RESULTS OF AVERAGED DATA: 
AIN FLOW QM ERROR ~E CYCLE FL OW QR ERROR BRANfH FLOW ae ERROR (GPl't) C+/- PCT.> · .... ·· CGPt1) 0 /- PCT.) I GPN I C +/- PCT.> 
-~' 
3.0E67 0.0000 2.99d6 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
::,,, I• 
l+.24&5 0.0000 4.5414 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
~)· 
1\. 
5.1372 0.0000 s.2s3q 0.0000 
.7461+ o. 0000 
6.5299 o. 0 00 0 5.2837 0.0000 1 .4904 o. 0 0 00 
9.0tt21 0.0000 ····· ··--·--,- 5. 4 09 9 
·--· o. 0000 3 .i.i.a 3 o. 0 0 0 0 
10.938E 0.0000 5.3310 o. 0000 S ,'+840 0.0000 
12.5206 O,OODO 5.5529 o. 00 00 o .9249 o. 0 0 00 
15.1470 0.0000 5.9401 o. no oo q .o 26 3 o. 0 0 00 
17.337g 0. 0 00 0 6.2155 o. 00 00 10 .7091 0.0000 
20.97Z.4 o. 0 00 0 6.8834 • 2036 13.6473 
.4440 
21&,0082 
• &65 8 7.&431 
• 219'3 1& .215 Ei • 4191 
21:.6606 1.0725 a.21&3 • 374a ta .S16B 
• 6420 
29.0ftJd • c3ga 7 a. as 31 
.L+09Z 20 .s 211 • 6539 
32.2S24 1. 0 85 8 9.5800 ', '+190 22.8774 
.6312 
· ... .. . ..... - · - · 157 -
_ . . .. .... .. . · · · ·· NJlll"lll"ll'll'll'l.l'll'll'll'll'lftl'lnnn1,l'I ·····- ... ... ...... MM-N MIIIIMMIIIIMIIMIIMIIMMMM . 
................................... -~-··-~~-- . . 






16 2.8 2 
16 045 
16713 










• a 21+ 2 
.7J54 
.5794 
• 4 91+ 0 
.4461 
.3CJ81 




.3 04 7 
.2960 




















































··-··- • 2257 
• 2431 
• 3 076 
·t.4116 
2 .. 0 355 
.a1s3 
··-·1 .. 0129 .. 
- 1.0954 
.9643 
-- . ·- ... - . -
AJERAGf RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT 10 
--------------------------------
RF.CYCLE K-FACTOR =133.47d0 
BRANCH K-FACTOR= 18.331~ 
RF.CYCLE FRICTION FACTOR= .02985 
CRITICAL FLOWRATE = 4.9~21 GPH 
I .... ·-·-•·•••-·•••·-·• •••••· 






























8 8,. 08 
97688 






• C 3 35 2 
• r3 o 5 6 
• (2934 
• f12615 
• (2 74 8 
• f2 664 
• [2612 
• r2 576 
• (255 0 







1 o .a 1s o 







32 .4 57t. 
BRANCH-K 
0. 0 000 










17. 8 721 




1. f:a 65 





s. 55 79 
6. 2851 
7. 6243 
d .. d6 02 
. 9. 9499 
10. 9064 




- - "" Nee NHN HNI .. -•• .;.-:,;-;;-;_;;.-•• c .. ---.:_"' ~~- IUUIN IWIII IWII MM IWN N . . 
'-•• ,,,, .... ,,_,_ _ _,_.,, ___ L•,•- ,-••··-~·-••• C~·-••••,,,,~••-
.. -···- ... ·· · .. .. · Ml"l"Mnnn1,r'I .... · - · .. .. ....... . -· NIIIMNllll'll'll'll'll'll'll'll'I 
FLOHSPL IT 11 
RECYCLE ORIFICE 
1/Z INCH 
aR ANCH CR IFICE 
5/B INCH 
.. ·- .... ·- ··-···-... -..... . ... - ···-··· 
· HAIN H-L 
<IN HG) HLN ERROR .... RECYCLf H-L - -- HLR ERROR 




. -o. 0000 .6 00 0 
-0.0000 12.0000 
-o. 0000 1.0000 
-0.0000 17.5000 
-o. 0000 1.2000 
-0.0000. 
-22.1000··- ···-
- o. 0000 1.sooo 
-0.0000 22.9 000 
-0.0000 2.0000 
-0.0000 23.4 000 
... 
-o. 0000 3.oooo 
-0.0000 23.oooo . ··-
·-0.0000 4.oooo 
-0.0000 25. 1000 
-0.0000 6.0000 
-0.0000 30.0000 
-o. 0000 d.0000 
-0.0000 35.2000 
• 10 00 10.0000 
.100 0 Jq.sooo 
• 15 00 12.0000 
.1 so o 45.4 000 
• 30 00 1,.0000 
.2000 
·53.0000 •••••- •• 0 -M- • 
• 40.00 1a.oooo 
.Jooo 61.0000 
• 50 00 
TRIAL 2 • ••• ·--•M •-•••• • • '> 
.3000 
-0.0000 1.1500 
-a. 0000 .• 6 000 
-0.0000 






-o. 0000. 2.5 000 
-0.0000 24.3000 
-o. 00 00 3.oooo 
-0.0000 22.1000 
-0.0000 1+.0000 · 





• 20 00 10.0000 
.100 0 
.39.7000 
• 2000 12.0000 
.2 00 0 45.2000 
·• 3000 1s.oooo 
.2 00 0 SJ.aooo 
• 4000 18.0000"" 
.Joo o 
BRA~CH H-L Hla ERROR 

















a .1 o o o 
-0.0000 
12.5000 
-0.0000 17 .0000 
• 10 00 21 .3000 
• 3000 
· 2a .3000 
• 4000 35 .1000 : 
• 5 000 
0 .0000 
-0.0000 0 .0000 
-0.0000 











d .45 0 0 
-0.0000 12.aooo 
• 10 00 17 .20 00 
• 1000 22 .0000 
• 3000 2d .5 000 
• 4000 ·-------61.sooo - ---------- · .1+000-
- · - · 35 .sooo 
• I+ 0 00 
24.oooo 
.4000 78.3000 
• 5000 49 .• 0000 
• 5 000 
. -·· ....... 
- .... -·---- ····-·· ····- -· ...... -··-·····-··· --. . 
.. 
.. · ---.... : ....... __ ...... - 159 - · .. · 
.........__·-~-··-~-.. ---"-'----.. >----~~--- ·-
• ~" -··~,:C..:~.:~:.t::-::. -~ • -... -L •.. -, ..... ,, ... 
... ·-·- . - ---MIIIMMMMMMNIMMMMMMMNMMMN , a.11LaM~MNNNMNMRNMNNNM • 
I 
AJERAGEO INPUT DATA: 
MAIN H-L HL M ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERRO~ BRA t\'CH H-L HL e ERROR 
<IN HG J (+/-) (CH HG> (+/-) ( C ~ HG J (+/-) 
.3000 0.0000 7.0250 
o. 0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
.6 00 0 0.0000 12.2750 
o. 0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
1.0000 o. 0 0 0 0 18.4000 
o. 0000 0.0000 
o. 0 0 00 
1.2000 





-0.0000 22. 7500 
-0.0000 
.05 0 0 
-0.0000 
1.sooo 















-0.0000 24. 3 000 
-o. 0000 1 .3000 
-0.0000 
3.oooo 0.0000 22.8 500 
o. 0000 2 .425 0 d. 0 0 00 
L+.0000 o. 0 00 0 24.9750 0.0000 l+ .225 0 o. 0 0 00 
6.0000 0.0000 29.9250 0.0000 8 • 2 75 0 0.0000 
R.0000 0.0000 31+.8500 
• 15 00 12 .65 0 0 
• 05 00 
10.0000 
.100 0 39.6000 




• 30 00 21 .65 00 




• 40 00 2 8 .1+ 0 0 0 






• 45 00 35 .6000 
• 45 00 
';' 
24.0000 
•'+ 00 0 7B.3000 
• 5000 1+9 .0000 





RESULTS OF AVERAGED DATA: 
/'.,. 
t_:'. 
HAit-: FLOW OM ERROR RECYCLE Fl OW QR ERROR 8RANCH FLOW QB ERROR 
C GP fl J C+ I- PCT. J (GPf'fJ (+/- PCT.) ( (PMJ ( +/- PCT.) 
~-
s.137z 0.0000 
---·- ~- s.4110 
- 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
7.1136 o. 0 00 0 7 .1334 o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
9.0421 0.0000 8. 7167 o. 0000 0 .o O O 0 o. 0 0 0 0 
<.l.8S04 o.ooon 9.6721 
.... ·0.0000 
.'7464 o. 0 0 00 
10.0410 0.0000 9.6d26 o. 0000 
,7464 
o. 0 0 0 0 
10.9J8E 0.0000 9. 7 142 o. 0000 1 .0547 o. 0000 
11.CJt61t 0.0000 q. 7665 · 
o. 0000 2 .105q 
o. 0 0 00 
12.5208 o. 0 00 0 
,9. a 186 o. Od 00 z.oaJo 0.0000 13. 9 Oft 1 0.0000 10.003d o. 00 00 3 -7911 o. 0 0 00 15.1470 o. 0 00 0 9. 7 037 o. 0000 5 .1740 
o. 0 0 00 
"j 
17 .337 g o.ooou. 10.1405 
o. 00 00 6.8249 D. 0 0 DO 
., 
20.9744 o. 0 00 0 11.0904 0.0000 9 .5437 o. 0 0 00 
t 
', 
24.ooaz o. 0 00 0 
.. i1.9595 
• 2189 - •, 11.7939 
.1962 
< 
26 .660 6 
.5363 12. 7407 













.7239 14. 7 738 




.9 099 15. 8121 
• 374 7 19 ,7605 
• 6347 
40.2176 
.9179 17. 8569 
• 3260 23 .114z 
• 5126 . ~-· .. '·-·· .... . 
. ... ... . . 




------""···------------~.~-· . _ _ _ .... - .. - - "'"'"'"'l'll'll'll'IMl'll'lrtnnnru, --·-·-- ----· -- - -·-· :II.NM MIIIIMIWMMMMMMIIIMIIIMN,.JII , 
RECYCLE RE FR RECYCLE-I< BRANCH RE . FB 1628E 
• 03064 
- . - - 40.2264 . ~- ...... - .. 
D 21470 .02920 40. 0 377 0 26235 • 02 83 0 39.9169 0 29110 • 02 78 7 39.8627 2247 29142 • 02 78 7 39.8621 2247 29 ?.3 7 
.02785 Jg. a 604 3174 29 Jg 5. • 0278 J 39.8576 6338 29551 • 02781 39. 8 549 8075 ~0109 
.02774 39.8452 11410 29205 
.027B6 39.8610 15572 30520 
.02768 39.8383 20541 33379 
.02735 39.7941 28724 359~5 
.021011 39.7588 35497 3d 346 
.026B6 39.7304 41256 409d7 
.02665 39.7019 46408 44465 
.02639 39.6685 53135 47590 
.02619 39.6421 5 94 74 53744 
.02585 39.5977 69748 
XTH XEXP XERR PCT MA IN RE 
1.0000 1.0000 o. 0 000 16286 1.0000 1.0000 · 
... 0. 0 0 0 0 -· -
214 70 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 26235 .a7o B 
.92a4 
-6.6038 31357 .a 1 o o 
.9 2d 4 
-6.7162 31389 .6459 
.9021 
-6.6392 32411 • 77611 
.8226 
-5.6887 357 33 .7444 
.1as4 























.• 9574 e4369 
•'+352 
• 3 848 
AVERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT 11 
-------------------------------
ECYCLE K-FACTOR= 39.8288 
RANCH K-FACTOR= 1<l.319o 
ECYCLE FRtCTION FACTOR= .02761 · 
RITICAL FLOWRATE = 9,0289 GPN 















• f30 26 
• f4464 
• f3 76 0 
• C3546 
• f 32 85 
• (3 0 d 9 
• l2942 
• C27 92 
• (2713 





QSU ~ (GPH J 
5 ,4110 
7 1J34 . 
8,7167 












32 .42d 1 
35 .s 726 
41.0311 
BRA NCH-K 
0. D 00 0 
0.0000 
0. 0 00 0 
1A. 8686 
1d. d 6d6 
22. 0 56 2 
20.4956 
20. 0 215 
19.4432 











2. 0 09,. 
2. 64 91 
3. 2 370 
J.d690 





s. 52 50 
6. 3003 
7. 66 27 
8. 8211 
9. 8218 
1 o. 78 33 
12. 0425 
1J. 2103 



































Fl OWSPL IT 12 
--.. ---~---.... -.. 
RECYCLE ORIFICE 
· 1/Z INCH 
eRANCH ORIFICE 
5/8 INCH 
MAIN H-L HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L · HLR ERROR (IN HG) (+/-) CCN .. HG) (+/-) 
TRIAL 1 
.3000 
-0.0000 6. 7 00 0 
-o. 0000 • 6 0 0 0 
-0.0000 
.12.sooo 
- o. 00 00 1.0000 
-0.0000 19.1000 
-0.0000 1.5 0 0 D 
-0.0000 28. 6 000 
- - o. 00 0 0 2.0000 
-0.0000 36.9000 
-0.0000 2 •'+ 00 0 
-0.0000 42.0000 
-o. 0000 3.oooo 
-0.0000 
'42.9000 
-o. 00 00 s.0000 
-0.0000 44. 9 000 
-0.0000 7.oooo 
-0.0000 49. 7 000 
• 1000 9.oooo 
-0.0000 54. 6 oou 
• 10 OD 12.0000 
-0.0000 62.0000 
• 20 00 1s.oooo 
-0.0000 70.4000 
• JO 00 18.0000 · 
.1000 
..... 78.8000 
• 40 00 21.0000 




-0.0000 6.4 000 
-0.0000 .6 000 
· -0.0000 
·-·-12.Jooo· 
-o. 0000 1.0000 
-0.0000 19.1000 
-o. 0000 1.sooo 
-o. 0000 
-0.0000 29.0000 2.0000 
-0.0000 J7.oooo · 
-o. 0000 2 .4 00 0 
-0.0000 42.1000 
-o. 0000 3.oooo 
-0.0000 43.2000 
-o. 0000 4.oooo 
-0.0000 43.6 000 
-0.0000 6.0000 
-0.0000 47.oooo 
-o. 00 00 A.0000 
-0.0000 52.0000 
• 10 DO 10.0000 
-0.0000 
· 56.5 000 
• 2000 12.0000 
-0.0000 61.4000 
• 3000 s.0000 
-0.0000 70.3000 
• 3000 0.0000 · 
· .1000 · 
· ------33. Z ODO .. -
---- , ... 4 0 0 0 -- · ., . 
.. - - - ·- ··--· -.. -· 
........ ····--·--·······-~·-···· ·- ...... ____ -· .. 
. -· . . . . 
. . . . 
. ··- ... ····-·-· ...... 
- 162 - . - ... 
BRA 1'CH H-L HLB ERROR (Ct- HG) (+/-) 
0 .. o O O 0 
-0.0000 





-o. 0 0 0 0 






2 .6 0 0 0 





• 10 00 21 .5 0 0 0 
• 2 000 2 8 .s O O O . 



















7 .6 0 0 0 
-o. 0000 
11 .I+ 0 0 0 
.10 00 1s .soon 
.1000 21 .sooo 
• 2000 
.. 32 .sooo 
• 3000 
. .... . .. ..._..M:'tl•N IIIIIIIMNIAINMMIIMII . 
~-~~--. -------·-····-·-----~-------·-·---·-···«• .... -------- . . 
AVERAGED INPUT DATA: 
HAIN H-L HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR BRA ~CH H·L HLO ERROR 
(IN HG) (+/-) 
<CH HGJ (+ /-) CC ~ HG> C•I-) .Jooo 0.0000 G.ssoo 0.0000 0 .0000 o. 0000 
.6 000 0.0000 12.l+ 000 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
1.0000 0.0000 19.1000 
o. 00 00 0 .0000 
o. 0 0 00 
1.sooo o. a o a o 2a.aooo o. 00 00 0 .0000 0.0000 
2.0000 0.0000 36.9500 
o. 0000 0.0000 
o. 0 0 00 
2.'4000 o. o oo o 42.0SOO 0.0000 
.os oo 




.2so o 0.0000 
ti.0000 
-0.0000 43. 6 000 
-0.0000 1 .z O O 0 
-0.0000 
s.0000 
-o.oooa 44. 9 ooo 






-o. 0000 4 ,1500 
-0.0000 
1.0000 
-0.0000 49. 7 000 
• 10 00 s .60 o o 
. -o. ooou 
a.0000 
-0.0000 52. 0 000 
• 1000 7.6000 
-0.0000 
9.oooo 
-0.0000 54. 6 000 
.1000 9 .s O O 0 
-o. 0 000 
10.0000 
-o.aooo 56.5000 
• 20 00 11 .4 o o o 
• 10 00 
12.0000 0.0000 61.7000 
• 2500 15 .3500 
• 10 00 
1~.0000 0.0000 70. 3500 
• 3000 21 .sooo 
• 20 00 
1B.oooo 
.100 0 7B.dOOO 








.100 0 86.2000 










RESULTS OF AVERAGED DATA: 
AIN FLOW QH ERROR RECYCLE FLOW QR ERROR aRAN CH FLOW aa ERROR 
CGPMt <+1-.pcr., (GPH) f+/- PCT.) C GPM) (+/• PCT.) ---- .. - ·-- .. - ~-- ·-· s.1312 0.0000 5.2266 0.0000 o .0000 o. o o oo 
7.1136 0.0000 7 .1693 
o. 00 00 0 .0000 
o. 0 0 00 
9.0421 0.0000 8.8794 0.0000 0 .0000 
o. o o oo 
10.9Jcl6 0.0000 10.aa19 o. 0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
12.5208 
o.oooa 12.3111 o. OD 00 0.0000 0.0000 
J.6r.01 · 0.0000 13.1251 o. 0000 · 
.7464 
o. o o oo 
5.1470 0.0000 13.2788 0.0000 1 .6658 
o. 0 0 00 
7.3379 0.0000 13.3625 
o. oo oo 3.64Zd o. 0 0 DO 
9.Z~33 O. 0 OD 0 13.5584 o·. oo oo · 5 .3570 O. 0 0 OD 
.· 
0.9744 0.0000 13. 8686 o. 0000 6 .7642 o. o o o o 
r\ 
} 
2.5490 0.0000 14.2577 




· ---· ··• 09ao -- ·· 9 .1i.11 o. 0 0 00 
1: 
S.3736 0, 0 DO 0 14.9373 
• 0934 10 .221+1 
o. 0 0 OD 
~\-
E.660 6 D.O OD 0 15.1925 
.1805 11 .1975 
• 43 99 
·r 
9.0438 o. 0 DO 0 15.8695 
• 2066 12 .9887 
• 3266 
2.2sz4 D. 0 DO 0 16.9348 




• 2592 17 .6853 
• 3523 ' 
6.9176 · 
· · .2738 · 
-----18.4018 
.... -···· ··---. •2'+55 -·-
· 18 .8826 
• '+6 35 
7. 7732 
,Z612 18, 7274 
• 2370 19 .3972 
•'+392 
.. ···- .. --163 .•. 
RECYCLE RE F'R RECYCLE-K BRA NCH RE FB 
BRA NCH•K 
15731 .0306'3 40.2523 0 o. 00000 
0. 0 00 0 
21578 .02cus 40.0345 0 o. 00000 
0. 0 OD 0 
26 72 5 .02a22 39. g 086 0 o. 00000 
0. 0 00 0 
327.52 .0211;2 39.13033 0 o. c
oooo 0. 0 00 0 
3705 3 .02698 39.7457 0 o. c
oooo 0. 0 00 0 
3q503 .02677 3q.111s 2247 • 03026 
20.5416 
3qg&6 .02673 3g.112s 5014 • (3'~95 23. 2 255 
40213 .02671 Jg. 7099 1096t+ 
• (3313 21.3362 
40607 .02606 39. 7 037 16123 
• (3 069 20.6622 
4171+ 1 .02659 3q.£,q42 2035q 
• (2 g4 6 20.3207 
'+2«312 • 02£,S 0 39.682g 2 3641 .r
2a75 20 .125 2 
Lt3ddl+ .026L+3 39.673d 27530 • r
2a 1 o 1q.g433 
i.1+gs 1 .0263& 39.6642 30772 • r:276
5 19. 8207 
45725 .02631 Jq.6575 337 01 
• (2 7 31 !9. 7 2& 7 
47763 .02618 39.6407 3gog3 • r2 bB 
0 19.513!+6 
50C369 .02600. - 39.6166 4 624 7 
• r2 62d 19. 439 5 
53914 .02585 39.5966 5 3228 
• (2568 19. 3300 
55 364 .02571\ 3q.Sft73 56832 
• (2 571 1q.282 C. 
So 365 .02573 39. 5 613 5 8381 • rz 56
4 19.2635 
XTH XEXP XERR PCT MA IN Rf QSU ~ 
(GPM) VEL. (FPS) 
1.0000 1.0000 -- -· a. o o o o 157 31 
5 .2266 1.g4oq 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 2157d 
1 .16g·3 2. 60 21+ 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 26725 
8 .6 794 3. 29 75 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 32752 
10 .881q t+. 0411 
1.0000 1.0000 o. 0 000 3 7053 12
 .3111 4. 5719 
.CJ457 .9462 -.0484 41750 1
J.3715 s. 1513 
.aa1a .8885 ...... -.7657 
-- . ··- .. ' 41+979 14 .9l+lt6 s. 5 496 
• 7 6&6 • 7 856 .1013 51161 1
7.0053 6. 3151 
.7 21E • 716 6 .6656 569 30 
16 .915'6 7.024'+ 
.& 76 3 .6722 -- .6176 6 2100 
20.6330 7. 66 2 3 
• 6 ff 4 7 .6443 -. 0 065 66553 22 .112
5 6. 2117 
.&1S6 .6145 .1858 71415 23
 .7279 8. 8116 
.sq4t, .5 q37 
.. 
.1921 75729 25.1614 g. 3439 
• 5 790 .5757 ,.5710 7 91+ 27 
26 .3900 g.aoo2 
.5527 .5499 .5130 86856 
28.6582 10.71~8 
.5251 .521+l • .1565 "97216 
32.3006 11. 9952 
.s 054 .5032 • I+ 3 25 107142 35 ,5965 1 ~
. 21 gg 
.1+'372 .1+936 • 7 245 112216 
37 .2841+ 13.dl+cO 
.4934 · .4912 -·-·-· • 4526 · 114745 -
... 36 .1~4 7 14.1580 





RECYCLE K-FACTOR= 3CJ.736o---···· 
I 
BRANCH K•FACTOR = 19.902q 
RECYCLE FRICTION FACTOR= .02691 
























.4 00 0 













.4 00 0 
.6 000 
1.0000 




































RECYCLE H-l HLR ERROR BRANCH H-L HLB ERROR 
CCH HG> (+/•) CCH HG) (+/-) 
6.3 000 -o. 0000 0.0000 -0.0000 
• 15.2000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 
2q.sooo -o. 0000 o .0000 -0.0000 
41.0000 -0.0000 .05 0 0 -0.0000 
41.4000 -o. 0000 .250 0 -o. 0000 
42.3000 -0.0000 1 .1500 -0.0000 
!t3.6000 -o. 0000 2 .4 0 0 0 -0.0000 
46.5 000 -0.0000 4.7500 -0.0000 
49.7000 -o. 0000 7 .L+ 0 0 0 -o. 0 0 0 0 
55.2000 • 2000 13 .3000 • 10 00 
62.0000 • 30 0 0 1 q .5 0 0 0 • 2000 
73.0000 • 30 00 26 ,5000 • 2000 
as.2000 • 30 00 3 s .5 o o o · • 2 000 
6.6000 -0.0000 0 .o O O 0 -0.0000 
14.q 000 -0.0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
.. · ···-··-- 2g. 3 0 0 0 · 
-0.0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
40.5 000 -o. 0000 • 050 0 -0.0000 
40.9000 -o. 0000 .2 500 -0.0000 
41.5000 -0.0000 1 .1000 -0.0000 
43.l+OOO -o. 0000 2 .2500 -0.0000 
46.5000 -0.0000 '+ .CJOOO -0.0000 
1+<3.5 000 • o. 00 00 1 .65 o o -0.0000 
55.2000 • 2000 13.6500 • 1000 
65.2000 • 20 00 19 .8 0 0 0 • 10 00 
73.2000 • 30 00 26.0000 • 3000 
81t. 8 000 • 30 OD 3 5 .6 0 0 0 • 3000 
- ···-··-·-···· 
.... ·- .. ,~ . 
- 165 -
.JUi.ilMMM MMMM ........ ,.. ....... ,..r'l'll'll'l l'll'll'll'll'll'IMl'II 
AVERAGED INPUT OATAt 
MAIN H-L HLM ERROR RECYCLf H-L HLR ERROR aRA ~CH H-L HLa ERROR 
(IN HG> ( +/-) (CM HG> ( + /-, CC f' HG) (+/-) 
.1000 0.0000 6.4500 o. 0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
.2000 0.0000 15.0500 o. 00 00 0 .0000 0.0000 
.4 000 0.0000 2q.i.ooo o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
.6 000 0.0000 40.7500 o. 0000 .05 0 0 o. 0 0 00 
1.0000 0.0000 41.1500 a. oo oo .2 50 0 0.0000 
1.50 0 0 0.0000 41.9000 o. 00 0 0 1 .12s o o. 0 000 
2.0000 0.0000 '+3.5000 o. 0000 2 .3 25 0 o. 0 0 00 
3.0000 0.0000 46.5000 0.0000 t+ .8250 o. 0 0 0 0 
4.0000 o. 0 0 0 0 49.6000 o. 00 00 7 .5 25 0 o. 0 0 00 
6.0000 0.0000 55. 2 000 • 20 00 13 .4750 •. 10 00 
8.0000 .osoo 63.6 000 • 25 00 19.6500 • 1500 
10.0000 .1000 73.1000 • 30 00 26 .2500 • 2500 
13.0000 .2000 85.0000 • 30 00 35 .5500 • 25 00 
RESULTS OF AVERAGED DATA: 
MAIN fLOH QH ERROR RECYCLE FLOW QR ERROR aRAN (H FLOW aa ERROR 
iGPH) (+/- PCT.> (GPM) (+/- PCT.) ( GPM) (+/• PCT.) 
3.0667 0.0000 2.8796 o. 00 00 0.0000 0.0000 
( 4.2465 0.0000 4.3790 o. 0000 o .oono o. 0 0 00 
( s.aeoJ 0.0000 6.09B7 o. 00 00 0 .0000 0.0000 
~:-
i' 7.1136 7.1676 
" 
0.0000 o. 00 00 .7464 o. 0 0 00 
9. 04 21 0.0000 7. 2 023 o. 00 0 0 1 .665 8 0.0000 
10.q386 0.0000 --·· 7.2670 0.0000· 3 .5274 0.0000 
12.5208 0.0000 7.4029 o. 00 00 5 .o 66 5 o. 0 0 00 
15.1470 0.0000 7.6512 0.0000 7 .292 3 0.0000 
17.3379 o. 0 0 0 0 --- 7. 8995 o. 00 00 g .1020 o. 0 0 00 
;~. 20.9744 0.0000 8.3288 • 1,s1 12.1715 • 3722 
;, 
•} 24.0062 .332 9 8.9333 • 2009 14 .6914 • 3630 
~,. 2E.6606 .5363 · · g. 5 703 -· ..• 2099 16 .9745 .47d1 
t' 30.1562 .8 31& 1p.3116 • 1807 19.7467 • 3531 
• 166 -· 
RECYCLE RE FR RECYCLE-I< BRA NCH RE Fa a RA NCH•K 
a 6& 1 ·· • 0346 9 ·. · · ... 134.1406 0 o. 00000 0.0000 
13180 .03190 133.7479 0 o. 00000 0. 0 00 0 
18.355 .02g9g 133.4963 0 0.00000 0.0000 
2157 3 .029113 LB.3900 2247 • 0,3026 20.51+16 
21E77 .02916 133.3d70 5011+ • 03995 23. 2255 
21872 .02911 133.3814 10616 • 0 J336 21.3993 
22281 .02903 1~3.36qq 15249 • 03101 20. 7509 
2302a .02as1 133.3496 2194a • 02910 20.2202 
23775 .02873 133.3307 27395 • 02812 19.91+8 9 
25067 .0281+9 133.2999 36633 • (27 0 2 19. 6452 
26A67 .0281'3 133.2606 44217 • (2641 19. 4 7f> 7 
28804 .02791 133.2236 51009 • (2 599 19.3609 
31035 .02762 t3J.1asz 59432 • c2 56 o 19.2512 
• 
XTH XEXP XERR PCT MA IN RE QSU ~ (GPH) VEL. (FPS) 
1.0000 1.0000 . 0.0000 8667 Z .8 796 1.06'3L+ 
1.0000 1.-0 oo o 0.0000 13180 4 .3790 1. 62 62 
1.0000 1.0000 o. 0 000 18355 6 • 0 98 7 2. 2646 
.go4s .905 7 -.1262 2 3B 19 7 .9140 2. 9390 
.a 101+ .a 12 2 -.2155 26691 8.8681 3. 29 33 
.6753 .6732 • 3 043 3 21+ 88 10 ,7943 L+. 0 0 85 
· .5~54 .. .s g37 ··--.2917 37530 12 .4 694 - 4. 6307 
.514 7 .512 0 .5145 1+4q76 14 .9435 5.5494 
.4£:dl+ .4646 .7g34 51170 17.0015 f:. 3137 
,; 
.4150 .4063 ······ ··2.1o&g 61700 2 0 .5 0 0 3 7. 6130 t, 
.3637 .3781 1.4 60 0 71104 23 .6248 8. 77 33 '··· 
".'-
.3629 .3605 .6474 79a93 26 ,544B s. as 11 
~~ 




~:· AVERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT 13 r ~-~~~--~---~----------~~---~-~~ ,·. 
•; 
,t. RECYCLE K-FACTOR =133.3685 - ··- .. 
' 
BRANCH K-FACTOR = 20.0066 
RECYCLE FRICTION FACTOR = • 029 01 
\ CRITICAL FLOHRATE = 7.1530 GPM 
\ 























. .-.lililllllMIIMll •• ,. .... ,.'!"'J'IJ'IJ'l.l'll'lftl'll'll'IM1'J 







( IN ~G) 
HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR 
(+/-) (CN HG) (+/•) 
TRIAL 1 
.2 000 -0.0000 15.0000 -0.0000 
.4 00 0 -0.0000 28.6000 -0.0000 
.6 000 -0.0000 40.6500 -0.0000 
1.0000 -0.0000 ··z.t.6000 -0.0000 
1.5000 -0.0000 '43.9000 - o. 0000 
2.0000 -0.0000 46.1000 -o. 0000 
3.0000 -0.0000 51.8000 -· . -o. 0000 
4.0000 -0.0000 sa.sooo • 2000 
5.0000 -0.0000 66.2000 • 20 00 
6.0000 -0.0000 72.8000 • 20 00 
7.0000 -0.0000 7q.1+000 • 30 00 
B.0000 .1000 d6. 9 000 • 30 00 
- -----····· --· ---~ ······-· 
TRIAL 2 
.2000 -0.0000 . --· ... 14.1 000 - o. 00 00 
.4 000 -0.0000 28.5 00 0 -0.0000 
.6 00 0 -0.0000 40.7000 -o. 0000 
1.0000 -0.0000 -•. 4 1. I+ 0 0 0 · · -- -o. 0000. 
1.5000 -0.0000 43.7000 -0.0000 
2.0000 -0.0000 1+s. a ooo -o. 0000 
3.0000 -0.0000 , __ 51.8000 -0.0000 
4.0000 -0.0000 58.4 000 • 2000 
s.0000 -0.0000 65.q 000 • 20 00 
6.0000 -0.0000 -- .. 72. q 000 • 2000 
7. 0 00 0 -o.ooou 79.1000 • 3000 
a.0000 .1000 86.8000 • 3000 
.. ·-·. -·· -.-·-··,-..... -... . .. -· ..... -· --··· ... - . . .... ·---,-~ .. 
· - 168--- .. 
BRANCH H-L HLB ERROR 
IC!t HG) (+/-) 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -a.0000 
.as o o -0.0000 
,75 00 -0.0000 
3.0500 -0.0000 
5 .. 7000 -0.0000 
11 .3 0 0 0 -0.0000 
17.7000 • 10 00 
21+.7000 • 1000 
30.9000 .1000 
37,5000 • 20 00 
41+ .6 0 0 0 • 3000 
0 .o O O 0 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
.05 0 0 -0.0000 
.70 0 0 -0.0000 
2.9500 -0.0000 
5 .s O O 0 -0.0000 
11.1+000 -0.0000 
17 .6 0 0 0 • 10 00 
24.5000 • 1000 
31 .3000 • 10 00 
37.6000 • 2000 
44 .5000 • 2000 
AVERAGED INPUT DATA: 
• 
MAlN H-L HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR 13 RA ~CH H-L HLe ERROR 
<IN t-G) (+/-, (CH HG) (+ /-. CC ~ HG) (t /- • 
• 2000 0.0000 14.5500 o. 00 00 0 .o O O 0 o. 0000 
.4 0 0 0 0.0000 28.5500 0.0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
.6 0 0 0 0.0000 40.6750 o. 0000 .050 0 o. 0 0 00 
1.0000 0.0000 41.5000 0.0000 .7 250 o. 0 0 0 0 
1.sooo 0.0000 43.a ooo o. 00 00 3,0000 o. 0 0 00 
2.0000 0.0000 45.9500 o. 0000 5 .E, 0 0 0 0.0000 
3. 0 00 0 0.0000 51.8000 o. 0000 11.3500 0.0000 
4.0000 0.0000 58.4500 • 20 00 17 .65 0 0 • 10 00 
5.0000 0.0000 66.0500 • 20 00 24 .6 0 0 0 • 1000 
• 
6.0000 0.0000 72.8500 • 20 00 31 .1000 • 1000 
7.0000 0.0000 79.5500 • 30 00 37 .5500 • 20 00 
a.0000 .1 oo a 86. 8 500 • 3000 l+I+ .5500 • 2500 
RESULTS OF AIERAGEO DATA: 
HAIN FLOW Qt,1 ERROR RECYCLE Fl OW QR ERROR aRAN: H FLOW oa ERROR 
(GPM) (+/- PCT.> (GPH) (+/• PCT.) ( GPM) (+/• PCT.) 
4.2465 0.0000 .... 4. 3 0 64 0.0000 0 .o O O 0 0.0000 
S.8fl03 0.0000 6.0108 a. oo oo 0 .0000 0.0000 
7.1136 0.0000 7.1611 o. 0000 .4&75 a. o o oo 
g.oi.21 0.0000 7.'2326 0.0000 1.7573 o. 0 0 0 0 
10.9366 0.0000 7.4261 0.0000 3 .5505 o. 0 0 00 
/; 12.5208 0.0000 7. 6 063 o. 00 00 l+.8363 o. 0 0 00 
I, 
,,:..., 15.1470 0.0000 a.01og 0.0000 6 .d6 2 0 o. 0 0 00 
f}-' 
~: • 2 8 72. 
I' 11.3~7q 0.0000 a. s 67 a • 1748 8.
538<3 
~;; 1g.2533 o. a o o o q.1 020 .1548 10 .0648 • 2061+ 
' 
' 
20.q7lt4 0.0000 q.551+0 • 14 04 11.303q • 1 & 3Lt 
~' 
"' 
22.r;i.90 o. 0 0 0 0 q.g7g1 • 19 30 12 .4097 • 2 710 
•f 24.00<32 .&65d 10.1+220 • 1768 13 .5059 • 2857 
--169 • 
RECYCLE RE -FR RECYCLE-K 
· 12<361' • 03201 133.7619 
18 091 • 03 0 0 6 133.5 064 
21553 .oz ens 133.3(30& 
21768 .02914 133.381+4 
22357 • 02901 133.3678 
22893 .02690 133.3534 
· 24 291 .028&3 · · 133. 3181 
25767 .02637 133.2838 
27 391+ .02a12 133.2504 
2d755 • 0279 2 133.221+4 
30034 • 0277 5 133.2018 
31368 .02758 133.1799 
- - . - --
.. 
XTH XEXP --· XERR PCT 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 
1.0000 1. 0 00 0 .. 0.0000 
.93c33 .93d 7 · -. 0~20 
.8 041 .8 045 -.0529 
.6781 .676& • 2185 
.6164 .6113 .8333 
.5'460 .5405 1. 0 064 
....• 5057 
.. 5 006 ...... -~- • 9572 
.1+785 .It 71+ q .7S2L+ 
.l+E15 .lt581 .743-7 
.4491 .4457 • 750d 
.4388 .4356 .7403 
AVERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT 14 
--------------------------------
RECYCLE K-FACTOR =133.3519 
8R~NCH K-FACTOR= 44.191~ 
RECYCLE FRICTION FACTOR= .02389 











3 40 22 
37350 
4 0649 
MA IN RE 
12961 











- ••·--·•--n·•~---• •- --... •• -••·•·•• •• • • - ••- •• • - • - • -· ·• •- -
··--- --·-- 170 - · 
Fa aRA NCH•K 
o. coooo 0. 0 co 0 
0. co O O 0 0.0000 
• 0-.549 48.7912 
• 03939 47.102c 
• 0 3 331 45.t.192 
• 03129 44.6598 
• 02g3q t.1+.33i+O 
• 02 839 44.0562 
• 02771 t+3.c3703 
• C272 8 43.7501 
• oz&qs 43.65q7 
• (2 66 7 43.5823 
QSUf" (GPH) VEL. (FPS> 
4 .3064 1.5992 
6 .01oa 2. 2322 
7 .6285 2. 8 329 
8 .96CJ9 3. 33 85 
10.9786 4. 0770 
12 .4427 l4. 62 07 
1~ ,932<3 s. 5L+55 
17.1068 6. 3528 
19.1668 7. 1178 
20 .asao 7.745d 
22.3866 8. 3143 
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FLCWSPLIT 15 







HLH ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR 
(+/-) (CM HG) (+/-) 
TRIAL 1 
.3 00 0 -0.0000 6.5000 -o. 0000 
• 6 oo a -0.0000 12.5000 -0.0000 
1.0000 -0.0000 19.5000 -o. 0000 
1.5000 -0.0003 ······· 29.1000 -o. 0000 
2.0000 -0.0000 3A. 0 000 -o. 0000 
2.3 00 0 -0.0000 42.8 000 -0.0000 
,. 
3.0000 -0.0000 - 43.1500 -o. 00 00 
3.5000 -0.0000 44.1000 -0.0000 
4.0000 -0.0000 44.8000 -o. 0000 
s.0000 -o.o 00 0 46.5 000 -0.0000 
6.0000 -0.0000 52.6000 • 10 o a 
8. 0 O·O 0 -0.0000 60.6000 • 10 00 
10.0000 .1000 68.8000 • 2000 
12.0000 , 100 0 76. 3 000 • 30 00 
1~.0000 .1 oo a dS.4 000 • 30 00 
TRIAL 2 
.3000 -0.0000 · ··--·-·--· 6.6 000 · ·- -··-0.0000 
.6 00 0 -0.0000 12.3000 -o. 0000 
1.0000 -0.0000 19.3000 -0.0000 
1.5 000 -0.0000 28.5000 ·- -o. 0000 
2.0000 -0.0000 37.8000 -o. 0000 
2.3500 -0.0000 42.d 000 -0.0000 
3.0000 -0.0000 -z.3.1000··- ···-0.0000 
3.5000 -0.0000 4~. 0 00 0 -o. 0000 
4.0000 -0.0000 ~l+. 8 000 -0.0000 
s.0000 -0.0000 43. S 000 -o. 0000 
6.0000 -o.·oooo 52.5000 -o. 0000 
e.0000 -0.0000 60.4 00 0 • 1000 
1 0 • 0 0 0 0 ··--- · . .. - • 1000 · ·- ·,·-··· 68. 5 000 · . ·.1000----
12.0000 ,100 0 76.SOOO • 3000 
14.0000 , 100 0 85. 7 00·0 • 3000 
···-·-· ·- ---171 ··-
BRANCH H-L HLB ERROR 
CC t HG) (t/-) 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
• 0 .0000 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
.os o a -o. o ooo 
.6 0 0 0 -0.0000 
1 .& 0 0 0 -0.0000 
3.0000 -0.0000 
6 .2000 -0.0000 
9 .3 0 0 0 - o. 0 0 00 
16 .t+ o o o -o. 0 0 00 
24.0000 • 1000 
31 .so o o .1000 
39 .4000 • 1000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
o .o o o o -0.0000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
.osoo -0.0000 
.6000 -0.0000 
1 .6 0 0 0 -0.0000 
2 .9 0 0 0 -0.0000 
e,.1000 -o. 0000 
9 .40 0 0 -0.0000 
16.3000 -0.0000 
-- 23 .8000 . • 1000 
31,6000 • 1000 
39 .2000 • 2000 
.M.JUI.M.lf.MMMMM .. MM••l'IIII ..... J'll'l .. 1'11'11'1 .. l'll'lftMl'I 
AVERAGED INPUT DATA: 
. . . -~ ... ·-
MAIN H-L HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-l HLR ERROR IJRA~CH H-L HLB ERROR 
CIN HG) (+/-) ( CM HG> (+I-) ( C ~ HG> (+/-) 
.3000 o. 0 0 0 0 6.5500 0.0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
.6 00 0 0.0000 12.4000 o. 0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
1.0000 0.0000 .. 19.4000 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
1.500 0 0.0000 26.6000 o. 00 00 0 .o O O 0 0.0000 
2.0000 0.0000 37 .CJ 000 o. 0000 o .o o o o o. 0 0 00 
2.3000 -0.0000 42.8000 -o. 0000 • 05 0 0 -0.0000 
2.3500 -0.0000 42.8000 -0.0000 .o 5 0 0 -0.0000 
3.0000 0.0000 43.1250 o. 0 0 0 0 ,€, 0 0 0 o. 0 0 00 
3.5000 0.0000 44.0500 o. 0000 1 .€,000 o •• o o on 
4.0000 0.0000 44.dOOO o. 00 0 0 2.9500 o. 0 0 0 0 
s.0000 0.0000 48.5000 O. 0 0 0 0 6 .150 0 o. 0 0 00 
6.0000 0.0000 52.5500 • 05 00 CJ.3501) 0.0000 
8.0000 0.0000 60.5 000 .10 00 16 .3500 0.0000 
10.0000 .1000 6d.6500 • 15 00 23.CJOOO • 10 00 
12.0000 .1000 76.4 000 • 30 00 31.5500 .10 00 
14.0000 .1000 85.5500 • 30 00 39 .3000 • 15 00 
RESULTS OF A'JERAGEO DATA: 
HAIN FLOW QM ERROR RECYCLE FL OW QR ERROR aRAN CH FLOH aa ERROR 




?· 5 .137 2 0.0000 5.2266 o. 00 00 0.0000 0.0000 ,. 
r· 7.1-136 0.0000 7.1693 o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. o o oo ,. 
~I, ' 
~. 
9.0'421 0.0000 8.9482 -· o. 0000 -···· . 0 .0000 o. o o oo 
10.9336 0.0000 10.aa1g o. 00 00 0 .o O O 0 o. o o oo 
~· 12.5206 0.0000 12.4669 O. 00 OD 0 .0000 a. o o oo 
r\ 
f 13.3702 0.0000 13.2405 o. 00 0 0 ,4675 o.ooon 
~; 
-··...t • 13.5059 0.0000 13.2'+05 o. 0000 .l+675 0.0000 
... 
i 15.1470 0.0000 13.2902 o. oo oo 1 .6001 a. o o oo 
' 
16 .2 841 0.0000 . ·-·13.1+306 0.0000··· .. 2,6007 o. 0 0 00 
17.3379 0.0000 13.543lt 0.0000 3 .S 21 D o. o o o o 
19.2S33 0.0000 14.0862 o. 00 00 5,0660 o. o o oo 
20.974'+ 0 •. 0000- 14.6569' • 04as 6 .2339 o. 0000 
24.0082 o. a o o o 15. 7159 • 0843 8 ,22·1 S o. 0 0 00 
26.6606 .53ol 16.7309 .1115 9. 9220 .2124 
2"q.Oft38 ..•. .4494 ···.,--17. 6410 · -· .. · ·-·-·-. 20 05 . 11.3646 .1611 









RECYCLE RE FR RECYCLE·K 
15 731 .03083 40.2523 
21578 .0291d 40. 0 345 
26932 .02619 39.9044 
32752 .0271+2 3g. 8 033 
31522 .02691+ 39. 7~01 
39851 .02671+ 3CJ. 7 13d 
39651 .02674 39. 7 138 
ltODOO .02673 39. 7122 
40423 • 02669 3CJ. 7 077 
40762 .02E:66 3g. 7 042 
'42 39 E .02654 39.6878 
1+4113 .0261t2 39.6717 
47301 .02E>21 39.6444 
50 35 €: • 0260 3 39.6210 
53095 .025d9 JCJ. 6 020 
56154 .02574 39.S62o 
XTH XEXP XERR PCT 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 o. 0 0 00 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 "·-0.0000 
1.0000 t.0000 o. o a o a 
.q574 .'365'3 -.8865 
.9574 .9659 -.aaos 
.ddd7 .d925 -.4331 
.8 365 .8 37 8 -.1541 
.7<381 .7 937 ------,--· • 54qg 
• 7 388 • 7 355 .4421 
• 7 024 .7016 .1169 
.6S68 .656 5 .0419 
.6286 .6277 .1450 
.6105 .6076 .4507 
.sq61 .5951 -- , ..• 1569 
AVERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT 15 
RECYCLE K•FACTOR = 39. 7560----·- - . -
BRANCH K-FACTOR= C.4.2938 
RECYCLE FRlCTlON FACTOR= .02706 
CRITICAL FLOWRATE = 13.1013 GPM 
- 173 -
BRANCH RE FB BRA NCH-K 
0 o. coooo 0.0000 
0 o. coooo 0.0000 
0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 
0 o. 00000 0.0000 
0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 
1407 • 04549 L+d.7912 
1407 • 045i.9 48.7912 
4816 • C!+03CJ 47.3784 
7828 • (3 57 2 46.0869 
10597 • (3337 45.1+356 
15247 • t:3101 44.7838 
18762 • C2987 41+.4E:78 
24744 • (2 8 5 5 41+. 1 017 
2CJB62 • (2777 43. dd5 7 
34265 • (2725 43.7430 
38202 • C268 8 43.6366 
MAIN RE QSU f" (GPM > V EL. (FPS) 
157 31 5 .2266 1. CJ'+ oq 
215 76 7 .169 3 2.6624 
2ogJ2 d .91.d 2 3.3230 
32752 10 .6819 4.0411 
37522 12.1+669 4.e,2g7 
41257 13 .7080 S. 09 O& 
41257 13.70cm s. 09 06 
4'+816 14 .8904 s. 5297 
'+ 62 50 16 .o 314 5.9531+ 
51359 17 .0644 c.3371 
57643 19 .1522 7. 1124 
62d 76 20 .8908 7. 7 5 80 
7 2045 23 .9374 8. 8894 
8 0218 26 .6529 9.8976 
B7359 29.0256 1o.17 go 
























































26 .6 000 






































• 200 0 
.2000 
RECYCLE H•L HLR ERROR BRANCH H·L HLE ERROR 
( CH HG) C + I- ) ( C ~ HG> (+ I- ) 
5.8000 . -0.0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
• 7. 0 00 0 - o. 0 0 0 0 0 .0000 - o. 0 0 0 0 
10. 3500 -0.0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
13.a ooo -o. 0000 0 .. 0000 -o. 0000 
19.9000 -o. 0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
26.6 000 -o. 0000 0.0000 -0.0000 
38.7000 -o. 00 00 0 .0000 -0.0000 
41. 7 000 -0.0000 .0500 -0.0000 
40.8000 -o. 0000 .40 0 0 -0.0000 
41.7000 -0.0000 1 .~ 0 0 0 -0.0000 
43.2000 -o. 0000 3 .0000 -0.0000 
45.2000 -o. 0000 4.6000 -0.0000 
.. ··--··· 49. 6 00 0 
-o. 0000 8 .2000 -0.0000 
Stt.1000 -o. 0000 11 .8000 -0.0000 
58. 8 000 • 10 00 16 .4 o o o -0.0000 
. 63.2000 • 2000 20 ,9000 • 1000 
70.5000 • 30 00 28 .5000 • 20 00 
77.2000 • 3000 35.0000 • 20 00 
·-·· aJ.qooo • 3000 41 .0000 • 3000 
5.8000 -o. 0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
6.qooo -o. 0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
10.3000 -0.0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
13.gooo - o. 00 00 0 .0000 -0.0000 
20. 0 000 -o. 0000 0 .0000 -o. 0 0 00 
26.3000 -o. 0000 0 .0000 -o. 0 0 00 
3q.zooo -0.0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
41.5000 -0.0000 .0500 -o. 0 000 
· · ·-···- It 1. 7 5 0 0 .. - ····-0.0000···· .3500 -0.0000 
42.2000 -o. 00 00 1 .3000 -0.0000 
43.8000 -o. 0000 2 .6 0 0 0 -0.0000 
- ··- 45.2000 
-o. 0000 r+ .4 0 0 0 -0.0000 
i.g.e, oo·o -0.0000 7 .95 00 -0.0000 
54.5000 • 10 00 11 .qooo • 1000 
....... 58.6 000 · ·-· · - · ···-· • 10 0 0 .. 16 .aooo • 1000 
63. 2 oo~' • 2000 21 .40 DO • 2 000 
; 70.6000 • 3000 28 .40 00 • 2000 
· ..... -· 71 • 4 0 0 D -· ·· .. · • 31J OD 35 .4000 • 20 DO 
aJ.9000 • 3000 ~l .50 00 • 3000 
, ..,,, -· 
.Mlll'.M.M.MM ........... -... -.111.'MJII.Jlll'IJ'll'lftl"ll'lftMrll 
AVERAGED INPUT OATA1 
M~lN H-L HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR aRA~CH H-L HLa ERROR 
(IN HG) (+/-) CCM HG> ( + /-) lC~ HG> (+/-) 
.8000 0.0000 s. 8 00 0 0.0000 0 .o O O 0 o. 0000 
1.0000 0.0000 6.9500 o. 0000 0 ,0000 0.0000 
1.sooo 0.0000 10.3250 0.0000 0 .0000 o. o o oo 
2.0000 0.0000 13.8500 o. 00 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 
3.0000 0.0000 19.9500 o. 00 00 0.0000 o. 0000 
4.0000 0.0000 26.4500 o. 0000 0 .0000 a. o o oo 
6.0000 0.0000 36.9500 o. oo oo 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
6.l+OOO 0.0000 41.6000 o. 0000 .05 o o o. o o oo 
7.0000 o. 0 00 0 41. 2750 0.0000 .3750 o. o o oo 
8.0000 0.00011 41.9500 0.0000 1 .3500 d. 0000 
g.0000 0.0000 Z.3.5000 0.0000 2 .a o on 0.0000 
10.0000 0.0000 45.2000 o. 0000 L+,5000 0.0000 
12.0000 o. 0 0 0 0 49.6000 o. 0000 8 .o 75 0 o. 0 0 00 
14.0000 0.0000 54.3000 • osoo 11 .8500 • 0500 
16.0000 .100 0 sa.1000 • 1000 16 ,60 00 • 0500 
1a.oooo .100 0 63. 2 000 • 20 00 21,1500 • 15 00 
21.0000 .20011 70.5500 • 3000 28 .4500 • 20 00 
24.0000 .2000 77. 3 000 • 30 00 35 .2000 • 2000 
26.6000 • 200 0 aJ.9000 • 3000 41.2500 • 3000 
- ···-· ... ·-
RESULTS OF AVERAGED DATA: 
MAIN FLOW QM ERROR RECYCLE FL OW QR ERROR BRAN CH FLOW QB ERROR 
(GPM) (+/•. PCT.> CGPH) (+/• PCT.> ( GPM) (+/• PCT.> 
-..... -··---·--· .. 
e.1z.2s 0.0000 7.9934 o. o o o o 0 ,0000 o. 0 0 00 
9.0421 0.0000 a.7402 0.0000 0 .o O O 0 o. 0000 
10.9386 0,0000 10.6577 · ..... o. 00 00 0 .0000 0.0000 
12.5208 0.0000 12.33<J3 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
15.1470 0.0000 14. a 029 O. 00 O_O 0 .o O O 0 o. 0 0 00 
17.3379 0.0000 17.03d9 .. 0.0000 0 .. 0000 0.0000 
20.9744 0.0000 2p.&&11 o. 0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
21.61C3l' 0.0000 21.3569 O. DO O 0 .4&75 o. 0000 
22.5490 0.0000 21.2736 0.0000 1,2679 o. 0000 
24.0082 o.·oooo 21.4464 0.0000 2 .390'3 0.0000 
25.3736 0,0000 21. 838.0 o. 0000 3 .Jt 312 o. 0 0 00 
26.&606 .. 0.0000 · · ····~ 22. 2 5g7 .. o. 00 00 4.3400 o. 0000 
29.0438 o. 0 0 0 0 23.3153 0.0000 5 .7971+ o. 0 0 0 0 
31.2242 0.0000 24.3923 • 01+63 7 .o 100 .2135 
33.2448 .3400 · .. 25. 3590 · • 0656 6 .2635 .1526 
35.1354 .3033 26.3107 .1590 9 .33g2 • 3598 
37.7732 .5224 27.7949 • 2137 10 .8162 • 3572 
40,2176 .• 4569 ·····-29. 0910 . ···- .......... · .1951 · 12 .01aa .2890 
42.2079 . .4154 30. 3 045.' .'1797 13 .0009 • 3702 
- ·. --~ 175 -
RECYCLE RE FR RECYCLE-K BRANCH RE FB BRANCH•K 
-· 24osa .02867 -·-- · 15. 9356 0 - a. coooo 0. 0 00 0 
26 33 0 • 02d 2d 15.8840 0 o. coooo 0.0000 
32077 .02750 15.7807 0 o. 00000 0. 0 00 0 
37138 .026g7 15.7118 0 o. coooo 0. 0 00 0 
44 55 3 .02639 15.6349 0 o. {0000 0. 0 00 0 
51203 .02593 15.5316 0 o. [0000 0. 0 00 0 
62203 .02548 15.5162 0 0. co O O 0 0. 0 00 0 
E427q • 02 541 15. s osq 11+ 07 • 04549 48.7912 
64028 • 02 54 2 15.5071 3B 16 • C'+306 4B.1 liH 
E4S4d .0251+0 15.5046 7196 • C3641+ 46.2874 
E5727 .. 02535 15.4qg1 10327 • r.3355 45.4871 
66 <396 .02531 15.4C:133 13062 • C319 6 45.0~50 
7017 3 • 02 521 15.4 7<H, 17'+49 • (30 26 44.5742 
• 73414 .02511 15.4667 Z 10<3d • C2929 41+. 3 05 3 
76324 .02503 15.4559 24931 • (2852 41+. 0926 
7q1ae .024<35 15.4460 28108 • (2601 43.9526 
83E5S .021+84 15.4316 32554 • 1'2744 43.7947 
a7SS6 .0247 5 . 15.4201 3 6174 • (2706 43.6901 
91209 .02468 15.4102 39129 • (2 660 43.6166 
i', 
i;_. XTH XEXP XERR PCT MAIN RE QSU" (GPM) V EL. (FPS) 
1.0000 ·- 1.0000 · -- ·----·· o. 0 000 2 4058 7 .gg34 2. «36 ai. 
? 1.0000 1. 0 00 0 o. 0 00 0 26330 8 .7 482 3. 2487 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 32077 10.6577 3. gs 7g 
I, 1.0000. 1.0001) 0.0000 3713d 12.3393 t+.5323 
,•;-~-
.:.:: 0. 0 00 0 4~553 14.8029 5.4972 < 1.0000 1.0000 i:: 
{. 1.0000 1. 0 0 0 0 0.0000 51283 17 .0389 6. 32 76 
-~::. 
1.0000 ·-- · 1.0000 · -······--~-o. o ooo . ·-···· -- .... 622D3 ·- -- · 20 .6671 7. 6750 
.9631+ .976 6 -1.5746 656d6 2t.d244 a. 1 o 47 
.9372 .9438 -. 7 027 67844 22 .5414 6. 3710 
.8977 .6997 ·--.2256 -· -·· ,. - -· . 71741+ . 23 .8373 8.8522 
.862g .8642 -.1488 7 6054 25.2E93 9.3840 
·. .a 361 .a 36 a -.01aa a oo5a 26 .5996 g. a 7 ao 
·, 
.19a3 · .6 009 .. - -. 3219 ·- 87622 29 .1121 10.8113 
.7721 .7768 ~-6020 94513 31 .40 2ft 11.6616 
.7520 .7538 -. 2 348 10 1255 33 .&425 12. 4935 
.7366 • 7 36 tJ -.1990 107297 35 .649«3 13.2390 
• 7202 ~7199 .0510 1162 09 38 .6112 1 i.. 3387 
.7087 • 7 07 6 .1501 123730 l+l.1099 15. 2066 
-·.7003 .6CJ98 · ··· ---· ·-·· -·. 0 7 0 D ·· -· ··-····-:: 13 03 38 ·-- - 43.3054' 16. 0819 
AVERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT H, -
--~-~----~----~~---~--~~------~~ 
· RECYCLE K-FACTOR= 15. 5r, 13-·----·····- -· .... -- "- ...... - -· .. . ..... - .. . . ··-
BRANCH K-FACTOR= 44.2a42 
RECYCLE FRICTION FACTOR= .02583 
· CRITICAL· FLOHRATE·= 2 0. 9lt07. GPt1 - .... 

















CI N HG) 
HLM ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR 
(+/-1 (CH HG) (+/-) 
TRIAL 1 
.8 00 0 -0.0000 5. 6 000 - o. 00 00 
1.0000 -0.0000 1.0000 -o. 00 00 
1.s oo o -0.0000 10.6000 · -o. 0000 
2.0000 -0.0000 13.9000 -o. 0000. 
3.0000 -0.0000 20.1000 -o. 0000 
4.0000 -0.0000 26.1000 -o. 0000 
6.0000 -0.0000 3q.4 00 0 -o. 0000 
6.4 000 -0.0000 41.0000 -o. 0000 
7.0000 -0.0000 41.5000 -0.0000 
7 .5 00 0 -0.0000 42.5000 -o. 0000 
a.0000 -0.0000 43. 7 000 -0.0000 
g.0000 -o.nooo 47.1'000 -0.0000 
10.0000 -0.0000 50.2000 • 10 00 
12.0000 -0.0000 56.5000 .10 00 
1~.0000 -0.0000 62. 6 000 • 10 00 
16.0000 -0.0000 70.0000 • 20 00 
16.0000 .1000 77. 6 00 0 • 30 00 
21.0000 .200 0 68.0000 • t+O 00 
·- ~ - ~----.-· ·---- ·---. ··-·. -· ... ····· ...
. -· ... 
TRIAL 2 
.8000 -0.0000 5. 8 00 0 · -o. 0000 
1.0000 -0.0000 7. 0 000 -0.0000 
t.5000 -0.0000 10.4500 -o. 0000 
2.0000· -0.0000 .. 13.9500 -0.0000 
3.0000 -0.0000 2J). 0 000 -o. 0000 
4.0000 -0.0000 26.2000 -0.0000 
6.0000 -0.0000 39.Lt.000 -0.0000 
6.4000 -0~0000 i+0.6 000 -o. 0000 
7.0000 -0.0000 41.6 000 -o. 0000 
7.5000 - · -0.0000 - · -· -- · · '4 2. 8 0 0 0 ····-----0.0000 
a.0000 -0.0000 43.8000 -0.0000 
9.0000 -0.0000 47.3000 -o. 0000 
10.0000 -0.0000 50.1000 -o. 0000 
12.0000 -0.0000 56.2000 •. 1000 
14.0000 -0.0000 62.9000 • 1000 
16.0000 · · ··-0.0000 69.8000 .... ··.2000-· .. 
18.0000 .1000 77.3000 .3000 
' 
21.0000 .zoot1 88. 0 000 .4000 
. ~. ...... ... . .. .. . 
- 177 -
BRANCH H-L HLB ERROR 
( C ~ HG > <•I - ) 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
o .o o o o -0.0000 
o .0000 -a. 0000 
0 .o O O 0 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -o. 0000 
.o ~o o -o. 0000 
.80 00 -0.0000 
1.7500 -o. 0000 
217000 -o. 0000 
5 .2000 -o. 0000 
a .2 o o o • 1000 
14 .l+OOO • 1000 
21 .1000 • 10 00 
27 .8000 • 2000 
34.9000 • 3000 
!+5 .2000 • 4000 
0 .o O O 0 - o. 0 0 00 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -o. 0000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
a .0000 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -0.0000 
0 .0000 -o. 0 0 00 
.050 0 -o. 0 000 
.85 00 -0.0000 
.. l ,6500 
-0.0000 
2.6500 -o. 0000 
5 .40 00 -0.0000 
7 .80 0 0 • 1000 
14 .1000 • 1000 
21 .. 0000 • 1000 
27 .6000 .zooo 
34 .60 0 0 • 3000 
45 .40 0 0 .4000 
~.-n.l~~il(,ttii.:.,Jt:-,. :.-,~~-,·~~ 
AVERAGED INPUT OATA1 
HAIN H-L HL~ ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR E~ROR aRA~CH H-L HLa ERROR 
UN HG) (+/•) (CM HG) ( + /•) (C fw HG> (+/-) 
.8000 0.0000 s. 8 00 0 0.0000 0.0000 o. o o o o 
1.0000 0.0000 1. o oo o o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
1.5000 o. 0 00 0 10.5250 o. oo oo 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
2.0000 0.0000 13. 9 250 o. 0000 o .o a o o o. o o oo 
3.0000 0.0000 20.0500 0.0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 0 0 
4.0000 0.0000 26.1SOO o. 0000 o .o o o o a. o o oo 
6.0000 0.0000 39.4 000 a. 0000 a .o o o o 0.0000 
6.4000 0.0000 40.8000 0.0000 .oso 0 o. o o oo 
1.0000 0.0000 41.5500 0.0000 .8250 0.0000 
• 
.7.5000 0.0000 42. 6S 00 o. 0000 1 .7000 o. o o oo 
a.0000 o. 0 0 0 0 43.7500 o. 0000 2 .6 75 0 a. o a oo 
g.0000 0.0000 .... 47.3500 o. 00 00 5.3000 o. o o o o 
10.0000 0.0000 50.1500 • 05 00 8 .o O O 0 • 10 00 
12.0000 0.0000 56.3500 • 10 00 14 .2500 • 1000 
14.0000 0.0000 62.7500 • 1000 21.0500 • 1000 
16.0000 0. 0 00 0 69.9 000 .• 20 00 27 ,7000 • 20 00 
18.0000 .1000 77.4500 • 30 00 34 .8500 • 30 00 
21.0000 .200 0 88. 0 000 • 40 00 45 .3000 • 40 00 
... --..-·-········ 
RESULTS OF A 'IE RAGED OATAI 
.';" MAIN FLOW QM ERROR .. RECYCLE FLOW QR ERROR aRAN CH FLOW aa ERROR 





8 .142 5 o.·o oo o ·---· ,. ·7. 9 934 ..... -· ··- 0.0000 0 .o O O 0 a. o o oo 
\'. <J.0421 0.0000 8. 77q5 o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
10.9366 0.0000 10. 7602 0.0000 0 .oo 00 o. 0 0 00 
12.s2aa 0.0000 12. 3726 . o. 00 00 . 0 .0000 o. o o oo 
15.1470 0.0000 14. 6399 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
11.337q 0.0000 15.q422 0.0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
•i 
20.9744 o. 0 00 0 20.7659 o. 0000 0.0000 o. 0000 
>. 21.619d 0.0000 21.1s11 o. 00 0 0 ,2602 o. 0 0 0 0 
,. 
'· 22.5'490 o. 0 00 0 21. 3441 o. 0000 1.0411 o. 0 0 00 ., 
23.zq1s 0.0000 21. 6241 o. 0000 1 .l+ 88 8 o. 0 0 00 
24.0082 0~ 0 00 0 21.9006 o. 0000 1 .a6 31 o. 0 0 0 0 
25.3736 0. 0 00 0 22.1010 o. 00 00 2 .6130 a. o o o o 
· 26.6606 ·- o. 0 00 0 ·· ------- 23.4439 -------·-·-·-····. oso1:·· · 3.2033 .6319 
2<1.0438 O. 0 00 D 24. 81+ 11+ ~ QRqz 4 .2&22 • 3559 
31.2242 o.o 00 0 ,•' 26.2171 • oao1 5 .1696 • 2'4-14 
33.2i.1+a· 0.0000 · ·27.6669 - • 143d · S .9216 • 36 7r+ 
35.1354 .3033 29 • .1192 .1947 6 .6339 .436& 
37.7732· .5224 31. 0 344 • 2285 7 .5529 .4505 
. . . . . .. ···-·-······· .... ·- .. - ··- .
. -·· - ..... 
,. .... . -- . 













5 0 gg?. 
62560 
63659 



















































1. 0 0 0 0 
1. 0 00 0 
1.00011 
1.0000 

































a. o oo o 
· ...... 0.0000 .... . 
0.0000 
o. 0 000 
o. 0 000 
o. 0 00 0 
O. D 000 











AVERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT 17 
-~-~~--~--~~--~---~---------~-~-
RECYCLE K-FACTOR= 15.5656 































· 715 22 
76431 
8 0201 





· RECYCLE FRICTION FACTOR = .02586 , ... ·- ·----
CRITICAL FLOHRATE = 20.9378 GP~ 








































0. 0 00 0 
0. 0 co 0 
0. 0 00 0 
0. 0 00 0 
0. 0 00 0 
0. 0 00 0 
0. 0 00 0 
152.1321 
141. 9 04 8 
140.<3551 
140. 2 92 7 




137. 393 0 
137.7356 
137. 562 9 
VEL. (FPS) 
2. % 81t 








8. 56 33 
B.8249 
9. 43 06 
~. 8957 











FLCWSPLIT 18 . 
-~---------..----._ 
RECYCLE ORIFICE 


































































RECYCLE H-L - HLR ERROR BRA~CH H-L HLB ERROR 
CCH HG> ( + /-) CC~ HG> (t/-) 
6.6500 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 
• 
12.4500 -o. 0000 0 .o O O 0 -0.0000 
19.0500 - o. 00 00 0 .0000 -0.0000 
"28.6000 -ojl 0000 D .ODDO -o. 0 0 0 0 
37. 0 000 - o. 0 0 0 0 0 .0000 -0.0000 
42.4000 -0.0000 .o5 o a -0.0000 
43.9 000 - -o. 0000 1 .9 0 0 0 -0.0000 
46. 6 000 -o. 0000 4.1000 -0.0000 
49. 5 000 - a. oo oo 7 .2 50 0 -0.0000 
51+.5 000 -o. 0000 12 .7000 -0.0000 
61.3000 • 10 00 19 .2000 • 10 00 
69.2000 • 10 00 24.8000 -0.0000 
74.5000 • 2000 31.2000 .1000 
85. 7 000 • 4000 41 .1000 • 3000 
-· ·····-·· -· ~ 
6. 5 00 0 -0.0000 0 .0000 -0.0000 
12.4 000 -- -o. 00 00 0 .0000 -0.0000 
1'3.1000 -o. 0000 0 .0000 -o. 0 0 00 
28.2000 -o. 0000 o .0000 -0.0000 
37.6000 ·. .. --0.0000 0 .o O O 0 -0.0000 
42.4 000 -0.0000 .os O 0 -0.0000 
44.10-00 -o. 0000 1 .6 0 0 0 -o. 0 0 DO 
· -4e,.sooo ...... -0.0000 3.9000 -o. 0000 
l+9.2000 -o. 0000 6 .5 0 0 0 -0.0000 
55.6000 -0.0000 13 .0000 -0.0000 
61.d 000 ' • 10 00 1d .7000 .1000 
66.6 000 .1000 24 ,8 0 0 0 • 1000 
75.6000 • 2000 31 .0000 • 20 00 
··- ··-- -a6.oooo · ·-· -----· · · • 40 00 ... . - .. 41 .1000 • 3000 
·-- - - -180--· .. · 
AVERAGED INPUT OATA: 
MAIN H-L HLH ERROR RECYCLE H-L HLR ERROR aRA~CH H-L HLB ERROR 
UN t-'G > (+/-) CCH HG) ( +/-) ( C t' HG) (+/-) 
.3000 O.OOOD 6.5750 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
.6 00 0 0.0000 12.4250 0.0000 0 .O OD 0 0.0000 
1.0000 0.0000 19.07~0 . o. 0000 0.0000 o. 0 0 00 
1.sooo 0.0000 26.4000. 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 
2.0000 0.0000 37.3000 o. 0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
2 .4 00 0 o.ooon '+2.4000 o. 00 00 .05 0 0 0.0000 
3.0000 0.0000 44.0000 0.0000 1 .7500 o. o o oo 
3.5000 0.0000 46.5500 o. 0000 4 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
4.0000 0.0000 49.3500 0.0000 o .8 75 0 o. 0000 
s.0000 0,0000 55.0500 0.0000 12 .85 0 0 o. 0 0 00 
6.0000 0.0000 61.B 000 • 1000 1a.qsao • 10 00 
1.0000 0,0000 Gd.9000 • 10 00 24 .8000 • 05 00 
a.0000 .1oon 75.0500 • 20 0 0 31 .1000 • 15 00 
q.sooo .2 00 0 85.8500 .4000 41.1000 • 3000 
RESULTS OF A/ERAGED OATAI 
MA IN FLOW QM ERROR RECYCLE FL OW QR ERROR a~AN CH FLOW aa ERROR 
- · CGPH) ... (+/•PCT,)· -- ·-· (GPM > · (+/• PCT,) ( GPM) (+/- PCT,) 
,,· 
.1 
~ 5 .137 2 o.ooon 5.2364 0.0000 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
7.1136 0.0000 · · 7 .1765 o. 00 00 0 .o O O 0 o. 0 0 00 
C,.0421 0.0000 a.a736 o. 00 00 0 .0000 o. 0 0 00 
i~ 10.9336 0 •. o 00 0 1 o. 8 068 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
~i· 
·12.s2os-· 0.0000 · ., __ , __ .. , 12. 3 667 ...... -·-o. 0000 0 .o O O 0 o. 0 0 00 
"· 13.6401 0,0000 13.1791 o. 00 00 .2602 o. a o oo 
15.1470 0.0000 13.4231 o. 0000 1 .5103 0.0000 
16.2341 0.0000 · 13.8028 ...... -- -··-· o. 00 00 2 .2734 o. o o oo 
17.3379 0.0000 14. 2 079 0.0000 2 .9720 0.0000 
• ~-j 113.2533 0,0000 14.(J982 o. 0000 4 .01+97 o. 0 0 00 \ 
.t 
r 20.9744 0.0000 · 15.8823 ·· - - • oa 25 4 .go 77 .2600 ·t., 
22.5490 0.0000 1J>e7610 • 0741 5 .6063 • 10 25 
' 
,· 24.0082 .6658 17.4859 • 1360 6 .2 706 • 2 4 56 
26.0261 1.1212 18.6897 .• 2380 7 .1980 ~ 3722 





RECYCLE RE FR RECYC LE-K BRANCH RE FB 
15760 - .03032 ..... ·-·z.0.2509 . - . ---· -·- 0 . o. coooo 
2159'3 .02917 t+0.0339 0 o. coooo 
26707 • 02 82 2 39. 9 090 0 o. 00000 
32S2E .02744 39.8067 0 o. 00000 
37227 .02696 3<3.7436 0 o. 00000 
39E6E .02675 39.7158 783 • C8171+ 
40400 • 0266 9 39. 7 079 4546 • (4102 
If 154 3 .02660 39.6962 6842 • (3689 
42762 .02651 39.6843 8945 • (346'+ 
'45140 .02635 39.6626 12188 • ~3241 
L+760l .0201a 39.6404 14771 • C3120 
S0,.46 .02603 39.6204 16874 • (3044 
52628 .02591 39. 6 051 16873 • (2984 
56 251 .02574 39.5820 216 61+ • (2916 
XTH XEXP XERR PCT MA IN RE QSU fl (GPH) 
1.0000 1.0000 o. 0 00 0 1571:>0 5 .2 364 
1.0000 1. 0 0 0 0 0.0000 21599 7 .1765 
1.0000 1.0000 o. 0 0 0 0 26707 8 .8 736 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 32526 10 .8066 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 37227 lZ .3687 
.9764 • 9 BO 6 -· .. . ·-·--•. 4 310 ··--·--· -· · ... · 4 Ot+49 .. 13 .4393 
.aga4 .d9d 9 -.0463 44946 14 .q 334 
.8580 .658& -.0696 48385 16 .0763 
.R283 .827 0 .....• 1510 51707 17 -1799 
.7914 .7B7t+ .5 00 2 57329 19 .01+1a 
• 7668 .7639 .3630 62572 20 ,7 899 
.. · .7498 • 7 4 9 4 · · · - -- ·····--·. 0 6 2 3 . • -· -· -·r 6 7 3 2 D - - . • . 22 .3674 . 
• 737~ .7360 . .2446 
.7234 .7 220 .1979 
A~ERAGE RESULTS FOR FLOWSPLIT 18 
~~---~~---...... -------~~--~~--~----
RECYCLE K-FACTOR= 39.7613 
BR~NCH K-FACTOR =138'.0272 
RECYCLE FRICTION·FACTOR = .02710 
CRITICAL FlOWRATE =,13.100'4 GPM 
715 01 
77915 
. ···--·-·-·· ---~ .... ·-·· . ·········-- .- .. 




o. 0 00 0 
. o. 0000 







138. 5 21+ 6 
13d .1 gog 
137.9801 








L+. 59 33 




7. 07 36 
7. 7 206 
a. 30 6ft 





APPENDIX D - PARAMETRIC PLOTS 
In order to calculate the family of curyes for the 
parametric plots discussed earlier, it is first necessary 
to examine the constraints and limits on the design equation. 
Referring to the equation which defines the abscissa of 
Figure 7,for the equal static heads case, 
f(K) = KJ/(1~ + ~) , (eq. Dl) 
it can be noted that the value of f(K) varies from zero to 
one. If a separate curve does indeed exist for every value 
of the parameter S, one can plot the values of x vs. f(K) by 
fixing the values of two out of three variables in equation Dl. 
Since the objective is to examine the entire range of 
f(K), either KR or~ must be held constant. For a given 
value of~ or~, the recycle fraction can be calculated for 
each .s curve at each value of f(K,). This is possible since 
both resistance coefficients will be known from equation Dl 
and the value of S, which gives the flowrate and static heads, 
is also known. 
From a design point of view, perhaps the most useful rep-
resentation would result if the value of~ were held constant 
in such a parametric plot. For the case of a recycle/branch 
flow system, a control valve might be used to maintain a con-
stant recycle flow in order to satisfy process requirements. 
The recycle line would then be sized for maximum flowrate and 
the branch line would contain the control valve. This is 
' 
- 183 -
· · --11r111·aNWMMIU.l'IJIIPll'll'll'IPll'll'fl'll'll'll'IMl'lrll .......... _..... ... _____ . . . 
necess~rily the case since it is the branch flow which varies 
in direct proportion ~o the main-flow fluctuations; for an 
increase in main-flow, the recycle flow drops and the branch 
flow increases so that for the control valve to do the proper 
adjustment in flow, it must be located in the branch line. 
Iri general, this reasoning may not apply and depending 
on the particular piping system, a decision will have to be 
made regarding the flow regulation. However, in many cases 
it will probably be true that one delivery line will exhibit 
a constant flow resistance and the other a variable flow re-
sistance. 
For the case of a fixed recycle-line flow resistance, 
the following limits on equation Dl can be observed: 
As f ( K) -----?' 0, KB ~ 0 
As f(K) ~ 1, IS3---+oo (eq. D2) 
Examining the limits on the recycle fraction x in the design 
equation, the following is noted: 
At x· = 0, S = -Ki3 
At x = 1, S = KR 
( eq. D3) 
The condition for x = O defines a locus of points for all 
values of S, whereas the condition at x = 1 defines only a 
single point for all values of s. Thus, the abscissa on a 
plot of the form of Figure 7 is the locus of x = 0 as de-
termined by the values of K:s for discrete negative values of 




Consider also the values of the ordinate at a zero value 




x =~S/KR (eq. D4) 
and so., this relation can hold only for positive values of S. 
This equation then defines the locus of points along the or-
dinate at f(K) = 0 for all values of positive S. The values 
of S., as noted above., can only vary from -1S3 to~· Thus, 
all conditions for the variables involved have been estab-

















Type A Parametric Plot 
~ fixed 
For the case of maintaining a constant resistance coef-
ficient for the branch line, a similar analysis can be carried 
out. The general form of the parametric plot would then be as 
given in Figure D2. 
It was earlier noted in the discussion of Figure 8 that 
the minimum recycle fraction which can be achieved., for any 
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Figure D2 
Type B Parametric Plot 
~ fixed 
combination of~ and~, is that given by the case of equal 
static heads, or S = o. This is the situation when Sis a 
positive quantity, and is the situation likely to be encoun-
tered in the vast majority of cases. However, for negative 
values of S, the condition specified by S = 0 represents 
the maximum recycle fraction which could be achieved. This 
is the case simply because, with respect to the established 
convention of the general model, flow begins in the branch 
line when Sis negative. As main flowrate increases, a dif-
ferent critical flowrate is reached, at which point recycle 
flow begins, and then the recycle fraction asymptotically ap-
proaches a maximum given by the S = O case. The critical 
flowrate in this instance depends on the branch resistance 
coefficient and can be derived, as done previously, to be: 
- 186 -
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Such a critical flowrate is not likely to be of any conse-
quence for ordinary recycle/delivery systems since the oc-
currence of zero recycle would be useless. However, it 
might occur for a general branched system where the pressure 
difference between delivery points is sufficiently great such 
that the static head difference is ove_rcome, and flow does 
indeed begin in the line of higher delivery point elevation. 
Of course, by changing the convention of the general model, 
this situation can be described by the relations given for 
the case of positive S, which intuitively makes more sense. 
It is a matter to be decided upon by the designer whether 
a Type A or Type B plot is most· useful and convenient for a 
given application. A series of charts would have to be con-
structed to accommodate the various fixed values of~ or K_s· 
However, the construction of such plots entails a great deal 
of effort; the use of parametric plots as a design tool 
would be advantageous only if they had been prepared in ad-. 
vance and were readily available for reference. 
It can already be imagined that such a collection of 
charts would be somewhat unwieldy. However, some simplifi-
cation can be made to greatly reduce the number of such charts 
" 
required. For each increase in the order of magnitude of the 
recycle resistance coefficient (for Type A charts), the same 
S curve results if there is also a corresponding increase in 
the order of magnitude of each of the S curves. Thus, the 






values for each curve are also increased tenfold in going from 
the first to the second case. This behavior is a result of 
the direct relationship between the resistance coefficients 
and Sin the design equation, for fixed values of x and f{K). 
The consequence of this property is that a set of charts can 
be used to represent the entire range of possible variations 
of both resistance coefficients. Sufficient accuracy would 
probably be attained with a set of 18 charts, covering dis-
crete values of KR with the following unit values: 
1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 
5.5, 6.o, 6.5, 1.0, 7.5, 8.o, 8.5, 9.0, 9.5. 
A satisfactory estimate of recycle fraction could be obtained 
by interpolating results given by the two charts which bracket 
the fixed value of the resistance coefficient. As an example, 
consider the case for~= 1200. Since this is probably an 
average value, with limits of perhaps _±.100, one could inter-
polate the results as given by the 1.0 and 1.5 charts to get 
a good estimate of the desired result. 
Although this sounds fine in principle, in actual prac-
tice this procedure would probably be more tedious than the 
iterative solution of the design equation. Together with the 
limited precision available with the need for interpolation, 
this method is not a satisfactory shortcut to the design and 
analysis'of branched piping systems. 
However, the general parametric plot is useful for ex-
amining some of the behavioral properties of these systems. 
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analysis, as depicted in Figure D3-for a Type A plot. 
For a given piping system with fixed branch resistance 
as well as recycle resistance, a vertical line at some con-
stant value of f(K) can be established. As the main flow-
rate increases, the value of S decreases and consequently., 
the recycle fraction decreases. For an increase in the 
static head difference of the delivery lines at a given 
flowrate, the value of S increases and so, the recycle frac-
tion is higher than for the case of less difference in static 
heads. 
1.0 
s:: IQ 0 
..-t 
.p increases System Behavior on a C) 
a, 




I>, ~ is fixed. C) 
~ 
0 Y(~ + ~) 1.0 
Figure D3 
For a given recycle fraction to be maintained, a hori-
zontal line at some constant xis established. If the branch 
resistance is increased, f(K) increases and the line of con-
stant x crosses S curves of a lower value; hence, the main 
flowrate must increase for a fixed STAT. (The same behavior 
would result if ecycl resist~nce in a Type B system is re-
, 
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duced}. Conversely, if the main flowrate increases, a con-
trol valve should respond to increase the branch resistance 
so that f(K) is increased and x can be maintained. It should 
be noted that at high recycle fractions, the S curves are 
nearly horizontal over almost the entire range of f(K}; the 
S curves at low recycle fractions are steeper for a wider 
range of f(K). For a given change in flowrate, this requires 
that a much larger increase in branch resistance is required 
at high recycle fractions than at low recycle fractions in 
order to maintain a constant recycle fraction. It may then 
be desirable to design a system so that f{K) is nearly equal 
to one when dealing with high recycle fractions, so that the 
slope of the S curve is more steep than flat. 
The behavior when maintaining a constant flowrate is 
given by the span of conditions for a single S curve. Ob-
biously, recycle fraction increases as branch resistance 
increases (or recycle resistance decreases) because of an 
increase if f(K}. 
Similar behavior results for all these cases when a dif-
ferent plot, based upon a different fixed recycle or branch 
resistance, is used. However, the extent to which ~STAT and 
Q must change in order to maintain a constant recycle frac-
tion, for example, varies from one plot to the next because 
of the different values of Sin the same region, for all such 
plots. 
A listing of the computer program used to prepare para-
metric plots for the experimental apparatus, as mentioned in 




10121 05 / 30/79 
··-· - - -- -- --. 
---
c • • • • ABSTRACT: 
C ••• THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES AND PLOTS THE DATA PAIRS, (X,Y>, GIVEN 
C av (K-FUNCTION, RECYCLE FRACTION), AS A FAMILY Of CURVES IN THE 







__ OIHENSION FKC50,50), BK(50,50), XTH(50,50) __ 
DIMENSION XAXIS(2), YAXISC2), XYAXIS(2) 
I = 1 
L = 1 
••• THE BASIS OF EACH PLOT IS THE GIVEN RECYCLE K-FACTOR•••• 
GO TO (38,12,58) L 
RK = 132.5 S"I'N = -1000 •. ----- --------------
SHAX = 120. 
GO TO 555 
RK = 38.8 
SHIN = -300. 
SHAX = 35. 
GO TO 555 
RK = 1'4. 6 
SHIN = -100. 
SMAX = 14. 
CONTINUE 
S = SHIN 
CONTINUE 
H AX = 30 
A MAX = HAX NK = HAX • 1-
FK(NK,I) = 1. 
X TH ( NK, I) = 1. 
-- - -----
- - . ·- ·- --··--·--
--- -- ---·-· -·-
-------- -- --- ... p -~ s -------- . -· ----- --- ------ ---- --
C •••• CALCULATE THE INITIAL POINT FOR EACH S-CURVE •••• IF CS - O.) 100,200,300 
300 FK(1,I) ~--0• _______ _ 
XTH(1,I> = SQRT(S/RK) 
GO TO qo 
200 FK(t,I) = O. X TH ( 1, U --~ __ 0 •- _____ _ _________________ _ 
--- --- GO TO 90 
100 XTH(1, I> = D. FK(t,!) = -t.•S/(RK - S) 
·- C - •••• CALCULATE THE-VAruE~C-OF--X-AT--EACH- INCREMENT- OF FK- •••• 
90 OF= (1. - FKl1,I))/AHAX 
00 10 K=Z, MAX J = K ... 1 _ ·- __ . -· __ ··---·--·----- ____________ ---·-----------------------
----------- FK(K,I) = FKCJ, U + OF 
40 BK(K 1 I) = RK•FKCK,I)/(1. - FK<K,I)> 
85 X = t. 0 73 FX = (RK - BKCK1I>>•x••2._+ BK(K,I)•C2.•x - 1., - S 
-----·-- --DFX = 2.•(RK - tiK(K,IU•X + 2.•BK(K, I) 
X = X - FX/OFX ERR= AaS(FX) · 
IF ( ERR._GT_. 0 ._oo O 1 > ]3, 75 _ --- _ -- --------
--75 ----·xTH (K, U = X 
10 CONTINUE 
C •••• PLOT THE _e_o_I_NTS_(FK,X.l_[O..R_EA_CH_VALUE_Of_S_AT A_GIVEN_RK .!!•• ___ _ 
---- ---IF-,s;·NE;sHIN) GO TO 50 . .. . 
I 
gftt g}~~~~ \~;~10.0~~·2_,s_~o.,~~o~o._2, __ ____ __ _ ___ _ _ 
-- ----------- CALL·--aIKPLT .. ( FK ( 1, It, XTH u ,u, NK ,24H •K-FUNCTION, BK/ (BK+RK > •, 21H•R 
.ECYCLE FRACTION, X•) 
CALL PLOT (-6.0,t.0,-3) 50 If (S.EQ.SMIN) GO TO 60 ____ __ _ _______ _ 
5 CALL QLINE lFKC1,I1,XTHl1~I1,NKI 
60 CONTINUE 
,. - - --191 -
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C • •• • l AB EL EACH S-CUR'IE ON THE PLOT •• •• THET~ = CAT_ANUXTHC4,I) - XTH<2,U)/<FKC4,I) - FKC2,I1J))•180.l3.1 
C 
.4159 IF ,s.Lr.1000., FORHAT = 4HF4.D 
IF cs.LT.100.) FOR~AT = 4HF3.0 
IF CS. LT .10 • ) FOR HAT = It HF 2. 0 
IF (S.LT.O.) FORMAT= 4HF3.0 
IF (S.LE~-10.t FORHAT = 4HF4.0 
If (S.LE.-100.l FORMAT= 4HF5.0 
__ If IS.LE.-1000.) FCR~AT = 4HF6.D CALL NUH8ER ,s.•FKC3,IJ,5.•XTH(3,I);~to,s,THETA,~ORHAT) 
. •••• SPECIFY THE FORTHCOMING 1ALUES OF S HITH THE INCREMENT OS••• 
GO TO (380,120,580) L / 
380 If CFK(i,Il.LE.1.0) 0S=500. 
IF (FKU,It.LE.o.a> 0S=200. 
IF CFKU,U .LE.D. 7L 0S=100. 
If CF K U , I) •LE. 0 • 6 ) 0 S= 5 0. 
IF CFKCt,U.LE.O.I+) 0S=20. 
If CFKU,U.LE.0.2> 0S=10. 
GO TO 95 
120 IF (fKU,U.LE.1.0) 
I F CFK U , U • L E •• 8 5 > 
I F C FK Ci , I> • LE. 0 • 7 ) 
IF CFKU,I).LE.0.5) 
IF (FKU,U.LE.0.4) 
GO TO 95 5 a O I f ( f K ( 1 , I ) • L E. 1 • 0 t 
IF CFKU,U.LE •• 75) 
If (FKU,U.LE.0.6) 










'35 S = S • OS 
I = I + 1 
. -- - -If - cs.-GT .SHAX ,---GO--TO- 500-
- -- .. - ---- ·- ---- --- -
--· ·---- - -- --.·---- .. 
GO TO 20 C •••• CONSTRUCT UPPER AXES ON PLOT OF K-FUNCTION •••• 
500 XAXIS(i) = O. 
XAXIS(2,- = 1. -
YAXIS(U = O. 
YAXIS(2) = 1. 
XYAXIS(il = 1. 
-XYAXIS <2> -= 1. -- --
--- - --~--· ------·- - ----
CALL QLIN£ (XAXIS,XYAXIS,2). 
CALL QLINE (XYAXIS,YAXIS,2> 
___________ CALL SYHBOL_ C 0._4, 7.0,.14,35Hf>ARA t£TRIC PLOT OF RECYCLE FRACT lON, 
• 0. 0, 35 I CALL SYHaOL (0.0,6.7,.14,41HAS A FUNCTION Of RESISTANCE COEFfICIEM 
.ts,,o.o,4U 
_ CALL SYMBOL_ (O.J,6.4,.14,37HFLOMRATE, ANO STATIC-HEAD DIFFERENCE., 
• 0. 0, 37 l IF (J.EQ.1) CALL SYHaOL (t.o,5.8,.14,24H3/8 INCH RECYCLE ORIFICE, 
• 0. 0, 24 I IF U.EQ.2) CALL SYMBOL (i.0,5.8 ,.14,24H1/2 IHCH RECYCLE ORIFICE, 
• O·. 0, 24) IF (I.EQ.3) CALL SYMBOL ,1.o,s.a,.14,24H5/8 INCH RECYCLE ORIFICE, 
• 0. 0, 24 > CALL PLOT_(B.D,-1.0,-3) 
-·--1000 CONTINUE 
- -··--·- ---· --- . - --- --- - - -
E ~O 
-------------------------------- ---··------·---·- ----·- -------- - .. ------------· --------·--
--------- ----- - -
. -----------------
------ -------···· -----. ----- --- - -- - -
·-----·-··----------·--··-· ··-·· - ..... ---- ----------·-·· - -- - . 
-----------------· -- ---------~---·- -· ··-- -





APPENDIX E - NOMOGRAPH 
In order to construct a nomograph to represent a par-
ticular equation, it is necessary to examine the form of the 
equation and compare it to several standard types of equa-
tions (15). Each type of standard equation results in a 
particular type of nomograph. In certain cases, two differ-
ent standard forms may together, represent the form of the 
equation in question. When this occurs, the two different 
equation types can be used to construct a nomograph which is 
a composite of the two corresponding standard forms. 
Since it is desired to represent the design equation as 
a nomograph, it must be rearranged to conform to one or more 
standard equation types. This is evidently not a very simple 
equation since the variable xis distributed in two terms in 
a non-separable fashion. The only standard type of equation 
to which the design equation can conform is the following: 
f(x) = <f(x)·F(y) +ct>(z)/f'(w) (eq. El) 
in which form the design equation may be written as: 
2 
This equation arises simply from expanding the (1 - x) 
'term in the design equation and by collecting like terms in x. 
{Solving for x using the quadratic formula does not result in 
any useful form of equation. Because of the distributed~ 




terms in~ and~ only-results in a mess, such as: 
(eq. E3) 
with ·tX = K:a/(KR - ~). · Here, <X is. not capable of being col-
lected as in equation El and so, this form is of no use.) 
Equation E2 is seen to be a combination of two standard 
equation types, which are the following: 
and 
f(x) = 'f(x)· F(y) + rx 
<f> (z) = f{ ( w )/(1/~) 
(eq. E4) 
(eq. E5) 
The procedure here is to construct two separate nomo-
graphs, each one in accordance with the two standard equations 
E4 and E5. The variable <X. will be used as a common reference 
axis to combine the two charts. In preparing the final nomo-
graph, the scales used for the <f:... axis must therefore be the 
same in each of the two preliminary charts. 
The form Qf the nomograph represented by equation E4 is 
given in Figure El, and that of equation E5 is given in Fig-
ure E2. If the scaling can be worked out properly, it may be 
~ possible to represent the design equation by a nomograph sim-
ilar to the combined form given in Figure E3. 
In order to scale the axes, the anticipated range of 
each variaple and term in the standard equation must be ex-
amined: 1. (1 - 2x) ranges from -1 to +l, 
x ranges from Oto 1, 






































(1 - Kj/~) ranges from O to 1 for ~< K":sj 
3. S ranges from Oto perhaps 500 to 1000 if 
Z+DP = 100 at most, and Q = 10 at least; 
4. ~ ranges from Oto perhaps a few thousand. 
Of course, for a nomograph to be useful as a design 
tool, it should be perfectly general and should cover as wide 
a range in all parameters as is realistically possible. It 
can be seen that several scaling problems arise if the above 
general ranges in the variables are-to be satisfied. In this 
type of nomograph, it is not permissible to use logarithmic 
scales due to the nature of the standard equation type. None 
of the axes (except #1) can be properly scaled to accommodate 
the desired ranges with adequate precision. It may be pos-
sible, however, to limit the ranges of one or more of these 
terms;on a single nomograph and to construct a second nomo-
graph to cover the remaining ranges. For example, one chart 
could cover the range in KB from Oto 500 and another from 
500 to perhaps 1000, In addition, the #2 axis must be split 
onto two charts with one for the KR>K':s case and another for 
the KR<l<:s case. Together, at least four nomographs would be 
required in order to obtain a realistic degree of accuracy. 
This alone is rea~on enough for abandoning the nomograph 
idea. A nomograph is supposed to be a simple tool for pro-
.Viding quick and easy solutions to problems. Once it becomes 
necessary to juggle four different charts in order to find, 
perhaps through trial-and-error, which one chart can yield 






the simple tool it was intended to be. Certainly, the iter-
ative solution of the design equation would be less trouble. 
However, adding to this concern is another factor which 
does not permit construction of a workable nomograph. Con-
sidering axis #1, the standard chart for equation E4 cannot 
accommodate the synunetrical function (1 - 2x) with a range 
of -1 to +l. The only way the chart can be constructed is 
to split the range from -1 to O and from Oto +l in two sep-
arate charts. Thus, here is another problem which undoubt~ 
edly complicates the nomograph idea to the point where any 
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